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1
AM E RICA’S P LU TO C RATS
WHO THEY ARE AND HOW
THEY SUCCEED

“A lie can travel halfway around the world while
the truth is putting on its shoes.”
—ANONYMOUS

Smooth-talking con artists are familiar figures in American
folklore. The well-dressed hustler arrives in an unsuspecting
town. He pitches some miracle cure or get-rich-quick scheme,
door to door or from atop a soapbox. Then, before his customers realize they’ve been duped, he steals away in search of his
next mark. It’s a risky vocation, one that demands quick feet, a
keen understanding of human nature, and a talent for telling
tales that both arouse and reassure.
But when it comes to profiting off people’s hopes and fears,
golden-tongued peddlers like these are mere gnats in a land
of giants. By far the most successful purveyors of lucrative
lies and false promises can be found among the denizens of
America’s palatial estates, corporate boardrooms, and corridors
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of political power. And unlike their small-time counterparts,
they’re rarely on the run—despite the misery and despair they
leave in their wake.
How is it that these super-sized hucksters are able to accumulate ever-greater wealth and influence—at everyone else’s
expense—without provoking a broad backlash? As the pages
ahead will show, they accomplish this by using manipulative
psychological appeals that target five fundamental questions in
our individual and collective lives: Are we safe? Are we treated
fairly? Who should we trust? Are we good enough? Can we
control what happens to us? These “mind games” are carefully
designed to defuse and misdirect our outrage. When they’re
effective, we lose our bearings about what’s gone wrong, who’s
to blame, and how we can turn things around.
The disingenuous claims of fat-cat profiteers took on even
greater significance with the election of Donald J. Trump as
the 45th president of the United States. On the campaign trail,
the country’s premier hustler offered voters a wagonload of
beguiling accounts and assurances while breaking almost every
rule of evidence, logic, and propriety. He sought to persuade
not through rational argument, analysis, and truth-telling,
but rather by manipulating our imperfect reasoning and our
unreasoning emotions. The same strategic ploys that brought
him to the White House certainly flourished during his first
year in office.
But perspective is important here, because Trump’s
propaganda playbook isn’t really anything new. In various guises, it’s been around for a long time—even if most
Americans haven’t seen his level of mastery in their lifetimes, especially with the stakes so high. Ultimately, then,
this political moment brings to the fore a clear and compelling message: We can’t wait any longer to confront and
debunk the destructive mind games of the country’s millionaire and billionaire snake-oil vendors. And that’s what this
book is about.
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FACTS ON THE GROUND: AMERICA’S EXTREME
INEQUALITY
Let’s begin with an inescapable truth. We live in a country
where extraordinary wealth is concentrated in remarkably
few hands. The financial assets of the richest 1% of Americans
equal those of the bottom 90% of all U.S. households combined.1 The Walton family alone, heirs to the Walmart fortune,
has more wealth than the bottom 40% of all Americans, a
group comprised of nearly 50 million families.2 And top executives of S&P 500 companies each receive, on average, over
$10 million in annual compensation, making roughly as much
in a single day as their typical employees earn in a full year.3
Research shows that such extreme inequality between
rich and poor—now at historic levels in the United States—is
a driving force behind many of society’s most profound and
corrosive ills. These disparities are associated with diminished
levels of physical health, mental health, educational achievement, social mobility, trust, community life, and economic
growth. They’re also linked to heightened levels of infant mortality, obesity, crime, violence, drug abuse, and incarceration.4
The ugly realities of extreme inequality are visible almost
everywhere we look. Giant corporations are raking in record
profits, while millions of Americans remain scarred by the
Great Recession and a recovery that has left them behind.
Mammoth defense contractors push for more of everything
military, while programs for the needy are on life support.
Global polluters are blocking effective responses to climate
change, while the poor suffer disproportionately from environmental disasters and devastation. Influential voices ridicule
those who are disadvantaged by prejudice, by discrimination,
and by dwindling resources. All the while, our middle class is
shrinking, imperiled, and insecure.
At the same time, the American public favors greater economic equality. Polls reveal that most of us recognize that the
income gap between “haves” and “have nots” has been steadily
rising, that our economic system unjustly rewards the wealthy,
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that large corporations have too much influence, and that
hard work doesn’t guarantee an escape from poverty.5 Even so,
researchers have found that most Americans still significantly
underestimate the magnitude of the disparities between rich
and poor in this country.6
The adverse consequences of our enormous economic
divide are magnified even further by another crucial fact:
There are striking differences in policy preferences between
the super-rich and the rest of us. Compared to the extraordinarily wealthy, most Americans are much stronger supporters
of a higher minimum wage, labor unions to strengthen workers' rights, a more progressive tax structure, higher taxes for
high-income earners and corporations, affordable health coverage for everyone, government initiatives to decrease unemployment, and a stronger social welfare safety net for those
facing adversity.7
PLUTOCRATS, THE PREDATORY CLASS,
AND THE 1%
One might think that this popular vision of the good society
would win out and Congress would enact policies to support
it.8 But that’s not happening because tremendous wealth and
political power go hand-in-hand in the United States today.
As a result, a small number of individuals and groups have
unprecedented sway over our daily lives and our collective
destiny. They set the priorities of our elected officials.9 They
exert influence over the mainstream media regarding which
narratives are promoted and which are obscured.10 And, as
we’ll shortly see, through their psychological mind games they
manipulate the public’s understanding of what’s happening,
what’s right, and what’s possible.
This unhealthy and undemocratic arrangement is the
defining feature of a plutocracy—a society and government
controlled by the super-rich, directly and indirectly. With
their massive economic and political resources, plutocrats
pursue the further accumulation of wealth and power while
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undermining the common good. As plutocratsˇ fortunes multiply, the struggles and desperate circumstances faced by so
many are ignored and grow worse. Almost 250 years ago, in
1776, economist and philosopher Adam Smith described it this
way: “All for ourselves and nothing for other people, seems, in
every age of the world, to have been the vile maxim of the masters of mankind.”11
But “plutocrats” is just one term for these avaricious defenders of concentrated wealth and power. Other names also fit
the bill. For example, economist James Galbraith has aptly
described them as the “predatory class”:
Today, the signature of modern American capitalism is neither benign competition, nor class struggle, nor an inclusive middle-class utopia. Instead, predation has become
the dominant feature—a system wherein the rich have
come to feast on decaying systems built for the middle
class. The predatory class is not the whole of the wealthy;
it may be opposed by many others of similar wealth. But
it is the defining feature, the leading force. And its agents
are in full control of the government under which we live.12

The “1%” is another term that’s resonated ever since Occupy
Wall Street burst onto the scene in the fall of 2011, when tens
of thousands of Americans protested economic inequality
and corporate greed with demonstrations and encampments
across the country.13
Whether they’re called plutocrats, or the predatory class, or
the 1%—and I’ll be using them interchangeably—these people
defend their empire and expand their reach through outsized
influence over huge corporations, government institutions, and
other organizations. Some of them have become household
names, while others fly under the radar. Those with high profiles include Trump, the oil baron Koch brothers, the Walmart
heirs, and the CEOs of some of Wall Street’s largest banks and
other Fortune 500 companies.14 Also conspicuous are prominent politicians—many Republicans and some Democrats—
who eagerly advance a plutocratic agenda. Trump’s cabinet
members have a combined net worth in excess of $10 billion;15
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over half the members of Congress are millionaires.16 As journalist and political analyst Chris Hayes wrote, “The 1 percent
and the nation’s governing class are more or less one and the
same. If you are a member of the governing elite and aren’t a
millionaire, you’re doing something wrong.”17
Also supporting these plutocrats are groups such as the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, lobbying on behalf of big business, and
the American Legislative Exchange Council, working behind
the scenes to draft 1%-friendly model legislation for states and
municipalities across the country. The network also includes
right-wing “think tanks” that issue inequality-defending policy briefs, much to the satisfaction of their super-rich patrons.
Billionaire Rupert Murdoch’s Fox News cable TV channel and
his Wall Street Journal are among the favorite media outlets
of the predatory class. This is just a small sampling, as later
chapters will show.18
But it’s important to realize that members of today’s plutocracy are not a monolithic group. Likewise, there’s no need to
posit some secret plot in which they all gather in smoke-filled
rooms to conspire about how best to achieve their aims. The
defense of extreme inequality arises from multiple corners.
Some hold rigid ideological commitments—to “free markets,”
“traditional values,” “small government,” or “survival of the fittest”—that seemingly blind them to the tragic human costs of
their convictions. Others relentlessly pursue personal wealth
and power, devoid of any serious intellectual mooring or moral
justification. And then there are those who, plutocrats by birth,
lack self-reflection and simply conform to the expectations of
their peers and upbringing.
To be clear, not all Americans with extraordinary wealth
and power endorse the predatory class’s self-aggrandizing values and priorities. Rather, some of them are deeply concerned
about the welfare of those who are less fortunate, and some give
generously of their time and resources in efforts to build a more
equal and more just society.19 The Patriotic Millionaires, for
example, describe themselves as “high-net-worth Americans
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who are committed to building a more prosperous, stable and
inclusive nation.”20 For them, this means a country where
everyone shares equally in political power, wages are sufficient to enable full-time workers to support their families, and
super-rich individuals and corporations contribute a greater
share of our tax revenues. There are others much like them—
all valuable allies in the pursuit of progressive change. So even
though their wealth places such individuals in rarefied circles,
they shouldn’t be mistaken for the promoters of the pernicious
mind games that are the focus of this book.
OUR FIVE CORE CONCERNS: SOF T TARGETS
FOR M ANIPUL ATION
Greed-driven plutocrats share one goal: the stifling of public
outrage over extreme inequality. Through their deep-pocket
efforts at obstruction, they aim to undermine the solidarity
that’s needed to counter their oversized influence and control.21 As long as they’re successful, a more decent society
remains beyond our grasp.
But how exactly do the 1% prevent so many Americans
from recognizing what’s gone wrong, who’s to blame, and what
can be done to make things better? To a large degree, they rely
on psychological persuasion. They inundate us with artfully
crafted public relations campaigns. They seduce us with charismatic but deceitful spokespersons. And they prey upon us
with manipulative appeals that are especially effective because
they target the fundamental issues in our daily lives.
What are these key issues? That question has engaged me
for much of the past 20 years in my work as a psychologist.22
Through research and study, I’ve discovered that five issues
consistently and profoundly shape the way we understand
ourselves, our lives, and the world around us. They are vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority, and helplessness. Each
of these is a core concern and the basis for one of the questions
I mentioned earlier: Are we safe? Are we treated fairly? Who
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should we trust? Are we good enough? Can we control what
happens to us?
Unfortunately, defenders of extreme wealth and power specialize in misleading and self-serving answers to these questions. In fact, their answers usually lead us away from the more
equal and more humane society most of us desire. Let’s now
take a brief look at these five concerns. Later, in the chapters
that follow, we’ll examine the specific mind games that the 1%
use to take advantage of them.

Vulnerability: Are We Safe?
Our concerns about vulnerability play a central role in how we
see the world. Whether as passing thoughts or haunting worries, we wonder if we’re safe, if the people we care about are
in harm’s way, and if there might be danger on the horizon.
Right or wrong, our judgments on these matters go a long way
in determining the choices we make and the actions we take.
This focus on vulnerability isn’t surprising. If our survival or
well-being appears to be in doubt, if fear leaps to the forefront,
other thoughts and feelings are quickly pushed aside.
Specific vulnerability concerns vary from one person or
group to the next, in part because the range of possible threats
is so broad. For some, life itself may hang in the balance: the
homeless person on a frigid winter night, the cancer patient
unable to afford urgent treatment, soldiers under fire on a
battlefield. For others, the concerns are more about the daily
struggle to get by: the low-wage worker with more bills to pay
than money in the bank; the immigrant family confronting
prejudice in their neighborhood; the high school graduates
unable to afford college, or college graduates burdened with
years of student debt.
Whatever our actual circumstances may be, when we
think we’re in jeopardy we look for ways to reduce that danger. Only when we think we’re safe do we turn our attention
elsewhere. However, we’re not very good at assessing real risks
or effective responses to them. As a result, often we make the
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mistake of either exaggerating threats or underestimating
perils—especially when others mislead us to advance their
own agenda.

Injustice: Are We Treated Fairly?
Concerns over just treatment are also a potent force in our
lives. We regularly wonder whether particular circumstances
or decisions are fair. Employees may doubt that they’re being
paid what they deserve, parents may worry that their children aren’t receiving enough encouragement and recognition
at school, public figures may have misgivings about whether
they’re being portrayed fairly by the media, and so on.
Cases of real or perceived mistreatment—from minor
slights to profound abuses—stir anger and resentment, as well
as an urge to right wrongs and bring accountability to those we
hold responsible. At the same time, claims of injustice and calls
for punitive or corrective measures can spur heated debate and
disagreement. An action that one person or group considers an
obvious instance of wrongdoing may be deemed legitimate by
others. Similarly, what some see as a fair solution to a problem
may be viewed by other stakeholders as yet a further miscarriage of justice.
Our perceptions about what’s just and what’s not are imperfect. That makes us potentially easy targets for skillful manipulation by those who have a selfish interest in shaping our views
of right and wrong. We can be misled into believing that there’s
no injustice in our midst when in fact there is, or vice versa.
We can also be misdirected into believing that innocent parties
are the ones responsible for unjust conditions, thereby letting
those who are actually guilty escape accountability.

Distrust: Who Should We Trust?
Consciously and unconsciously, we tend to divide the world
into people and groups we find trustworthy and others we
don’t. Where we draw that line matters a lot. When we get it
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right, we avoid harm from those who have hostile intentions
or are merely undependable. Appropriate levels of distrust are
important in steering us away from bad decisions and costly
outcomes. In much the same way, knowing who we can trust
enables us to build valuable relationships that enhance the purpose in our lives and the effectiveness of our collective efforts.
We usually make these judgments with only limited information of uncertain reliability. Sometimes they’re based on little more than fleeting interactions, rumors, or stereotypes. As
a result, our conclusions about the trustworthiness of particular people, groups, and sources of information are frequently
flawed and problematic. On the one hand, unwarranted suspicions can lead us to discount wise counsel, to reject promising
opportunities, and to turn potential allies into adversaries. On
the other hand, misplaced trust can have devastating consequences. Betrayal by people we believe have our best interests
at heart is more than just emotionally painful. It can cost us
our livelihood, our savings, our security, and the possibility of
a brighter future.
It’s regrettable, then, that our inclinations to either trust
or distrust are soft targets for psychological manipulation—
including by those who share neither our circumstances nor
our priorities. The strategies used for this purpose take advantage of two natural tendencies: first, our penchant, all else
being equal, to trust and give the benefit of the doubt to those
who hold positions of authority; and second, our inclination to
adopt a distrustful posture toward those we see as different, or
those we’ve been taught to view as “outsiders.”

Superiority: Are We Good Enough?
We’re quick to compare ourselves to others, often in an effort
to demonstrate that we’re worthy of respect or admiration.
Sometimes this desire is even stronger: We want confirmation
that we’re superior in some important way—perhaps in our
accomplishments, or in our values, or in our contributions to
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society. In our efforts to bolster our own positive self-appraisal,
we may direct attention toward what we consider worst about
other people and groups, painting them in as negative a light
as possible.
At the extreme, some of those who see themselves as superior believe they’re entitled to stand above the norms and
rules that govern the lives of everyone else. Their narcissistic
belief that they’ve earned or have been chosen for privileged
status finds expression in displays of arrogance, harsh judgments of others, and overreaching in an effort to control scarce
resources. These behaviors and the convictions underlying
them can be sources of conflict with those subjected to humiliating and dehumanizing affronts.
The judgments we make about our own worth—and
the positive or negative qualities of other people—are usually subjective and lack concrete evidence. As a result, these
impressions are also susceptible to manipulation by self-interested parties. Consider how favorably we react to being
flattered or singled out as special, particularly by those
in positions of authority and esteem. These same individuals can persuade us to look down on others as undeserving of respect, and to view them with contempt and
disgust instead.

Helplessness: Can We Control What Happens to Us?
Whether we’re talking about individuals or groups, feelings of
helplessness pose an obstacle to any undertaking. Those who
lack confidence in their capabilities are more likely to give up
and abandon their goals, and they don’t bounce back as resiliently when their efforts prove unproductive. That’s because
believing we can’t control important outcomes in our lives
leads to resignation, which wrecks our motivation to work
toward crucial personal or collective objectives.
In short, if we think our actions won’t make any difference,
we’re inclined to do nothing. As a result, social change efforts
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are hampered when people feel that working together won’t
improve their circumstances. This notion—that our actions
are futile and adversity can’t be overcome—is something
we fight hard to resist. But if we reach that demoralizing conclusion anyway, its effects can be paralyzing and very difficult
to reverse.
Knowing that feelings of helplessness have a significant
impact on the choices we make and the effort we’re willing to
expend, those with their own selfish agenda can take advantage
of us by manipulating our perceptions of what’s possible. For
example, perceived helplessness—especially when it’s widely
shared—makes it easy for a small minority to control a much
larger group. They’re able to maintain an oppressive status quo
because active resistance is absent and voices of opposition
are silent.
THE 1%’S GAME PLAN AND THE CHALLENGES
WE FACE
Our core concerns about vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority, and helplessness are psychologically powerful for multiple reasons. First, singly and in combination, they’re essential
lenses through which we interpret events, evaluate our circumstances, and decide what action, if any, to take. Second,
the importance of these concerns extends from individuals
to groups, and they therefore operate in a wide range of settings: interpersonal relationships; family relationships; work
relationships; community relationships; and political relationships in local, national, and international spheres. Third, these
concerns have the potential to undermine our capacity for
careful and critical thinking because they’re linked to hard-tocontrol emotions, including fear, anger, suspicion, contempt,
and despair.
Given their power, it’s not surprising that these five concerns figure so prominently in the propaganda campaigns of
plutocrats who aim to discourage resistance to their agenda.
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As examples, representatives of the 1% feed our vulnerability
fears by pushing alarmist accounts of the perils associated with
change. They twist our sense of injustice by insisting that their
actions are designed to address wrongdoing and inequity. They
promote confusion and doubt over who can be trusted in order
to create suspicions and disorganization within the ranks of
their opponents. They exploit notions of superiority by portraying the United States as a land of limitless opportunity
where the cream always rises to the top. And they encourage
feelings of helplessness by arguing that stark inequalities are
the result of powerful forces beyond anyone’s control.
Sometimes, the rich and powerful use their mind games to
perpetuate an illegitimate status quo—for example, through
voter suppression efforts, climate change denial, opposition to
minimum wage increases, and draconian law-and-order policies. At other times, they use similar appeals to implement
changes that expand their empire—for instance, through the
privatization of public education, legislation that weakens
workers’ rights, corporate-friendly trade agreements, and
deadly wars of aggression. When the 1% succeed in these
efforts, few among us are spared the adverse consequences—
especially those Americans already struggling to make ends
meet and have their voices heard.
To be clear, there’s nothing wrong with political appeals that
highlight issues of vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority,
or helplessness. After all, since these are core concerns it makes
sense that they should be front and center when it comes to
matters of public policy and the general welfare. What’s deeply
immoral, however, is that today’s plutocrats exploit these concerns for the specific purpose of advancing their own narrow
interests while bringing harm and suffering to so many.
Rather than use their enormous resources to help create a
more equal and decent society, the 1% instead devote themselves to protecting and expanding their wealth and power—at
the expense of those who don’t live in their mansions, meet in
their boardrooms, or vacation at their resorts. Moreover, when
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arguing their case, they conceal their true intentions with
carefully crafted mind games that manipulate our perceptions,
promote falsehoods and distortions, and prey upon our emotions and prejudices.

Trump’s Presidential Campaign Mind Games
In the chapters ahead, we’ll examine the 1%’s favorite mind
games one by one, but it’s important to recognize that these
manipulative appeals are often used in combination for even
greater effect. For example, plutocrats may defend a particular
policy by arguing that it protects us from dire threats, combats current injustices, and reflects our country’s highest values—and that critics are misguided and misinformed. More
vividly, Trump’s successful pursuit of the presidency provides
an instructive case study of multiple mind games used to reach
a single goal—the White House. It’s worth briefly recalling several instances from the campaign trail, considering each issue
in turn.23
First, Trump fed the public’s worries about vulnerability.
Describing himself as “the law and order candidate,” he warned
that “our very way of life” was at risk and insisted that only
he could provide protection from a wide range of catastrophic
threats.24 Promising to build a “great wall” along our border
with Mexico, he falsely claimed, “They’re bringing drugs.
They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists.”25 With similar overthe-top rhetoric, he railed against bringing Syrian refugees to
the United States as “a personal invitation to ISIS members
to come live here and try to destroy our country from within.”26 Trump also exploited fears in a different way: by issuing
disturbing threats of his own. Responding to a protester at a
rally, he told the crowd, “You know what they used to do to
a guy like that in a place like this? They’d be carried out on a
stretcher, folks.”27 And he had a warning for media representatives who criticized him: “We’re going to open up libel laws,
and we’re going to have people sue you like you’ve never got
sued before.”28
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Second, Trump portrayed his candidacy and platform as
an effort to address injustices. When announcing his run, he
lamented, “The U.S. has become a dumping ground for everybody else’s problems.”29 Months later in his acceptance speech
at the Republican National Convention, he feigned common
cause with “the forgotten men and women of our country,”
promising “to fix the system so it works justly for each and
every American.”30 Trump was also quick to cast himself as
an aggrieved victim of injustice as well. Prior to his victory, he
repeatedly claimed that the election was rigged against him, on
one occasion saying, “They even want to try to rig the election
at the polling booths…voter fraud is very, very common.”31 And
he insisted that the media was mistreating him: “I get very,
very unfair press having to do with women and many other
things.”32
Third, Trump preyed on issues of distrust. He characterized
his political opponents as untrustworthy, for example referring
to Republican Senator Ted Cruz of Texas as “Lyin’ Ted” and to
former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton as “Crooked Hillary.”
He cast doubt on the integrity of his media critics, arguing,
“They are horrible human beings, they are dishonest. I’ve seen
these so-called journalists flat-out lie.”33 Trump also encouraged the public’s distrust of specific marginalized groups. He
described the Black Lives Matter movement as “looking for
trouble,”34 and he placed Muslims under a cloud of suspicion, expressing potential support for special identification
cards and a registry database.35 Meanwhile, Trump presented
himself as the only reliable truth-teller, one who shunned the
deceptions of political correctness. When he accepted the
Republican presidential nomination, he told attendees, “Here,
at our convention, there will be no lies. We will honor the
American people with the truth, and nothing else.”36
Fourth, with his “Make America Great Again” motto,
Trump aimed to instill a sense of superiority in his supporters.
In part, he lifted them up by viciously belittling his adversaries,
describing them as “disgusting,” “total failures,” “idiots,” and
“losers.” Likewise, he claimed that current leaders had failed
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the American people and the U.S. flag that represents “equality, hope, and fairness…great courage and sacrifice.”37 Trump
complained that Americans “have lived through one international humiliation after another”38 and that “everyone is eating
our lunch.”39 He also presented himself as a savior who would
make sure the country and its citizens regained the stature they
had lost. He claimed that his own accomplishments surpassed
those of everyone else, boasting in one interview, “I’m the
most successful person ever to run for the presidency, by far.”40
Trump also insisted that his name—and everything he does—
is synonymous with top quality, on one occasion explaining,
“Nobody can build a wall like me.”41
Finally, targeting voters’ concerns about helplessness,
Trump extolled his capability, his expertise, and his doggedness
regardless of the odds against him. He told one interviewer,
“My life has been about winning.”42 In his acceptance speech
for the Republican presidential nomination, he denounced
“the system” and claimed, “Only I can fix it”; he concluded
with “I’m with you, and I will fight for you, and I will win for
you.”43 Memorably, he also told a crowd in Washington, D.C.,
“We will have so much winning if I get elected that you may
get bored with winning.”44 Trump contrasted this purported
track record of consistent success with the helplessness
Americans would experience if his opponents prevailed. He
warned of “uncontrolled immigration,” “mass lawlessness,” and
“overwhelm[ed]…schools and hospitals,”45 and he described
prospects for immigrants to join the middle class as “almost
impossible.”46 On Twitter, Trump tweeted, “Crime is out of control, and rapidly getting worse.”47 And he cautioned that efforts
aimed at reforming gun laws would make Americans helpless
to protect themselves: “You take the guns away from the good
people, and the bad ones are going to have target practice.”48
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The Psychology of Persuasion
To understand why appeals like these can be so effective,
it helps to know a bit more about the science of persuasion.
Whenever we try to influence someone’s attitudes, beliefs, or
behaviors, we’re engaging in persuasion. A parent may cajole a
young child into eating vegetables. A teacher may exhort a student to buckle down. A friend may push for seeing one movie
over another. A co-worker may encourage a colleague to try
a different approach to complete a difficult assignment. Years
of research—by psychologists such as Elliot Aronson, Robert
Cialdini, and Anthony Pratkanis, among others—have gone
a long way toward illuminating the key elements of effective
persuasion.49
Of particular note, persuasion typically follows either of
two different paths.50 One route engages us in a careful, rational evaluation of the arguments presented. As listeners or
readers, we review the evidence, assess which claims seem to
make sense and which do not, and then draw our conclusions
accordingly. With this route, we try to distinguish between
strong arguments and weak arguments. It’s an approach that
has a lot to offer in getting it right. But it requires time, effort,
and discernment—three elements that are often in short supply, especially when we’re in a hurry, we’re not very interested
in the topic, or we lack important background knowledge
and skills.
That’s where the second persuasion route comes into play.
With this path, our judgments are based on considerations
quite different from the merits of the arguments themselves.
One critical factor is the extent to which the message we hear
taps into strong emotions, perhaps making us fearful, or
angry, or optimistic. Emotional arousal can lead us to ignore
the actual quality of the evidence being presented to us. For
instance, if we’re angry enough we may lose the capacity to
think and see clearly—which is just what those offering weak
arguments are hoping for.
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In much the same way, certain characteristics of a speaker
can heighten their credibility regardless of the claims being
made. For example, we’re more likely to believe someone who’s
presented as an expert—even if, unknown to us, this person
has been paid to espouse a particular point of view. We’re
also more readily persuaded by an authority figure—a parent, teacher, boss, or leader of some sort—even if they have
no expertise about the issue at hand. As well, we’re inclined to
accept the arguments offered by those we deem trustworthy
and likeable because we tend to see such people as offering
honest, objective appraisals unbiased by hidden motives—
even when they’re not.
In sum, there are a variety of reasons—both good and bad,
both conscious and unconscious—why we might be persuaded
by an appeal. In some situations, we’re given the opportunity
to consider carefully formulated arguments that are logical
and based on solid evidence. At least as often, however, we
find ourselves presented with arguments that have little to do
with establishing the truth, despite any appearance to the contrary. The latter is the bailiwick of propaganda. Propagandists
take advantage of our fallibility when it comes to figuring out
what to believe and what not to believe. Consider the chaplain’s insight in Joseph Heller’s anti-war novel Catch-22, after
he had mastered the technique of “protective rationalization”:
It was miraculous. It was almost no trick at all, he saw, to
turn vice into virtue and slander into truth, impotence into
abstinence, arrogance into humility, plunder into philanthropy, thievery into honor, blasphemy into wisdom, brutality into patriotism, and sadism into justice. Anybody
could do it; it required no brains at all. It merely required
no character.51

Further to this point, psychologist Melanie Green and her colleagues have shown that when it comes to persuasiveness, it
doesn’t necessarily matter whether we think we’re hearing a
fictional story or a fact-based account of real-world events.
This means that an engaging narrative can change the way
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we think about things, regardless of whether it’s labeled fact
or fiction. These same researchers have also discovered that
listeners who are absorbed by a story—when it “transports”
them—don’t even notice the inaccuracies it contains.52
So as far as changing opinions goes, making stuff up and
packaging it into an emotionally gripping tale may get you a
lot further than documenting facts and presenting them in
a straightforward way. That’s good news for storytellers, and
nobody has more money to spend on creating elaborate tales
than the predatory class. Moreover, defenders of extreme
wealth and power are also by far the best equipped to make
sure millions of people watch and hear these stories, over and
over again.
Indeed, it’s the mainstream media outlets—owned by a
handful of mega-corporations—that help establish the news
agenda in this country.53 They decide what’s newsworthy,
what’s worth knowing more about, and what’s unimportant—
and their choices usually favor the interests of the 1%. Even
when Twitter and Facebook supersede them as direct sources
of information, more traditional outlets still play a critical
role in mediating how a lot of Americans interpret events by
guiding our understanding of causes and consequences. For
example, the mainstream media influences whether the public views drug abuse as a crime or an addiction, as deserving
incarceration or treatment, and as a failure of the individual
or society. Similarly, Black Lives Matter can be portrayed as a
legitimate protest movement against violence or an anti-cop
rallying cry.

A Battleground of Divergent Values
This book reflects a set of basic values. In simple terms, I believe
political persuasion efforts that engage our five core concerns
should serve to counter extreme inequality rather than preserve or extend it. These appeals should spur us to improve
people’s lives, not turn our backs on those who are struggling.
And they should help us better understand how, together, we
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can make things better—for everyone. As we’ll see, the mind
games of the 1% do just the opposite.
That’s why progress depends upon combating the destructive propaganda of today’s self-aggrandizing plutocrats. It’s
a tall order, but unless we succeed, middle-class families will
continue to face escalating healthcare and education costs
and growing economic insecurity. And despite their resilience, those who are poor will have ever-dwindling hopes for a
brighter future. The 1% have created a daunting environment
for collective action by those who oppose their aims. But the
rest of us have key resources of our own, including a compelling vision for our country—one in which danger, mistreatment, and crushed aspirations are no longer a routine part of
so many lives.
The chapters that follow dissect the political mind games
today’s plutocrats rely on to exploit the public’s concerns about
issues of vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority, and helplessness. In each chapter, I’ll examine four appeals used by the 1%
to push their narrow agenda (the full list appears on the opposite
page), and I’ll highlight some of the underlying psychological
factors that often make them effective. To debunk and counter
these manipulative ploys, especially with a billionaire huckster
in the White House, we need to better understand exactly how
they work.
I finished writing Political Mind Games in November 2017,
one year after the presidential election and a year before the
crucial 2018 midterms. In many ways, Trump has now become
the most frightening symptom of an entrenched system
that prioritizes profits over people. But let’s remember that
America’s plutocrats were using manipulative psychological
appeals long before his demagogic campaign and unexpected
victory, and they’ll undoubtedly continue to do so long after
he’s gone. That’s why I’ve chosen to offer readers an overarching framework that isn’t limited to this particular political
moment. And it’s why the many examples I’ve included span a
universe much larger than the mind games of Trump and his
cronies alone. Let’s get started.
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THE MIND GAMES OF
AMERICA’S PLUTOCRATS
VULNERABILITY
— It’s a Dangerous World —
— Change Is Dangerous —
— It’s a False Alarm —
— We’ll Make You Sorry —
I N J U ST I C E
— We’re Fighting Injustice —
— No Injustice Here —
— Change Is Unjust —
— We’re the Victims —
D I ST R U ST
— They’re Devious and Dishonest —
— They’re Different from Us —
— They’re Misguided and Misinformed —
— Trust Us —
SUPERIORITY
— They’re Losers —
— We’ve Earned It —
— Pursuing a Higher Purpose —
— They’re Un-American —
HELPLESSNESS
— Change Is Impossible —
— We’ll All Be Helpless —
— Don’t Blame Us —
— Resistance Is Futile —

2
V U L N E RA B I L I T Y
M IN D GA M ES
EXPLOITING OUR FEARS
AND INSECURITIES

“The greatest remedy for fear is to stand up
and fight for your rights.”
— H E N RY A . WA L L A C E 1

Our concerns about vulnerability are central to how we see the
world around us. When our security is in jeopardy, nothing else
matters as much. The mere prospect of danger can consume all
of our focus and energy. Not surprisingly, then, the desire to
ensure our own safety—and that of people we care about—is a
powerful force in determining the policies we support and the
actions we take.
That’s why today’s plutocrats work so hard to shape our perceptions of vulnerability for their own ends. The psychological
mind games they employ for this purpose are often effective,
even when the underlying arguments they offer have little
merit. Although it’s human nature to be attentive to possible
threats, we’re not very good at judging peril. As a result, we’re
susceptible to manipulation by those who skillfully misrepresent the dangers we face.
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A memorable example of this gullibility was the panic that
ensued when some listeners mistook an Orson Welles radio
adaptation of The War of the Worlds for the real thing: a live
account of Martian invaders landing in Grover’s Mill, New
Jersey. Fooled by the broadcast’s air of authenticity, complete
with “We interrupt our program” news bulletins, some frantically called the local police, others fled from their homes near
the reported invasion site, and still others apparently fainted
beside their radios. Within hours the hoax was revealed. But
that autumn night in 1938 still stands as a reminder of just
how impressionable—and off-target—we can be when it comes
to figuring out whether or not we’re safe.
Of course the 1% don’t try to frighten us with warnings of
invaders from outer space. Rather, they manipulate our concerns about potential threats much closer to home. In this
chapter, we’ll take a close look at four of the vulnerability mind
games they use to shape our perceptions to their advantage: It’s
a Dangerous World, Change Is Dangerous, It’s a False Alarm,
and We’ll Make You Sorry.
IT’S A DANGEROUS WORLD
Representatives of the 1% are adept at highlighting purported
dangers that await if we fail to act upon their policy prescriptions. In many cases, they scare us and then offer an answer to
our fears: Do exactly as we tell you. What they don’t tell us is
that their “fixes” will benefit big-money interests at the expense
of those who are already disadvantaged.
We’re soft targets for such tactics because, in our desire to
avoid being unprepared when danger strikes, we’re often quick
to conjure catastrophe—the worst outcome imaginable—
regardless of how unlikely it may be. In our personal lives, for
example, we may worry that a headache is a symptom of an
untreatable brain tumor, that a minor disagreement portends
the end of a cherished relationship, or that one disappointing
grade in school will require a change in career aspirations.
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In this way, highly improbable—perhaps even impossible—
negative outcomes can dominate our thinking, just because it
would be so awful for them to happen. As William Shakespeare
described it, “Present fears are less than horrible imaginings.”
Such catastrophizing—those horrible imaginings—can be very
costly. We can miss out on valuable opportunities when we
abandon careful analysis and concentrate solely on preparing
for or avoiding nightmarish scenarios.
This tendency plays into the hands of influential marketers of fear. Indeed, our inclination to catastrophize typically
becomes even stronger when authority figures are the ones
forecasting doom. Dire warnings from high-level sources
can short-circuit our critical thinking and propel us toward
action—before we’ve examined the evidence or considered the
consequences.
If a crisis environment exists, we’re all the more responsive
to forceful guidance about what must be done “for our own
protection.” This is true even when the recommended steps
involve relinquishing rights and values we hold dear. Nazi
propagandist Hermann Göring acknowledged this during the
Nuremberg trials after World War II:
Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the
bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell
them they are being attacked and denounce the pacifists
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger.
It works the same way in any country.2

Let’s now further explore this It’s a Dangerous World mind
game by looking at some specific examples, including the
Iraq War, the war on drugs, mass surveillance, and economic
austerity.

Selling the Iraq War
Fearmongering has long been a staple in recipes for selling war
to the American people.3 A case in point was the White House’s
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consistent use of the It’s a Dangerous World mind game in the
months leading up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
In August 2002, Vice President Dick Cheney told attendees
at the national convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in
Nashville, “There is no doubt that Saddam Hussein now has
weapons of mass destruction. There is no doubt he is amassing
them to use against our friends, against our allies, and against
us.”4 Two months later, President George W. Bush presented
this frightful image to an audience in Cincinnati:
Knowing these realities, America must not ignore the
threat gathering against us. Facing clear evidence of peril,
we cannot wait for the final proof—the smoking gun—that
could come in the form of a mushroom cloud.5

And Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was unequivocal
at a December 2002 Department of Defense news briefing:
“Any country on the face of the earth with an active intelligence
program knows that Iraq has weapons of mass destruction.”6
It didn’t matter that these claims were all untrue; they were
effective nonetheless. As White House officials had hoped,
their warnings and alarmist predictions succeeded in persuading most Americans of two things: Iraq’s dictator had weapons
of mass destruction (WMD), and “preventive” military action
was therefore necessary. Indeed, Bush knew he already had
won over the public when he sat before the television cameras
in the Oval Office on March 19, 2003, and announced that U.S.
forces had invaded Iraq.7
After the invasion, when WMD stockpiles couldn’t be
found, the Bush administration shifted gears a bit. But it continued to feed the public’s fears by linking the war in Iraq to the
larger “global war on terror.” Speaking at the National Lawyers
Convention of the Federalist Society in Washington, D.C., in
2006, Cheney offered this analysis:
On the morning of September 11th, we saw that the terrorists need to get only one break, need to be right only once,
to carry out an attack. We have to be right every time to
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stop them. So to adopt a purely defensive posture, to simply brace for attacks and react to them, is to play against
lengthening odds, and to leave the nation permanently
vulnerable.8

Debate over the correct course in Iraq intensified even more
the following year—and the president again resorted to the
It’s a Dangerous World mind game. Bush warned of looming catastrophe with public statements like this: “If we do
not defeat the terrorists and extremists in Iraq, they won’t
leave us alone—they will follow us to the United States of
America. That’s what makes this battle in the war on terror
so incredibly important.”9 The fearmongering didn’t stop when
Bush left office. In a 2010 Veterans Day speech in St. Louis,
General John Kelly—now retired and Donald Trump’s chief of
staff—insisted:
Our enemy is savage, offers absolutely no quarter, and has
a single focus, and that is either kill every one of us here
at home or enslave us with a sick form of extremism that
serves no God or purpose that decent men and women
could ever grasp.10

Today it’s clear that Iraq did not have an active WMD program.11 Yet many Americans—including more than half of
Republicans and Fox News viewers—continue to erroneously
believe that such a program was found.12 So too, in a 2011 poll
almost half of Americans believed that Iraq either gave substantial support to al-Qaeda or was involved in the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Neither claim is true.13 But the persistence of these
false beliefs demonstrates the staying power of manipulative
mind games designed to exploit our fears.
The enormous costs of the invasion and occupation of
Iraq are now apparent. Thousands of U.S. soldiers and coalition allies were killed and many more suffered debilitating
injuries; among the U.S. casualties, a disproportionate number were underprivileged youth.14 At the same time, hundreds
of thousands of Iraqi civilians died, and millions were driven
from their homes.15 To this toll we can add the emergence and
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growth of the brutal Islamic State (ISIS).16 And our Iraq War
expenditures—past, present, and future—will total trillions
of dollars, a massive drain on crucial domestic programs for
those in need.17
But despite this devastating scorecard, we shouldn’t forget
that the It’s a Dangerous World mind game created its share
of winners too—at least among the predatory class. Consider
the executives and large shareholders in companies like
Halliburton’s former subsidiary Kellogg, Brown, and Root;
General Dynamics; Lockheed Martin; and ExxonMobil, to
name just a few. These corporations garnered huge war profits through no-bid defense contracts, oil sales, environmental
cleanup, infrastructure repair, prison services, and private
security.18
As former Congressional staff member Mike Lofgren has
described it, “Being in favor of the Iraq War may have been
objectively wrong, but it was an astute career move for many
government operatives and contractors.”19 How true. Speaking
to defense contractors at an August 2015 private event, Jeb
Bush—who failed to gain the 2016 Republican nomination for
his brother’s old job—explained, “Taking out Saddam Hussein
turned out to be a pretty good deal.”20

Domestic Battles: Drug Wars and Mass Surveillance
Beyond ruinous military exploits, the It’s a Dangerous World
mind game is standard garb when it comes to camouflaging
destructive domestic policies that serve only narrow interests. For example, according to our fearmongering president,
Attorney General Jeff Sessions—the former Republican senator from Alabama dogged by accusations of racism—is “a
great protector of the people.”21 But exactly which people does
Trump have in mind as he and Sessions move to revive the
country’s discriminatory and discredited “war on drugs”? In
pushing for mandatory minimum prison sentences for even
low-level drug offenders, it seemingly doesn’t matter to them
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that this half-century, trillion-dollar war has failed miserably—decimating communities, undercutting much-needed
addiction treatment programs, and fueling our country’s epidemic of mass incarceration.22
That’s not to say that the drug war hasn’t had its share of
winners. On that list are various rich and powerful industries
(alcohol, tobacco, pharmaceuticals, and private prisons), those
who benefit from civil asset forfeiture laws allowing the seizure
of private property, and those who gain advantage from the
disenfranchisement of felons and ex-felons. But the public is
nowhere to be found among the beneficiaries. So, for decades,
distressing images have been used to frighten us and protect
the drug war from the scrutiny it deserves.
While president, Ronald Reagan told us that drugs were
“poisoning the blood of our children.”23 During his own White
House years, George W. Bush warned that drugs turn “playgrounds into crime scenes.”24 And now we have the latest
rendition of the It’s a Dangerous World mind game: Sessions
claiming that marijuana creates a “life-wrecking dependency”25 little different from heroin and insisting that “families
will be broken up” and “children will be damaged” by pot
legalization.26
We’ve seen similar scare tactics—from leaders of both major
parties—in efforts to garner public support for another boondoggle: the controversial mass surveillance of Americans.27
They know that violating our basic constitutional rights
becomes more psychologically palatable if we’re focused on the
prospect of violent death and destruction. After the Bush-era
revelations of warrantless wiretapping back in 2006, Senator
Pat Roberts, Republican of Kansas, then chair of the Senate
Intelligence Committee, offered this stark summary: “You have
no civil liberties if you are dead.”28 After the leaks by Edward
Snowden in mid-2013, President Barack Obama reassured
everyone that these surveillance programs “help us prevent
terrorist attacks.”29 And in late 2015, then-candidate Trump
expressed his support this way: “When you have the world
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looking at us and would like to destroy us as quickly as possible, I err on the side of security.”30
While it’s-a-dangerous-world warnings may cow the
public at large, others are cheered by such grim pronouncements. Handsomely paid private contractors like Booz Allen
Hamilton (Snowden’s former employer) earn billions of dollars each year from their work with the intelligence community.31 It doesn’t seem to matter that a 2013 analysis from a
presidential task force concluded that meta-data collection
has played no essential role in the prevention of even a single
terrorist attack.32 Indeed, keep-fear-alive business executives,
with financial interests in an expansive surveillance state, continue to push for increasingly intrusive—and more expensive—
spying operations.33

Austerity, for the 99%
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan has argued that it “will result
in our children and our grandchildren experiencing a diminished future.”34 Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff under both Bush and Obama, has called it
“the single, biggest threat to our national security.”35 Erskine
Bowles, White House chief of staff under Bill Clinton, has
warned that it’s “a cancer that in time will destroy our country
from within.”36 And Pete Peterson, billionaire founder of the
private equity Blackstone Group, has described it as “a catastrophic threat to our security and economy.”37
So what is this fearful creature that seemingly threatens our
very survival, at least according to Republican and Democratic
plutocrats alike? It’s none other than government debt—the
very same borrowing and spending that can promote economic
growth, move us toward fuller employment, provide essential
funding for social welfare programs and infrastructure repairs,
and enhance the well-being of future generations.38 Of course
one-percenters have little interest in what helps the rest of
us. They’re stuck on finding ways to further feather their own
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nests, and economic austerity for the masses opens the golden
door to lowering taxes and privatizing government services.
That’s why they repeatedly turn to the It’s a Dangerous
World mind game, agitating for an urgent reduction in the
national debt through “belt-tightening” and “shared sacrifice.”
The adverse debt effects of Wall Street’s greed and corruption
go unmentioned.39 Few sing this song better or louder than
Peterson’s “Fix the Debt” campaign. Launched in 2012, it brings
together corporate titans, phony grassroots “astroturf ” groups,
and a pliable press to argue that budget deficits should be our
foremost concern—more important than unemployment, poverty, or other sources of hardship and misery. In support of the
austerity campaign’s kickoff, billionaire and former Starbucks
CEO Howard Schultz required his low-wage workers in the
nation’s capital to write “Come Together” on customers’ cups.40
Making matters even worse, a common thread runs through
the so-called solutions the 1% offer for their manufactured
debt crisis: They’re all designed to increase plutocratic wealth
at the expense of those already burdened by financial insecurity. That’s why we don’t hear them calling for higher taxes on
super-rich Americans and hugely profitable corporations—a
simple way to help reduce the debt. Instead, Fix the Debt and
other defenders of extreme inequality take aim at programs
like Social Security, issuing dire forecasts about its solvency.
And what kinds of reforms do they recommend? Shrinking the
monthly checks senior citizens receive, reducing cost-of-living
adjustments, and raising the retirement age for workers—all
changes that would be especially harmful to lower-income
individuals and families.41
Regrettably, the 1%’s It’s a Dangerous World mind game
has borne fruit. In regard to Social Security, two-thirds of
Americans are now convinced that the current system has
“major problems” or is in “a state of crisis.”42 These propaganda-generated fears belie the fact that Social Security isn’t
really in bad shape. Moreover, it would be even more secure
if we merely raised the income cap on payroll taxes so that
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high earners pay at the same rate as those who earn less.43 But
that’s the kind of equality-enhancing response considered out
of bounds by fat cats with personal retirement accounts worth
millions of dollars.44 After all, their doomsday debt warnings
and calls for austerity aren’t really about advancing the common good. They’re designed to accomplish something different: the further upward redistribution of wealth.
CHANGE IS DANGEROUS
With the Change Is Dangerous vulnerability mind game,
today’s plutocrats defend their agenda in a different way: by
insisting that their opponents’ proposals for change will endanger us all. Regardless of the benefits these alternatives could
bring, the 1% argue that initiatives inconsistent with their own
policy recommendations will have potentially catastrophic
consequences for the country. This is true whether we’re
talking about tax increases for the wealthy (new investments
stifled!), minimum wage hikes (forced layoffs!), curtailment of
spying operations (terrorists everywhere!), new regulations to
address climate change (U.S. businesses unable to compete!),
reductions in mass incarceration (crime waves!), gun control
(defenseless citizens!), or lower-cost imported medications
from Canada (tainted drugs!).
Such appeals from self-interested one-percenters benefit
from what psychologists call “status quo bias.” We generally
prefer to keep things the way they are rather than face the
uncertainty of less familiar options. In part, this is because
we usually experience losses more intensely than rewards.
That’s why winning $100 doesn’t feel as good as losing $100
feels bad.45 In much the same way, we tend to focus on how a
proposed change could make things worse rather than better.
Familiar expressions like “Better the devil you know than the
devil you don’t know” and “When in doubt, do nothing” capture the phenomenon well. This helps explain why patients are
reluctant to change a medication they’ve been taking for years,
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even if their doctor tells them a newer one works better and
has fewer side effects. Likewise, when it comes to elections,
incumbents have an advantage over their challengers—even
when they’ve disappointed their constituents. Preferences like
these may be irrational, but that doesn’t make them any less
stubborn or potent.
Unfortunately, our status quo bias serves the interests of
plutocrats and their Change Is Dangerous mind game. As a
result of our psychological discomfort with change, we often
view reformers more negatively than those who defend current arrangements. Research suggests multiple reasons for
this. People tend to see reformers as extremists, while status
quo supporters are seen as more moderate and reasonable in
their stances. Also, those who are seeking change tend to be
viewed as more selfish in their motivations than defenders of
the status quo, especially when the former are of lower status than the latter.46 Psychological tendencies like these can
pose significant obstacles to the public’s embrace of muchneeded reforms.
Our natural skepticism about change also makes people
more susceptible to faulty arguments from those who want
current policies left alone. Status quo bias may lead us to be
less discerning when a politician exaggerates the risks associated with new policy options, or when they offer flawed comparisons to historical cases where alarming predictions about
change came true. Regardless of their intrinsic merit, arguments like these succeed when they create feelings of vulnerability and dread. But at such times, it’s useful to remember that
influential, entrenched interests also made dire forecasts when
they opposed the abolition of slavery in the nineteenth century,
resisted voting rights for women in the early 1900s, and condemned the civil rights movement in the 1960s.
Let’s now take a closer look at how the predatory class uses
the Change Is Dangerous mind game. Two important examples are their defense of the country’s for-profit healthcare system and our bloated defense budget.
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U.S. Healthcare: Caring for Profits Most of All
For decades, the 1% have blocked all attempts to meaningfully
reform a broken healthcare system that prioritizes corporate
profits over the needs of the frail and the ill.47 Over this period
and in various guises, the Change Is Dangerous mind game
has been a central element in well-funded campaigns designed
to stoke fears about the prospect of a government-financed
system of national health insurance, what some call “Medicare
for All.”
Consider that in the early 1960s, in a radio address for
the American Medical Association, Reagan decried socialized medicine, warning that if Medicare was enacted, “One of
these days you and I are going to spend our sunset years telling our children and our children’s children what it once was
like in America when men were free.”48 In more recent years,
Senator Rand Paul, Republican of Kentucky, has argued that
healthcare as a right means “you believe in slavery.”49 Former
U.S. Representative Tom Price, briefly Trump’s Secretary of
Health and Human Services, similarly cautioned, “as the government begins to define and control what constitutes health
care, the rights and well-being of the American people will be
compromised.”50
Even though the 2010 Affordable Care Act—more familiarly known as “Obamacare”—extended health insurance to
millions of Americans, moneyed interests made sure it didn’t
alter our underlying for-profit system, one that remains unnecessarily costly and inefficient.51 From the outset, Obamacare
was a grand bargain with the pharmaceutical, hospital, and
insurance industries—all insisting that healthcare reform not
stand in the way of ever-greater profits.52 As a result, President
Obama never pushed for popular options like Medicare for All,
and today we continue to lack universal coverage.53 These gaps
in coverage—which are likely to grow larger under President
Trump and a Republican Congress—take their greatest toll on
lower socioeconomic groups, where infant mortality is higher
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and average life expectancy is lower than they are in many
other countries.54
But Obamacare’s faithfulness to industry interests has
never stopped Republican politicians from condemning it
anyway. In doing so, they’ve relied on psychologically seductive
change-is-dangerous rhetoric to stir up panic over a range of
imaginary perils: long waiting lines, a shortage of physicians,
inferior care, and totalitarian control of our medical treatment.
Former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, John McCain’s running mate in 2008, memorably ranted about fictitious “death
panels” where heartless government administrators decide
who receives life-saving treatment and who doesn’t. She also
warned of bureaucrats who deem “the sick, the elderly, and
the disabled” unworthy of care.55 With similar intent, Tea
Party favorite Michele Bachmann, the former congresswoman
from Minnesota, described Obamacare as “the crown jewel of
socialism.”56
These were far from isolated efforts aimed at portraying healthcare reform as the work of dangerous extremists.
Representatives of the 1% have also funded the publication of
purportedly scientific papers predicting the apocalypse if we
abandon our for-profit healthcare system. They’ve established
bogus grassroots groups to create the illusion of even greater
populist outrage and fear over proposed changes.57 And they
used right-wing media personalities and anti-reform organizations to encourage the disruption of healthcare-focused town
hall meetings.58
Every other major industrialized country has successfully
adopted some form of a single, unified system in which health
insurance is a nonprofit enterprise and everyone has coverage
from birth until death.59 In these systems, private insurance
companies—staunch proponents of healthcare as a privilege
rather than a human right—are eliminated, even where private doctors and private hospitals continue to provide patient
care. But thanks to a heavy dose of change-is-dangerous propaganda, it’s much different here in the United States.
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Moreover, under Obamacare the enormously profitable
insurance industry persists in finding ways to ruthlessly cut
its own costs. Coverage is denied for life-saving medical procedures or medications. Deductibles are raised. Access to specialists is limited. Bureaucratic red tape is used to discourage
patients from pursuing legitimate reimbursement claims.60 As
economist James Galbraith has pointed out, whenever controversy arises these companies fall back on their political clout
and their “almost unlimited capacity to sow confusion among
the general public over the basic economic facts.”61
With the 2016 election, Republicans established full control over the House, Senate, and White House, making affordable healthcare for all an even more distant prospect. Indeed,
recent proposals in Congress for repealing and replacing
Obamacare would leave millions more without insurance. It’s
obvious to most Americans that this is the wrong direction
to go in.62 But healthcare industry executives and their plutocratic friends don’t mind taking some heat: They’re in line
for windfall tax cuts and even greater profits if the plan ever
becomes law.63

Defending a Bloated Defense Budget
We see the same Change Is Dangerous mind game at work
in the 1%’s opposition to reductions in our bloated defense
budget. Most Americans favor less military spending—which
now exceeds a half-trillion dollars annually, more than half
of the government’s entire discretionary spending—over cuts
to Social Security and Medicare.64 But Congress, spurred by
industry lobbyists and millions of dollars in campaign contributions, has reliably sided with the big-money interests that
profit from defense spending. As a result, the massive post9/11 funding for the “global war on terror” and its various
spinoffs has come at the expense of domestic programs that
could bolster employment, healthcare, and education.65
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This isn’t what the public wants, but members of the plutocracy—across the political spectrum, both within and outside of government—know how to keep us from finding firm
footing. They take turns issuing frantic warnings about the
heightened dangers on the horizon if the defense budget is cut.
For instance, Howard McKeon, former chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, has argued, “Defense cuts…will
weaken our nation, leave us vulnerable to attack and hasten
in an unmistakable era of American decline.”66 General Peter
Chiarelli, former Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, has
advised, “If we get it wrong with defense, the consequences
will be measured not just in treasure, but in blood.”67 Marion
Blakey, former president and CEO of the defense-lobbying
group Aerospace Industries Association (she now holds the
same positions at Rolls-Royce North America), has warned,
“Additional cuts…would tear through muscle and into the bone
of America’s national security.”68
Such apocalyptic imagery can be psychologically potent,
pushing us toward emotional rather than reasoned responses.
But these change-is-dangerous appeals protect the predatory
class far better than they protect our national security.69 Let’s
remember that the U.S. defense budget exceeds that of the next
seven largest countries combined.70 It’s also roughly twice as
large as it was before the 9/11 attacks.71 And who are the most
direct beneficiaries of such outsized spending? Giant defense
contractors and weapons builders. Lockheed Martin, Northrup
Grumman, Boeing, General Dynamics, and Raytheon, among
others, depend on war and terrorism fears to make hundreds of
millions of dollars in annual profits. Indeed, Lockheed executive Bruce Tanner assured attendees at a December 2015 investors’ conference that heightened conflict in Syria would bring
increased demand for the company’s planes and weapons.72
Further support for the 1%’s narrow interests comes from their
pot-of-gold pipeline, one that turns retired politicians and
military officers into highly compensated board members and
spokespersons for the defense industry.73
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Those who defend concentrated wealth and power are ready
with other tall tales if the public isn’t persuaded by dire warnings that defense cuts will jeopardize our national security.
One is the deceptive claim that reductions in military spending will weaken the economy and increase unemployment. For
example, an analysis conducted on behalf of the Aerospace
Industries Association estimated that one million jobs would
be lost if military spending was reduced.74 But independent
economic studies argue otherwise. In fact, military funding
is among the least efficient ways to create jobs. For the same
number of fixed dollars, many more jobs could be created in
underfunded areas like healthcare and education.75
But that doesn’t matter to politicians beholden to plutocratic interests. They’re steadfast in protecting defense outlays,
and they target their budget cuts elsewhere—often at the programs that help people who are struggling to get by.76 Perhaps
they should recall General Dwight D. Eisenhower’s words
shortly after becoming our 34th president: “Every gun that is
made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies, in
the final sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed,
those who are cold and are not clothed.”77
IT’S A FALSE ALARM
With both the It’s a Dangerous World and the Change Is
Dangerous mind games, the 1% stoke our fears to achieve their
aims. With the It’s a False Alarm mind game, they adopt the
opposite strategy instead, downplaying the real risks and costs
to the common good that are associated with their self-serving priorities. Here, by their account, the dangers identified
by others are either imaginary or greatly exaggerated. They
dismiss these warnings of peril, hoping to keep the public in
the dark about threats to our collective welfare. When plutocrats succeed in putting a convincing positive spin on current
arrangements, opposition to their greed-driven agenda is stifled, and they can continue to reap the outsized rewards of
extreme inequality.
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We’re susceptible to such ploys because, although we’re
prone to catastrophize and expect the worst under certain
conditions, we take comfort in believing danger is far from
our door. Disasters, accidents, and untimely deaths catch our
attention on the daily news. But most of the time we much prefer to see the world as a place that’s predominantly safe, where
tragic outcomes are notable exceptions rather than common
occurrences. It’s this psychological preference that can make
us so quick to fall for the It’s a False Alarm mind game and
assurances that everything’s fine, especially when that “all
clear” signal comes from someone who’s considered an authority or expert.
In our personal lives, adopting a rosy perspective insulates
us from nagging or overwhelming feelings of anxiety and the
extreme discomfort they can bring. Indeed, from hour to hour
and day to day, it’s not unusual for people to block out painful
realities, like the awareness of our own mortality or the prevalence of suffering in the world. Unless prompted otherwise, as
a protective mechanism we’d rather go about our lives with a
mindset typified by “see no evil, hear no evil,” “don’t worry, be
happy,” and “out of sight, out of mind.”
Since plutocrats don’t want us to recognize the dangerous
and damaging consequences of the policies they promote, our
anxiety-avoiding tendencies work to their advantage. When
they assert that concerns are overblown and no cause for
alarm, it can be music to our ears. And when they tell us to
relax because they’ll take care of whatever needs to be done,
we’re relieved to hear that too. Unfortunately, however, those
assurances often help to lay the groundwork for their reckless
pursuits—tax cuts, or industry deregulation, or overseas military adventures, to name just a few.
In examining the It’s a False Alarm mind game more closely,
we’ll take a look at how the 1% rely on this third vulnerability appeal when they promote climate change confusion and
when they prioritize corporate profits over public safety.
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Climate Change: 1% Denials and Dismissals
The world’s leading scientists long ago reached an overwhelming consensus: Climate change and global warming are
happening; they’re caused by human activity, especially the
burning of fossil fuels; and the risks for our future and for the
planet are devastating.78 People already facing the hardships of
poverty and poor health are among those who are most vulnerable to increasing temperatures, rising sea levels, and floods
and droughts. But the adverse effects of climate change are
likely to spare very few of us. As food and water supplies dwindle, conflict and violence will loom ever larger. International
instability and economic losses will also increase, far exceeding
the costs of tackling climate change directly.79
But other considerations take priority for the oil and gas
industry. Their profits—hundreds of billions of dollars annually—will be jeopardized if we adopt new regulations that
encourage greater reliance on renewable energy sources like
solar power and wind.80 That’s why they turn to the It’s a False
Alarm mind game as part of a massive, multifaceted misinformation campaign. Their disingenuous appeals to the public
include denials that climate change exists, assertions that scientists disagree about the facts, and assurances that there’s no
real crisis because we can make whatever adjustments may be
necessary in the future.81
So even though the urgent need for environmental legislation is clear, wealthy climate change deniers and their cronies in Washington stymie these efforts. The newest entry
on the scene is President Trump, who said, “I don’t believe in
climate change”82 during his presidential campaign and then
withdrew the United States from the international Paris climate accord shortly after taking office.83 His pick to head the
Environmental Protection Agency, former Oklahoma Attorney
General Scott Pruitt, has close ties to the fossil fuel industry
and to anti-regulation advocacy groups.84 Pruitt has falsely
claimed, “Scientists continue to disagree about the degree and
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extent of global warming and its connection to the actions
of mankind.”85
Then there’s Republican Senator James Inhofe from
Oklahoma, the former chair of the Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works. His largest campaign contributions come from energy industry giants, and he’s been an
influential obstructionist for a very long time. Bringing the It’s
a False Alarm mind game to the floor of the U.S. Senate, Inhofe
once argued, “With all of the hysteria, all of the fear, all of the
phony science, could it be that manmade global warming is
the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on the American people?
It sure sounds like it.”86 On another occasion he described the
EPA as a “Gestapo bureaucracy.”87 All of these views are unsupported by any evidence, but they’re far from insignificant in
their consequences.
Right-wing think tanks and similar groups, with substantial funding from the fossil fuel industry and other plutocratic
allies, also promote it’s-a-false-alarm messages to reassure
the public that all is well. These organizations present themselves and their spokespersons as credible sources of unbiased
information about climate change. But that’s a ruse. Their real
aim is to confuse us by distorting or casting doubt on the clear
scientific consensus about human-caused global warming. As
one example, it’s not unusual for writers, some with scholarly
backgrounds, to receive financial support for publishing books
and articles that contest the disturbing climate change reports
issued by distinguished scientific bodies.88
Consider too the Heartland Institute, which claims to
advance “pro-environment policies based on sound science and
economics, not alarmism or ideology.” That doesn’t exactly fit
with statements like this one from the organization’s director
of communications: “The people who still believe in man-made
global warming are mostly on the radical fringe of society. This
is why the most prominent advocates of global warming aren’t
scientists. They are murderers, tyrants, and madmen.”89 Taking
it’s-a-false-alarm appeals to even more absurd heights on a
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Chicago highway billboard, Heartland equated people worried
about climate change with terrorists like Ted Kaczynski, the
Unabomber. The billboard paired Kaczynski’s image with this
message: “I still believe in Global Warming. Do you?”90
The Heartland Institute and similar groups have also been
involved in bringing the It’s a False Alarm mind game to the
teaching of science in K-12 classrooms. In various states, teachers are forced to present the climate change denialist view as a
scientifically valid position and global warming as a matter of
controversy among scientists.91 Describing obstacles encountered in these ongoing efforts to impose this alternative curriculum, a leaked Heartland fundraising document lamented that
“Principals and teachers are heavily biased toward the alarmist perspective.”92 In one of its latest campaigns, Heartland is
mailing free materials to over 200,000 public school science
teachers—all designed to cast doubt on the human role in climate change.93
Finally, when other tactics fail to blunt our worries about a
fraught environmental future, representatives of the 1% turn
to yet another it’s-a-false-alarm ploy. They argue that we can
continue to rely on fossil fuels because any potential harm will
be far less disruptive than people fear. In written comments
to the EPA, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce—a lobbying
group for big business—highlighted air conditioning as a way
to make global warming more bearable.94 Similarly, in 2012
ExxonMobil CEO Rex Tillerson—who once explained, “My
philosophy is to make money”95—responded to concerns about
rising sea levels with this: “We believe those consequences are
manageable…We have spent our entire existence adapting,
OK? So we will adapt to this.”96 Five years later, at his confirmation hearing as Trump’s Secretary of State, Tillerson hadn’t
really changed his tune: “I don’t see [climate change] as the
imminent national security threat that perhaps others do.”97
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Corporate Profits, Whatever the Cost
When corporate giants deploy the It’s a False Alarm mind game,
obscuring the consequences of climate change is undoubtedly
their most calamitous conquest. But they use the same psychological tactics in a wide range of other areas, insisting there’s
little to worry about as they aggressively pursue profits while
giving short shrift to human welfare.
Our country’s international trade deals, for instance, routinely prioritize the financial interests of multinational businesses over concerns about slave wages, human rights abuses,
and environmental degradation. Consider the ill-fated TransPacific Partnership, an agreement forged between the United
States and eleven countries, including some with very ugly
records when it comes to labor and civil rights. Had Trump
not withdrawn the United States from the treaty upon taking
office, the TPP likely would have depressed wages for American
workers through the offshoring of U.S. jobs to partner countries where hourly minimum wages are much lower.98 The deal
also would have rewarded giant pharmaceutical companies by
extending their patent protections on expensive life-saving
drugs. And it would have enabled corporations to bring lawsuits in international tribunals against domestic laws that cut
into their profits—even if those same laws served to protect
consumers from contaminated food or substandard goods.99
Issues like these deserved acknowledgment and serious
consideration. But the U.S. Coalition for TPP, which included
familiar names like Apple, Facebook, ExxonMobil, Pfizer, and
Walmart, was quick to downplay or disregard potential problems. The group assured the American public that the pact
“will open markets for U.S. farmers, manufacturers and service
providers, increase U.S. exports, and support American jobs.”
President Obama joined the it’s-a-false-alarm chorus at that
time, describing the worries of TPP critics as “pure speculation”100 reflecting a “lack of knowledge.”101
Another example where industry leaders dismiss legitimate
public interest concerns is fracking, a controversial method for
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extracting oil and natural gas by pumping high-pressure fluids
into rock formations deep underground. Currently, scientific
debate swirls around the extent to which fracking poses widespread health risks. In specific cases, links have been found
between the process and the contamination of local water
supplies.102 Researchers have also documented higher levels
of health problems reported by residents living near these
sites.103 But such findings don’t seem to matter so much to the
American Petroleum Institute, an industry lobbying group that
spends millions of dollars to block unwelcome restrictions.104
The API’s public relations campaign insists that fracking is
entirely safe and characterizes concerns as merely “a barrage
of politically based attacks attempting to tamper with scientific
conclusions.”105
Questions within the scientific community over the safety
of glyphosate have produced the same type of It’s a False Alarm
mind game mischief from corporate honchos.106 A research
report from a World Health Organization task force has identified this herbicide, the primary ingredient in Monsanto’s
Roundup and other weed-killers, as “probably carcinogenic
to humans.”107 Other scientific groups have questioned that
conclusion. So it might seem as though the final verdict is still
out. But that’s not Monsanto’s view. The agribusiness giant
has called for a retraction of the critical WHO report, describing those findings as “junk science” while assuring the public
that “Safety is the top priority for every person who works at
Monsanto.”108
It’s worth noting here that there’s an even more devious
variation of the It’s a False Alarm mind game. Rather than
merely claiming that risks are overblown, sometimes corporations take steps to actually hide dangers from those who are
imperiled. For decades, the Johns-Manville Corporation and
other asbestos industry giants withheld information on the
heightened risks of cancer and other diseases from their workers and customers alike.109 For just as long, R. J. Reynolds and
other tobacco companies concealed evidence from smokers of
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the addictive and cancer-causing effects of cigarettes.110 Over
many years, General Motors and other auto companies denied
dangerous manufacturing defects, and in some cases tried
to silence whistleblowers as well.111 And finally, we shouldn’t
overlook the many cases where industry giants—Enron,
WorldCom, Fannie Mae, and more—victimized employees and
shareholders through fraudulent accounting practices.
WE’LL MAKE YOU SORRY
The fourth and final vulnerability appeal is the We’ll Make
You Sorry mind game. The 1% warn us—directly and indirectly, publicly and privately—that those who oppose them
will pay a heavy price for doing so. Although they may prefer to use less heavy-handed tactics, the predatory class is not
averse to threats and retaliation. After all, our country’s history
doesn’t lack for examples where authorities cracked down on
Americans seeking to improve their circumstances. Although
such steps can jeopardize the plutocrats’ public standing,
much of the bullying that silences their adversaries undoubtedly transpires without the rest of us ever finding out about it.
Threats and retaliation alter the cost-benefit analysis of
standing up to those in positions of power. Prospects of harm
and humiliation heighten the personal stakes associated with
acts of conscience and resistance, whether we’re talking about
protests, whistleblowing, or revelations of sexual harassment.112 Depending on the situation, crossing the powerful
can place one’s job, family, relationships, and health at risk.
So it’s understandable that the downside may loom larger in
our minds than the upside when we contemplate challenging
entrenched authorities, especially if those in charge are known
to be ruthless and unforgiving. Yet psychological research
shows us that conformity and obedience are familiar responses
even when the stakes are much lower.
Consider a series of famous conformity experiments conducted by psychologist Solomon Asch.113 He gave volunteers
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a simple task: Look at a line and then find its match among
three other lines of varying lengths. The correct choice was
obvious, but there was a clever catch. Each research participant was part of a small group in which everyone else—all of
them secretly working for the experimenter—offered their own
answers first. One by one around the table, these confederates
spoke aloud and gave the same wrong answer. In repeated trials
of this experiment, Asch discovered that a substantial majority of the naïve participants also answered incorrectly at least
some of the time. Rather than asserting the obvious truth, they
instead opted to agree with the confederates’ wrong choices,
seemingly because they either doubted their own judgment or
didn’t want to stand out as different.
In related research, psychologist Stanley Milgram examined obedience to authority in a series of groundbreaking and
highly controversial experiments.114 His naïve volunteers were
assigned the role of “teacher” and were instructed to give an
electric shock to a “learner” whenever he made a mistake on
a memory test. For this purpose, the teachers used a dial with
interval markings that ranged from “Slight Shock” to “Danger:
Severe Shock.” They weren’t told that the learner was a confederate of the researcher, and that he never actually received
any shocks. But not knowing that his cries of pain and pleas
for mercy were staged, many of the participants—themselves
distraught over the situation—nevertheless obeyed the experimenter’s insistent prodding. Step by step, they proceeded to
administer the highest levels of electric shock. Findings like
these from Asch and Milgram underscore aspects of individual
psychology that represent significant hurdles to acting against
the 1% and the established order they’ve created.
Let’s now take a look at how the We’ll Make You Sorry mind
game is used to undermine worker activism, to pressure candidates running for public office, and to retaliate against whistleblowers and protesters.
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Retaliation against Worker Activism
Workers who dare to organize—against poverty wages, or
inhumane conditions—are routinely subjected to various we’llmake-you-sorry tactics. One harrowing example involved the
temporary immigrant guest workers who peeled and packed
crawfish at C.J.’s Seafood, a Walmart supplier in Louisiana.
When these workers were assigned 16- to 24-hour shifts, were
locked inside the plant, and were forced to live in overcrowded,
dilapidated trailers on company property, some of them complained to their manager. He allegedly responded with threats
of deportation and even worse: violence against their families
living in Mexico.115 Despite the risks, some of these workers
went on strike anyway. Eventually, under pressure from growing negative publicity, Walmart suspended its contract with
C.J.’s.116
This isn’t to suggest that Walmart has a soft spot for lowwage employees. Indeed, just the opposite is true. Back in 2000,
the company terminated its entire U.S. meatcutting operation
after a handful of butchers at a single store voted to unionize.117
In 2005, about 200 workers lost their jobs at a Canadian store
after voting to form a union. Walmart simply closed the store,
permanently.118 Almost a decade later, Canada’s Supreme
Court ruled that the closure violated Quebec’s labor code.119
In the United States, dozens of Walmart workers have been
fired or disciplined in recent years after participating in brief
strikes protesting the retail giant’s low-pay, low-benefits business model; company officials have denied any wrongdoing.120
And in 2015, the retailing behemoth abruptly announced sixmonth closures of five U.S. stores, including one that was the
epicenter of labor unrest, purportedly due to plumbing problems. Over 2,000 workers received just a few hours' advance
notice; they were instructed to reapply for their old jobs whenever the stores reopened.121
Walmart is far from the only corporate titan that adopts ruthless practices aimed at quelling worker unrest and protecting
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profits. Efforts by employers to obstruct the unionization
activities of their employees are notoriously widespread. In
November 2017, for instance, billionaire Joe Ricketts, owner of
the Chicago Cubs baseball team, shuttered two popular online
local news sites—Gothamist and DNAInfo—following a vote
by the staff to unionize. During the organizing effort, Ricketts
had warned, “I believe unions promote a corrosive us-againstthem dynamic that destroys the esprit de corps businesses
need to succeed.”122
In her own extensive research, labor scholar Kate
Bronfenbrenner has found that it’s not at all unusual for
management to threaten plant closures, warn of wage and
benefit cuts, and compel one-on-one anti-union meetings in
which supervisors interrogate workers about where they and
their co-workers stand on unionization efforts.123 Even when
these or other actions violate the law, management can expect
that any adverse government ruling—months or years in the
future—will be a small price to pay for successfully intimidating its workers.124

Electoral Dangers for Politicians and Judges
Candidates for public office—incumbents and challengers
alike, in local and national races—are also familiar with the
1%’s We’ll Make You Sorry mind game. They know that straying from the policy preferences of today’s plutocrats can spell
quick electoral defeat. The retaliatory risks of stepping out of
line include the withholding of financial support, generous
funding of their opponents’ campaigns, and the reputational
harm that comes from being the target of vicious attack ads.
Wall Street banks, for instance, responded to Massachusetts
Senator Elizabeth Warren’s efforts to break them up by threatening to curtail contributions to Democratic candidates running for office in 2016.125 Meanwhile, the Supreme Court’s
Citizen United decision, which allows unlimited independent
spending on elections, has spurred the ever-growing influence
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of “super PACs” and other undisclosed sources of money. That’s
why conservative casino billionaire Sheldon Adelson referred
to his wealth—his “pocket personality”—as the key reason he
now has so many friends in the nation’s capital.126
At the same time, when pressed to defend their close ties and
fealty to big-money interests, politicians will go to improbable
lengths to deny all impropriety. One high-profile example was
the Democratic Party’s 2016 presidential candidate, Hillary
Clinton, the former U.S. Senator from New York and Secretary
of State. Over a period of several years, she received millions of
dollars in campaign contributions from Wall Street—and hundreds of thousands more for speeches given to Goldman Sachs
and other investment firms. But during a primary debate
against Bernie Sanders in Iowa, Clinton assured everyone that
there was good reason for such remarkable generosity:
I represented New York on 9/11 when we were attacked…
We were attacked in downtown Manhattan where Wall
Street is. I did spend a whole lot of time and effort helping
them rebuild. That was good for New York. It was good for
the economy. And it was a way to rebuke the terrorists who
had attacked our country.127

In recent years, it’s become clear that the sword of Damocles
hangs over many judicial elections as well. With massive funding from the Koch brothers, Americans for Prosperity is among
the political advocacy groups that have extended their reach to
the campaigns of state-level judges.128 As PBS’s Bill Moyers put
it during his show shortly before the 2012 elections, “In several
states, partisan groups with funds from undisclosed sources
are out to punish justices for rulings the partisans don’t like.”129
Norm Ornstein, resident scholar at the American Enterprise
Institute, has similarly argued:
Imagine what happens when judges are deciding cases
in which the stakes are high, and well-heeled individuals
or corporations will be helped or damaged by the rulings.
The judges know that an adverse decision now will trigger
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a multimillion-dollar campaign against them the next
time, both for retribution and to replace them with more
friendly judges. Will that affect some rulings? Of course.130

Deep-pocketed conservative groups routinely set their sights
on judges that the predatory class considers “too hard on
businesses.”131 When their attack ads hit the airwaves, these
candidates need their own campaign funds to counter the
accusations. Regardless of the ultimate outcomes of political
or judicial electoral contests, certain winners are guaranteed:
The wealthy owners of the TV and radio stations that reap the
windfall of expensive dueling ads, along with increased fees
from other advertisers.132 At a Morgan Stanley conference in
early 2016, CBS CEO Les Moonves gushed about Trump’s candidacy: “I’ve never seen anything like this, and this is going to
be a very good year for us. Sorry. It’s a terrible thing to say. But,
bring it on, Donald. Keep going.”133

Whistleblowers and Protesters
Potential whistleblowers worried about corporate corruption
or illegal government activities also face threats and retaliation—including job loss, character assassination, and physical
harm—aimed at cowing them into silence. In the lead-up to
the 2008 financial meltdown, for example, employees who
raised questions about suspect and fraudulent mortgage practices at the country’s largest lenders and banks—Countrywide
Financial, Wells Fargo, and Washington Mutual, among others—were reportedly harassed, muzzled, and fired.134 General
Motors made outcasts of employees who early on spoke up
about ignition-switch safety issues that eventually led to the
recall—after injuries and deaths—of millions of GM cars.135
And Department of Veterans Affairs staff members who filed
complaints about falsified records, excessive wait times, and
inadequate care were subjected to transfers and suspensions
by their supervisors.136
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Street protests represent a different form of “whistleblowing” when they draw public and media attention to overlooked
misconduct by those in positions of power. These too are frequently met with intimidation, and sometimes with violence.
The threats and reprisals have a simple purpose. They’re
designed to sow concerns about personal vulnerability among
would-be activists by increasing the real or perceived risks
of involvement in displays of outrage and solidarity. Making
examples of specific individuals can serve as compelling
reminders of the looming dangers to a much broader audience
of supporters.
This was clear during the anti-inequality demonstrations of
Occupy Wall Street and its nationwide offshoots in 2011.137 In
New York City and beyond there were reports of unwarranted
and aggressive surveillance and tracking of Occupy participants and allies—on behalf of corporate America and the 1%—
by local and federal law enforcement and counter-terrorism
agencies.138 There were also widespread arrests of law-abiding
demonstrators, with some subjected to brutal treatment by
baton-wielding police dressed in riot gear.139 In one incident
that drew worldwide attention, a New York City police officer
doused two women with pepper spray “as if he were spraying
cockroaches.”140
We saw similar intimidation tactics used against the Water
Protectors engaged in acts of nonviolent civil resistance near
the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation in North Dakota.141
Members of Native American tribes, non-indigenous activists,
and military veterans all sought to block construction of the
final section of Energy Transfer Partners’ $3.8 billion, thousand-mile Dakota Access Pipeline, built to carry fracked oil
from North Dakota to Illinois. Militarized law enforcement
personnel responded with attack dogs, tear gas, pepper spray,
rubber bullets, percussion grenades, water cannons, aerial surveillance, and hundreds of arrests.142
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SUMMING UP: THE PLUTOCRATS’ VULNERABILITY
MIND GAMES
As we’ve seen in this chapter, today’s plutocrats rely on four
vulnerability mind games to manipulate our fears for their
own purposes. Let’s review each of them.
The 1% use the It’s a Dangerous World mind game to argue
that their actions are necessary in order to keep everyone safe
from ominous threats. They know that the public’s support for
any policy is strongly influenced by whether we think it will
make the people we care about more or less secure. At the
same time, they also recognize how readily we catastrophize.
As a result, we’re easy prey when it comes to their self-serving warnings that urge us to fall in line, take recommended
precautions, and comply with all instructions, whatever they
may be.
Members of the predatory class turn to change-is-dangerous appeals when they want to obstruct initiatives that could
interfere with their ambitions. Despite a lack of evidence to
support their claims, they insist that these unwelcome endeavors will place everyone in greater jeopardy. In much the same
way as snake oil salesmen market worthless concoctions, the
1% take advantage of our emotions, especially our desire to
protect those we love. In many cases the reforms they reject are
exactly what’s needed to tackle the scourge of extreme inequality. But that’s the wrong goal as far as today’s plutocrats are
concerned.
With the It’s a False Alarm mind game, the 1% defend their
turf by arguing that worries about the adverse consequences
of their policy priorities are overblown. Too often, we’re quick
to accept these comforting assurances from on high, failing to appreciate the extent to which peril characterizes the
daily lives of so many Americans. Even more, we fail to recognize the extent to which responsibility for this precariousness rests at the feet of plutocrats who place the protection of
their extraordinary wealth and power over what’s best for the
common good.
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Finally, when stronger crackdowns against opponents
seem necessary, the predatory class doesn’t shy away from
we’ll-make-you-sorry appeals. The 1% command all kinds of
resources they can put to use in punishing those who step out
of line. Painful and potentially life-changing reprisals alter the
stakes involved in individual acts of civil disobedience and sustained collective action.
It’s clear that our worries about vulnerability are fertile
ground for the manipulative mind games of those whose seek
to preserve or extend their enormous wealth and power. The
same is true for our second core concern—injustice—and that’s
where we’ll turn our attention next.

3
I N J U ST I C E
M IN D GA M ES
HIJACKING OUR BELIEFS
ABOUT RIGHT AND WRONG

“The cry of the poor is not always just,
but if you don’t listen to it,
you will never know what justice is.”
— H O WA R D Z I N N 1

The pursuit of justice is among the most potent drivers of
human action. Recognizing the injustices in our midst can be a
relentless force for progressive change. That’s why today’s plutocrats, committed to preserving their wealth and power above
all else, use psychological mind games to influence the public’s
view of what’s fair and what’s not. Indeed, our sensitivity to
injustice offers the 1% an attractive entryway for shaping our
perceptions and advancing their own narrow agenda.
Whenever the predatory class succeeds at twisting our
notions of what’s just—for example, by promoting corporate
school reform, opposing raises for low-wage workers, defending racial profiling, or suppressing voter turnout—it’s a setback for achieving a more equal society. Unfortunately, their
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arguments often find a receptive audience. The public is eager
to believe that those with great power are deeply concerned
about the common good. The reality is quite different. The
ploys of the 1% lead justice-seekers away from the truth or, at
the very least, confuse them into a state of inaction.
Toward these ends, the 1%’s well-tuned propaganda
machine runs non-stop. With help from a mainstream media
that’s sometimes spineless or complicit, their self-righteous
tales as would-be defenders of justice gain broad dissemination. In this chapter, we’ll explore four mind games that,
regrettably, have proven effective at undermining the public’s
stubborn yet imperfect commitment to justice: We’re Fighting
Injustice, No Injustice Here, Change Is Unjust, and We’re
the Victims.
WE’RE FIGHTING INJUSTICE
Today’s plutocrats don’t always resist change and defend the
status quo. Indeed, they become enthusiastic “reformers” if it
serves their interests. They eagerly push new initiatives when
they feel their privileged circumstances are in jeopardy, or when
they’re looking for ways to extend their influence even further.
At such times, the 1% resort to the We’re Fighting Injustice
mind game, arguing that the steps they’re taking are necessary
to tackle widespread and outrageous inequities. Their claims
are very misleading, however, especially since their purported
corrective actions typically cause hardship for those who are
already disadvantaged and struggling. But it seems the truth
doesn’t always matter as much as it should.
Defenders of extreme inequality know that presenting
themselves as avengers of injustice is good politics and an easy
way to advance their self-aggrandizing goals. That’s because
even though individuals or groups may disagree over what’s
just or unjust, there’s general agreement that fairness ought
to be a primary consideration in how people and institutions operate. As a result, in debates over policy alternatives,
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plutocrats gain the upper hand whenever they’re successful
in manipulating the public’s concerns about right and wrong.
Two key psychological dimensions of justice—distributive justice and procedural justice—are among the factors that heavily
influence the perspectives of everyday Americans.2
Distributive justice focuses on allocation rules. For example, when resources are scarce, how should the proverbial pie
be divided among multiple parties? Likewise, how do we determine whether people have received what they truly deserve?
Psychologist Morton Deutsch identified three principles that
are often applied when answering questions like these.3 First,
in some cases our perceptions of justice revolve around the
principle of equity—the greatest rewards should go to those
who have contributed the most to an effort’s success. Second,
in other cases the principle of equality prevails instead—equal
outcomes for everyone is considered fairest, regardless of any
differences in each person’s relative contributions. And third,
sometimes the guiding principle is one of need—here, justice
requires that those with greater need receive more than the
rest, even if they’ve contributed less. These three principles can
lead to very different allocations, so the 1% work hard to guide
our preferences.
Procedural justice, on the other hand, focuses on whether
the rules that are used are implemented fairly. Especially relevant for our purposes are experiments that psychologist Tom
Tyler and his colleagues have conducted in legal settings. These
studies reveal that criminal defendants—regardless of the ultimate disposition of their cases—want to be treated with dignity
and respect, and they want authorities to act with neutrality,
objectivity, and consistency.4 In short, even when we believe
that punishment for our actions is appropriate, it still matters
to us that the decision-makers act in an unbiased manner. If
we think they’re biased, we tend to view these authorities and
the institutions they represent as illegitimate—and we’re less
likely to cooperate with them in the future. That’s one of the
reasons representatives of the 1% take such care to appear fairminded while fleecing the public.
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In exploring the We’re Fighting Injustice mind game, we’ll
examine how members of the predatory class rely on these
manipulative appeals in their pursuits of corporate “school
reform” and voter suppression.

The Corporate School Reform Swindle
Many corporate “school reformers” are prime examples of
plutocrats who take advantage of the We’re Fighting Injustice
mind game. They routinely adopt dramatic rhetoric designed
to stoke our sense of grievance about the state of public education. But these efforts are far from benevolent. Turning our
education system into a privately run, for-profit enterprise—
one that’s built on false promises of improving the learning,
lives, and prospects of millions of underprivileged children—
serves to further line their own pockets.
What these so-called reformers don’t mention is that the
K-12 education market is worth hundreds of billions of dollars annually. Corporate control of schools is a golden goose
that could bring enormous profits to ownership groups and
other well-heeled investors through for-profit charter schools,
taxpayer-funded vouchers, textbook sales, standardized tests,
real estate deals, tax credits, and more.5 They’re also slow to
acknowledge something else: There’s no compelling evidence
that decimating our public education system would be a good
thing—for most of us at least, including our children. Indeed,
despite the hype, research studies show that, on average, charter schools and voucher programs fail to outperform public
schools on key measures of educational achievement.6
Of course the underlying profit motive is obscured when billionaire voucher crusader Betsy DeVos—now Donald Trump’s
Secretary of Education—calls public schools a “dead end,” or
bemoans “America’s broken education system,” or warns of the
plight of children “trapped by their zip code in a school that
failed to meet their needs.”7 With comparable flair, back in 2010
Arne Duncan, then Barack Obama’s Secretary of Education,
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called the premiere of the pro-charter school, anti-teachers’
union film Waiting for “Superman” a “Rosa Parks moment.”8
Similar emotional appeals have been offered by other
high-profile advocates. Former Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney told the 2012 Latino Coalition’s Annual
Economic Summit that the inadequate education of minority
children is “the civil rights issue of our era and it’s the greatest
challenge of our time.”9 Republican Senator Ted Cruz of Texas
chose 2015’s School Choice Week to tell his Capitol Hill audience that “Dr. King stood at the Lincoln Memorial and promised justice for all of our children. School choice is the civil
rights issue of the 21st century.”10 During his own campaign
for the White House, Trump’s website noted, “School choice is
the civil rights issue of our time.”
In their attempted takeover of public education, representatives of the 1% are quick to focus on underprivileged school
children as innocent victims of injustices that thwart their
dreams. In this they’re undoubtedly correct. From pre-kindergarten through college, education in the United States is characterized by widespread inequities that bestow unwarranted
advantages on the “haves” while holding back the “have-nots.”
Billionaire backers of the corporate assault want us to see
teachers and their unions as the perpetrators. Teachers have
been maligned as lazy, incompetent, and uncaring; unions
are portrayed as inflexible obstructionists; and both are held
responsible for shortfalls in student success.11
But the root causes of these profound injustices are actually
far different from the corporate school reformers’ self-serving
diagnosis. Research shows that all school-based factors combined—including teacher performance—are simply no match
against debilitating outside influences like poverty, broken
homes, crime-ridden neighborhoods, unemployment, and
inadequate nutrition and healthcare.12 As Chris Hayes has put
it, “We ask the education system to expiate the sins of the rest
of the society and then condemn it as hopelessly broken when
it doesn’t prove up to the task.”13
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Not surprisingly, today’s plutocrats downplay such findings because their priorities involve cutting education
costs—including the salaries of experienced teachers and the
retirement benefits that unions secure. That’s how they plan to
increase the profits flowing to privatizers and investors. So they
have little interest in lasting solutions that require increased
expenditures—for example, bolstering public schools through
preschool programs, greater resources, and smaller classes,
while simultaneously attacking concentrated poverty and
racial segregation.14 Indeed, the Trump administration aims
to cut billions of dollars in public school funding, and DeVos
isn’t taking a stand for justice and civil rights when she dismantles protections that serve students with disabilities, students struggling with loan debt, and students victimized by
sexual assault.15
Corporate reformers stick to their We’re Fighting Injustice
mind game for a simple reason: They want to distract us from
well-documented strategies for improving education that run
counter to their own moneymaking priorities. This isn’t to say
that all school reform supporters are driven by greed. Many
parents are desperately looking for ways to level the playing
field and provide their children with better educational opportunities. Unfortunately, however, these families are often
manipulatively turned into the sympathetic public face of the
privatization movement.
It would be tragic enough if this were all merely another
heartless hoax that produces disappointment and disillusionment when outcomes fail to match the promises made. But
it’s worse than that. These efforts also decimate the teaching
profession and drain crucial resources from the financially
strapped public schools and communities that need them most.
Education historian and privatization critic Diane Ravitch has
explained the situation well:
The privatization agenda excites the interest of edu-entrepreneurs, who see it as a golden opportunity to make
money. But…it hurts public education not only by attacking
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its effectiveness and legitimacy but by laying claim to its
revenues. The money allocated to privately managed charters and vouchers represents a transfer of critical public
resources to the private sector, causing the public schools
to suffer budget cuts and loss of staffing and services as the
private sector grows, without providing better education
or better outcomes for the students who transfer to the private-sector schools.16

Voter Suppression
The 1% bring the same We’re Fighting Injustice mind game
to their anti-democratic voter suppression campaigns, which
have become increasingly prominent in recent years. Over
half of the states in the country—most of them controlled by
Republican legislatures and governors—now require voters to
present a government-issued photo ID or similar identification form at polling places.17
Such measures are unnecessarily restrictive. An independent national investigation of voter impersonation found
only ten individual cases over an entire decade.18 A separate
analysis concluded that it’s “more likely that an individual will
be struck by lightning than that he will impersonate another
voter at the polls.”19 Nevertheless, a poll conducted less than
two months before the 2016 election demonstrated the 1%’s
successful manipulation of public opinion: Nearly half of the
respondents said they thought voter fraud takes place “very” or
“somewhat” often.20
By framing these voter ID laws as an urgent response to
the injustice of voter fraud, representatives of the plutocracy are able to disguise an unsavory goal: gaining electoral
advantage by disenfranchising African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, students, and low-income workers. These groups
are logical targets because they’re very unlikely to support the
1%’s inequality-boosting agenda. They’re also less likely than
most Americans to have valid photo IDs (because, for example, those who can’t afford a car—or don’t drive—don’t have a
driver’s license).21
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Transparent efforts to prevent Americans from voting
would quickly be recognized as an outrageous abuse of power.
That’s why the 1% find their we’re-fighting-injustice appeals—
and the myth of rampant voter fraud—so useful. Over a decade
ago, when he was the state’s attorney general, Texas Governor
Greg Abbott warned, “In Texas, an epidemic of voter fraud
is harming the electoral process.”22 In a 2010 op-ed, James
Woodruff II, a member of the Republican National Lawyers
Association and the conservative Federalist Society, cautioned
that “‘one person, one vote’ [is] becoming a myth and places
the outcomes of elections in doubt as vote fraud pervades our
election process.”23
Similarly, Hans von Spakovsky of the right-wing Heritage
Foundation has emphasized, “I believe in having fair elections,
and I would never be willing to do anything that would encourage or allow cheating in an election.”24 John Fund of National
Review has beat the drum on the need to “keep fraudsters away
from polling places.”25 And Reince Priebus, former chairman
of the Republican National Committee and briefly Trump’s
chief of staff, has argued that presentation of a photo ID card
at the voting booth is “fair, reasonable, and just.”26
The phantom injustice of voter fraud has even found its way
into the official platform of the Republican Party. The 2012
platform stated, “Every time that a fraudulent vote is cast, it
effectively cancels out a vote of a legitimate voter.”27 The 2016
platform endorsed legislation “to require proof of citizenship
when registering to vote and secure photo ID when voting.”28
In the weeks leading up to the 2016 election, Trump repeatedly
called upon his supporters to monitor polling places for signs
of voter fraud. He told attendees at a Pennsylvania rally, “So,
go and vote and then go check out areas because a lot of bad
things happen, and we don’t want to lose for that reason.”29
There are also outfits like True the Vote, a Texas-based, Tea
Party-affiliated group with wealthy conservative backers like
the Koch brothers. True the Vote promotes itself as “regular
citizens standing up for fair elections” and “the nation’s largest
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nonpartisan, voters’ rights and election integrity organization.”
But among its activities are reported instances of minority voter
harassment and intimidation on Election Day.30 The rest of the
year, it offers trainings at local “Citizen Watchdog” events, such
as the one founder Catherine Engelbrecht attended in Helena,
Montana, shortly before Obama won re-election. The title of
her keynote address that day was “Voter Fraud: The Plot to
Undermine American Democracy.”31
In 2016, after Trump won the election but lost the popular vote to Hillary Clinton by almost three million votes,
Engelbrecht had this to say: “We believe millions of illegal
votes were cast in this election.”32 Trump himself has continued to promote this evidence-free claim. He even created a
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, since
disbanded, and stacked it with members who had long pushed
for tighter voting restrictions under the guise of combating
fraud.33 One of the vice-chairs was Republican Kris Kobach,
the Secretary of State of Kansas who, prior to the election,
had insisted, “Even if it’s just a handful of votes, it’s still a huge
injustice. Every time an alien votes, it effectively cancels out a
vote of a U.S. citizen.”34
But if there’s a dangerous plot underway to cripple and
corrupt our democratic institutions, it doesn’t take the form
of individuals impersonating other people at the voting booth.
Rather, that plotting is happening at the meetings of this
“commission,” and those of groups like the influential corporate-funded American Legislative Exchange Council. As part
of its portfolio, ALEC provides guidance and model legislation
for state and local politicians looking to swing elections by suppressing voter turnout.35
It’s important to recognize that ID laws aren’t the only tactic here. There’s a simultaneous push to require physical proof
of citizenship, such as a birth certificate, for anyone who wants
to register to vote. That requirement undercuts the effectiveness of low-income voter registration drives. Steps have also
been taken to close polling places on or near campuses so that
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college students find it tougher to vote. Other laws have eliminated or reduced early voting periods and same-day registration, opportunities that have become increasingly popular
among voters of color and lower-income voters.36
The bottom line is that all of these anti-democratic initiatives, which further marginalize individuals who already face
fragile economic circumstances, need a persuasive cover story.
So plutocrats employ their We’re Fighting Injustice mind game
and spin their tall tales of unchecked injustices threatening
the integrity of the ballot box. With former Alabama Senator
Jeff Sessions now serving as Trump’s attorney general, voting rights are likely to be even further imperiled. Recall that
Sessions referred to the Voting Rights Act as a “piece of intrusive legislation,” and he described the NAACP and ACLU as
“un-American.”37
NO INJUSTICE HERE
When confronted with stark evidence of the hardships that
characterize the lives of many Americans, the predatory class
often takes a different tack and turns to a second injustice
mind game. With the No Injustice Here mind game, plutocrats
argue that even though current circumstances may be unfortunate for some people, that doesn’t mean they’re unjust. In
so doing, they claim that the gulf between “haves” and “havenots” isn’t really a matter of injustice at all. Instead, so they
insist, troubling disparities reflect bad luck or the shortcomings of those who are disadvantaged. If the 1% can sell this to
the public, it helps them escape scrutiny of their own actions
and policies—which actually form the foundation for today’s
extreme inequality.
These appeals frequently work because most of us find it
comforting to believe that people get what they deserve and
deserve what they get. Life seems less haphazard and unpredictable that way. Our own future feels more secure if those facing hard times are somehow responsible for their plight—for
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example, if their difficulties are the result of failing to work
harder, or study longer, or save more, or develop stronger values. By this account, people who are worse off—whether it’s
financial woes, or poor health, or hostile treatment by others—
are paying a reasonable price for their own ill-advised choices.
As a result, their grievances are illegitimate and undeserving of
redress, or so the 1% claim. The public’s embrace of such arguments can stand in the way of real justice for the downtrodden. Not surprisingly, today’s plutocrats are therefore quick
to take advantage of our psychological preference to see the
world as fair.
A rich history of psychological research has demonstrated
the power and prevalence of our “belief in a just world.” In
one early experiment, Melvin Lerner and his colleagues had
volunteers watch a student they were told was receiving electric shocks as part of a learning exercise (no shocks were actually delivered). Some of these volunteers were then given the
opportunity to terminate the shocks, and just about all of them
did so. But other participants were instead advised that there
was nothing they could do to help the student escape the pain.
Afterward, all of the volunteers were asked to rate the victim’s
likeability. Those who were unable to help gave him much
more negative ratings. Their critical appraisals helped them
feel that the situation wasn’t as unjust as it seemed. In other
words, through some psychological gymnastics they found a
way to preserve their just-world beliefs.38
In other studies, researchers have used questionnaires to
look at differences in the extent to which people believe the
world is fair. This approach sheds light on exactly who tends
to hold just-world beliefs and who doesn’t. What these investigators have found is that people who strongly believe that the
world is just are likely to be more conservative, more religious,
and more authoritarian; they also tend to admire political
leaders and existing social institutions; and they’re more likely
to view underprivileged groups negatively.39 Of particular concern here, such beliefs contribute to preserving inequality and
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plutocratic rule because they dampen any urge to engage in the
political activism necessary to produce meaningful change.40
In exploring the 1%’s No Injustice Here mind game, let’s
now take a closer look at how they use this appeal to cast
blame on victims and to escape responsibility for their own
wrongdoing.

Deserving of Their Plight?
Hurricane Katrina swept through the Gulf Coast in late August
of 2005. The levee system designed to protect New Orleans
was breached, causing massive flooding. Emergency evacuation warnings and rescue efforts were delayed, in large part due
to administrative negligence and incompetence. As a result,
many of the city’s residents—especially those in the poorest, predominantly African American neighborhoods—were
unable to escape the deluge. In a matter of days, over 1,800
lives were lost, tens of thousands of homes were destroyed,
and stunning evidence of economic and racial inequality was
apparent for all to see.
Yet comfortably removed from the flooding, representatives of the plutocracy were quickly out in force with no-injustice-here appeals, casting blame on those who were most
afflicted. Former Republican Senator Rick Santorum of
Pennsylvania called for tougher penalties when people fail to
respond to a mandatory evacuation.41 Bill O’Reilly, formerly of
Fox News, argued that those left behind were “drug addicted”
and “thugs,” and he preached, “If you don’t get educated, if you
don’t develop a skill, and force yourself to work hard, you’ll
most likely be poor. And sooner or later, you’ll be standing on a
symbolic rooftop waiting for help.”42 Some mainstream newscasts described Black survivors as “looters” for their desperate
efforts to obtain survival items like food, clothing, and flashlights.43 More than a year later, former Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich, a Republican congressman from Georgia, was
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still bemoaning the “failure of citizenship” displayed by the
“uneducated” residents of New Orleans’s Ninth Ward.44
In 2008, we witnessed a deluge of a different kind. The
housing bubble burst and prices plummeted. Amid financial
panic on Wall Street, defenders of extreme wealth and power—
groups like the American Bankers Association, the Mortgage
Bankers Association, and lobbyists for the big banks—condemned mortgage assistance programs that would have
enabled more families to keep their homes.45 One familiar victim-blaming, no-injustice-here appeal was the claim that foreclosure relief would reward personal irresponsibility. Consider
John Tamny, an editor at Forbes, who wrote, “Far from deserving our sympathy, these people deserve our disgusted scorn.”46
This callous stance ignored several basic realities.
Unscrupulous mortgage brokers had scammed hundreds of
thousands of homeowners with predatory lending schemes.
Corrupt and reckless banks had received tens of billions of
dollars in government bailouts. And the proposed mortgage
assistance programs could have helped to stabilize the housing
market and support the economic recovery for everyone.
The extension of unemployment insurance following
nationwide layoffs was similarly portrayed as rewarding laziness. Former Republican Party presidential hopeful Senator
Rand Paul of Kentucky insisted that extending benefits would
encourage the jobless to “become part of this perpetual unemployed group in our economy.”47 The message from Richard
Vedder of the American Enterprise Institute was much the
same: “If you pay people to stay at home, many will do so.”48
But even if we ignore their heartlessness, these arguments still
misrepresent key facts: Recipients must look for employment
while receiving the insurance; those who lost their full-time
jobs weren’t the ones responsible for the nation’s layoffs; there
were far fewer jobs available than the number of job-seekers;
and recipients of unemployment insurance tend to spend the
modest benefits, which helps to stimulate the economy.49
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The Massey Coal Mine Disaster
When they consider outright victim-blaming too much of
a stretch, today’s plutocrats use the No Injustice Here mind
game in a different way: They argue that nobody can be held
responsible when misfortune unexpectedly strikes. That was
their self-serving stance on April 5, 2010, when 29 miners were
killed by an explosion that ripped through Massey Energy’s
Upper Big Branch coal mine in West Virginia.50 Under CEO
Don Blankenship, Massey had a history of disregarding minimum safety standards, including proper underground ventilation. But millions of dollars in fines were apparently an
acceptable cost of doing business for Massey.51 Moreover,
Blankenship was reportedly well known for protecting his
company through large campaign contributions, including the
$3 million he spent in support of a candidate running for the
state’s supreme court (that candidate was elected and later cast
the deciding vote reversing a multimillion-dollar judgment
against Massey in another matter).52
Immediately after the disaster, Massey spokespersons were
quick to claim that the explosion was caused by a sudden gas
leak, one that nobody could have anticipated or prevented. It
was, by their account, one of those freakish and inexplicable
“acts of God”—a case of rare tragedy rather than negligence
that put workers at needless risk. Blankenship told listeners on a local radio show, “Any suspicion that the mine was
improperly operated…would be unfounded.”53 The company
also issued a press release with the assurance, “‘Safety is Job 1’
is not just a slogan…at Massey Energy, but a vow.” And speaking at the National Press Club that July, Blankenship told his
audience, “The physics of natural law and God trump whatever
man tries to do.”54
Sticking to their no-injustice-here claims, company representatives also disputed the conclusions of subsequent comprehensive investigations. An independent panel appointed by
the governor of West Virginia reported in May 2011 that the
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explosion was “a failure of basic coal mine safety practices.”55
Six months later, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Mine Safety
and Health Administration identified Massey’s corporate
culture as “the root cause of the tragedy,” a culture that “valued production over safety, and broke the law as they endangered the lives of their miners.”56 As United Mine Workers of
America International president Cecil Roberts commented,
“Until someone goes to jail for what happened at this mine,
justice will not have been done.”57
Instead, nine months after the blast, former Massey executives received millions of dollars in retirement packages when
the company was sold to Alpha Natural Resources. Alpha
later reached a financial settlement with the government:
Each victim’s family received a substantial payment, but the
company was protected from prosecution. Six years after the
deadly explosion, in April 2016 former CEO Blankenship was
sentenced to a single year in prison after being found guilty
on criminal charges for conspiracy to violate mine safety standards.58 Meanwhile, efforts to strengthen federal mining regulations have been hampered by the coal industry’s intense
lobbying against safety bills and its campaign donations to regulation-opposing politicians, including Trump.59 One miner,
Tommy Davis, escaped the Massey explosion but his son, his
brother, and his nephew were all killed. He hangs his son’s
work-shirt from a flagpole as a memorial.60

Accepting Mistreatment
Change efforts become much tougher when powerful status quo defenders use the No Injustice Here mind game to
undercut the public’s compassion for victims of unjust policies. But some of the most tragic consequences arise when the
disadvantaged and oppressed come to believe that they don’t
really deserve better lives—when a woman thinks she doesn’t
deserve the same opportunities as her male counterparts in the
workplace, or when a child raised in poverty thinks they don’t
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deserve a chance at a college education, or when a homeless
man thinks he doesn’t deserve to be treated with respect.
It may seem surprising that people innocent of wrongdoing can be convinced that they deserve inferior treatment. But
most of us are more impressionable than we realize. This is
especially true when we’re pushed to adopt a particular view—
even an unfavorable one about ourselves—by powerful societal
norms or by people in positions of influence. That’s why, for
example, some battered spouses or children accept claims of
perpetrators that they deserved to be beaten. And that’s why
someone falsely accused of a crime may nonetheless confess
when pressured to do so during an aggressive police interrogation.61 So too, it can be hard to resist the constant drumming
of supposed “truths” from authoritative members of the plutocracy, particularly when the mainstream media fail to offer
alternative explanations for what’s wrong and who’s to blame.
Perceiving one’s own mistreatment as somehow fair—as
how things should be—is not only personally degrading. It
also diminishes the capacity of an individual or a group to be
an agent of change. In this way, the harm of the initial injustice is compounded when victims are persuaded by no-injustice-here appeals to accept their adverse circumstances
without complaint.
CHANGE IS UNJUST
Today’s plutocrats go to great lengths to draw attention away
from a simple truth: Their privileged circumstances are built
upon the daily misery and mistreatment of others. They’d
rather avoid any public awareness that might spur outrage and
a push for remedies they wouldn’t like. But when they can’t
escape the spotlight, the 1% turn to the Change Is Unjust mind
game, hoping to fend off unwelcome initiatives by arguing that
these reforms will unfairly bring harm to many people. With
this strategy, they aim to drive a wedge between current victims of injustice and those who sympathize with the victims’
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grievances. Defenders of extreme inequality are confident that
broad-based solidarity will prove elusive if we’re convinced
that our own favorable circumstances will be jeopardized by
changes designed to lighten the hardships of others.
One reason this mind game often works so well is that, psychologically, people tend to support and defend the political
system in which they live, whatever it might be. As discussed
earlier, we typically have a bias in favor of the way things
are, and we find it reassuring to think that the world makes
sense. But in their research on “system justification,” psychologist John Jost and his colleagues have taken the study of this
important phenomenon a step further. What they’ve found is
that even those who suffer at the hands of an unjust system
still find comfort in the belief that the status quo is legitimate.
This is especially true when they think there’s no realistic way
to escape or alter their adverse circumstances anyway.62
Why would they feel this way? Because believing that society is fair—despite any evidence to the contrary—can be an
effective coping mechanism. At least in the short term, adopting this perspective helps to reduce emotional discomfort and
uncertainty—even though it can serve to reinforce extreme
levels of inequality. Consistent with this view, some surveys
have shown that people who are poor tend to feel greater satisfaction with their lives when they blame themselves rather
than society’s injustices for their poverty.63 In much the same
way, it’s not unusual for those who are paid less than others
for doing the same work—for example, women compared to
men in many jobs—to feel that they somehow deserve the
lower pay.64
There’s another system-justifying tendency that also plays
to the 1%’s advantage. Psychologically, people tend to endorse
what are sometimes called complementary stereotypes. “Poor
but happy” and “rich but unhappy” are two good examples.
Accepting generalizations of this sort is problematic because
they make it seem as though inequality actually has a silver lining for those who are worse off. Indeed, in a series of research
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studies, participants who first read brief stories about the
“happy poor” and the “unhappy rich” tended to later express
stronger support for the legitimacy and fairness of U.S. society.65 In short, stereotypes like these can contribute to the
preservation of unjust arrangements. More broadly, when we
ourselves engage in system justification, plutocrats don’t even
need to break a sweat defending the policies that bestow such
enormous rewards upon them.
In examining this third injustice appeal, let’s consider the
role played by change-is-unjust appeals in two specific contexts: the 1%’s defense of poverty wages and racial profiling.

Justifying Poverty Wages
Most Americans favor a minimum wage hike, but the 1%
don’t want resources to be allocated more equitably at their
expense.66 So they use the Change Is Unjust mind game to
defend today’s poverty wages, disingenuously arguing that
wage hikes will unfairly hurt American workers and consumers—by forcing layoffs, shuttering small businesses, preventing teens and unskilled workers from getting the first jobs and
training they need, and driving up prices. As it turns out, none
of these claims is true. But that never stops plutocrats from
telling self-serving tales.
Former Speaker of the House John Boehner, for example,
once warned, “Why would we want to make it harder for small
employers to hire people?” and “When you take away the first
couple rungs on the economic ladder, you make it harder for
people to get on the ladder.”67 Wall Street Journal editor Jason
Riley told a Fox News audience that the minimum wage is “a
proven job killer.”68 The Heritage Foundation’s James Sherk and
John Ligon predicted an increase to just $10.10 an hour would
lead to hundreds of thousands of job losses.69 And low-wage
worker foe Andrew Puzder—former CEO of fast-food conglomerate CKE Restaurants and Trump’s initial pick for Secretary
of Labor—has argued, “Does it really help if Sally makes $3
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more an hour if Suzie has no job?”70 Puzder also described
the fast-food workers he’s hired at Hardee’s as “the worst of
the worst.”71
Extensive research, however, tells a very different story.
Modest increases in the minimum wage tend to have little or
no effect on employment levels.72 In fact, data suggest that
those states that increased their minimum wage in recent years
have produced greater job growth than those that didn’t.73
This makes sense when you consider that a pay raise gives lowwage workers more buying power, which in turn can stimulate
the economy and create the need for more workers rather than
layoffs. Wage hikes can also reduce turnover, thereby cutting
costs and increasing efficiency.74
Employment data also contradict the 1%’s claim that minimum wage workers are primarily teens working their first
part-time jobs, who will soon get raises and promotions if
they’re good employees. In fact, almost 90% of minimum wage
workers are at least 20 years old. More than half of them work
full time, not part time. Half are older than 30, and more than
25% have children of their own.75 Such figures are even more
sobering when we consider how many low-wage workers there
are in the United States. In 2014 over 20 million people earned
more than their state’s minimum wage but less than the $10.10
per hour that Obama proposed that year as the new federal
minimum wage standard.76
As for the cost of goods, conservative icon Rush Limbaugh
has insisted that raising the minimum wage will impose
unfair burdens on consumers. For instance, he’s warned his
radio audience that fast-food prices will skyrocket if wages
are increased: “When you go in to buy a Big Mac or a Quarter
Pounder, are you willing to pay double so that the people working there can get a raise?...If you’re unwilling to pay higher
prices, then shut up.”77 But again, such claims don’t hold water.
Scientific estimates suggest that a minimum wage of around
$10 per hour would increase prices at McDonald’s by about
10%, and a raise to $15 per hour would increase prices about
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25%. That’s somewhere between 40 cents and a dollar more
for Limbaugh’s Big Mac.78
The real bottom line is that when greed-driven plutocrats
use the Change Is Unjust mind game to argue against wage
hikes, they hope we’ll overlook the fundamental injustice of
working long hours every day and still not earning enough to
provide for one’s family.79 This reality reflects a broken social
contract, where workers don’t get to share in the wealth created by their labor and their increased productivity. Instead,
their standard of living falls.80 Indeed, even if a higher minimum wage were to cause a small uptick in unemployment,
that shouldn’t be a deal breaker if, in exchange, many more
Americans can earn a living wage and we’re willing to provide
assistance to those whose jobs disappear.81
Instead, we have a situation today where CEOs of S&P
500 firms earn roughly 300 times the salary of their average
employees, and about 800 times the salary of minimum wage
workers. These are enormous disparities. In fact, New Yorkbased Wall Street employees received almost $24 billion in
bonuses alone in 2016. That’s more than one-and-a-half times
the combined annual pay of the country’s one million full-time
minimum wage workers. It’s also enough money to raise the
wages of three million fast-food workers to $15 per hour.82

Defending Racial Profiling and Stop-and-Frisk
Under billionaire mayor Michael Bloomberg, the same Change
Is Unjust mind game was a recurrent element of the 1%’s efforts
to defend New York City’s controversial anti-crime “stop-andfrisk” program. In certain quarters, it was celebrated for years
as a remarkable success in protecting the city’s residents, tourists, and businesses. Typical of the accolades was this tribute from Heather Mac Donald of the plutocracy-promoting
Manhattan Institute: “New York’s most vulnerable residents
enjoy a freedom from assault unknown in any other big city,
thanks to the N.Y.P.D.’s assertive style of policing.”83
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Despite the rave reviews, however, there was never any
good evidence that the tactics worked.84 Stops culminating in
an arrest were very uncommon, and cases involving weapon
possession were even rarer. That’s actually not surprising,
since many of the hundreds of thousands of stops each year
were based on little more than a police officer’s vague suspicions about an individual’s “furtive movements”—along with
pressure to meet certain quotas.85 The program also had an
even bigger problem: It overwhelmingly targeted young men
of color. In 2011, for example, Black and Latino men under 25
years of age accounted for over 40% of all people stopped by
the police, even though these two groups represented less than
5% of the city’s residents. In many precincts, people of color
accounted for 90% of all stops.86
But surrogates for the predatory class were always ready
to run the Change Is Unjust mind game up the flagpole and
oppose calls to curtail stop-and-frisk. Andrea Peyser of Rupert
Murdoch’s New York Post, for example, offered this over-thetop prediction: “It will end in buckets of blood on the city’s
streets.”87 That’s imagery reminiscent of Batman’s exile from
Gotham City, with millions of decent and hardworking citizens
unjustly placed in harm’s way. Nevertheless, outrageous claims
like this have a psychological purpose: In this case, to diminish
the public’s compassion for the minority youth who were being
unfairly singled out, harassed, and humiliated by the police.88
These propaganda ploys seemingly hit a brick wall in
August of 2013 when Judge Shira Scheindlin ruled that the
city’s implementation of stop-and-frisk was unconstitutional.
She described the program’s unwritten focus on targeting
the “right people” as “indirect racial profiling.”89 Her decision reaffirmed the right of the less privileged to be free from
unjust harassment—and to be treated with the same respect
granted those who reside in the city’s penthouses and corporate boardrooms.
But Mayor Bloomberg and New York City police commissioner Ray Kelly found high-profile platforms from which to
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defend stop-and-frisk and encourage the public to see itself as
unjustly victimized by its curtailment. At a hastily arranged
press conference, Bloomberg warned, “I worry for my kids,
and I worry for your kids. I worry for you and I worry for
me.”90 In a follow-up op-ed in the Washington Post, he argued,
“Every American has a right to walk down the street without
getting mugged or killed.”91 And on Meet the Press, Kelly predicted, “No question about it, violent crime will go up.”92 He
was wrong. Over the next several months, with stop-and-frisks
down almost 80%, the city’s crime rate fell as well (and has
continued to do so).93 During the 2016 presidential campaign,
such data didn’t matter to Trump. He called for a return to oldstyle stop-and-frisk, baselessly offering the dog-whistle claim
that it “had a tremendous impact on the safety of New York
City. Tremendous beyond belief.”94
It’s worth noting that stop-and-frisk wasn’t Bloomberg’s
and Kelly’s sole use of racial profiling. The New York City
Police Department also conducted an expansive secret surveillance program that spied on members of Muslim communities
around the city, including at mosques, places of business, and
college campuses. When the operation became public in 2012,
Kelly was unapologetic and denied any wrongdoing, opting for
a change-is-unjust appeal: “Not everybody is going to be happy
with everything the police department does…But our primary
mission, our primary goal is to keep this city safe, to save lives.
That’s what we’re engaged in doing.”95
Violating civil rights and perpetuating unwarranted,
demeaning stereotypes were seemingly of little concern.
Despite his profiling of minority communities, in some circles Kelly became a popular choice for Secretary of Homeland
Security. John Avlon of The Daily Beast, a former speechwriter for Rudy Giuliani, described him as “a confidence-inspiring law-enforcement leader”;96 Democratic Senator Chuck
Schumer, now the Senate’s minority leader, pushed for his
appointment, saying “New York’s loss will be America’s gain”;97
and President Obama was effusive as well: “Mr. Kelly might be
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very happy where he is, but if he’s not I’d want to know about
it, because obviously he’d be very well qualified for the job.”98
(Obama subsequently appointed Jeh Johnson instead.)
WE’RE THE VICTIMS
With this fourth injustice mind game, members of the predatory class exploit our sensitivity to injustice in a very different
way. They shamelessly present themselves as victims unfairly
maligned for their successes. When this turning of the tables
is successful, the public’s concern is directed away from those
who are actually mistreated and disadvantaged. And when
that happens, those with tremendous wealth and power face
much less scrutiny and opposition in maintaining their privileged positions.
Even with their finely tuned propaganda machine, the 1%’s
We’re the Victims mind game—claiming that they’re the ones
being kicked around—might seem like a very hard sell. Yet this
deceptive ploy can work surprisingly well because, psychologically, we’re influenced by exactly how an issue is presented
to us—that is, how it’s “framed.” As a result, we can be easy
prey for an expert who wants to manipulate us into thinking
one way and not another. Misdirection is the stock-in-trade of
magicians who pull rabbits out of hats despite the close attention of skeptical audiences. In a similar manner, when we’re
encouraged to focus on a limited set of selected “facts” provided by those with a vested interest, we can lose sight of the
broader context.
Psychologists who’ve studied framing effects have found
that how information is presented to us strongly affects our subsequent judgments. The “anchoring effect” demonstrates that
we tend to be biased by whatever information is most salient,
even if it’s entirely irrelevant to the decisions we’re asked to
make.99 For instance, research experiments show that you’re
likely to think Mahatma Gandhi lived longer when asked, “Did
he die before or after reaching the age of 140?” than if you’re
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instead asked, “Did he die before or after turning 9 years old?”
These two age anchors—140 and 9—affect our estimates even
though we never would have imagined that he lived that long
or died that young (Gandhi was 78 when he was assassinated).
A similar phenomenon is at work when shoppers are enticed to
buy a sale item. Paying $100 for a pair of jeans may seem like
a bargain if the advertising highlights that they usually sell for
twice that much.
A different and more consequential example of framing
involves the well-documented agenda-setting role played by
the mainstream media.100 Research shows that we tend to
consider an issue more important if it receives a lot of media
attention. We’re also inclined to adopt the media’s perspective on the problem and potential solutions. So, for instance,
poverty is more likely to become a high-priority concern for
us if it receives substantial media coverage over time. The
media also decide whether to frame poverty as a broad societal
problem worthy of governmental intervention or less sympathetically, such as holding the poor solely responsible for their
own circumstances.101 This framing difference can be striking in its ramifications—and let’s remember that the 1% exert
considerable control over the most widely read and viewed
media sources.102
In exploring the We’re the Victims mind game, let’s now
take a detailed look at how the 1% use this injustice appeal
in two different contexts: manipulating tax policies to their
advantage and claiming innocence when confronted with evidence of prisoner abuse.

Taxes, Taxes, Taxes
The public understands that sufficient tax revenues are crucial
to fund essential social services, including public education
and programs that help the poor, the ill, and the elderly. So
today’s plutocrats often resort to the We’re the Victims mind
game when they’re criticized for not paying enough taxes,
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whether through tax-avoidance schemes or lower rates applied
to capital gains. Despite these reframing efforts, national polls
have found that a substantial majority of Americans still feel
that corporations and wealthy individuals don’t pay their fair
share in taxes. Conservative Republicans are the only ideological group that’s “as bothered by the poor not paying their fair
share of taxes as by the wealthy not paying their fair share.”103
As the super-rich whine, it’s worth remembering that the
top income tax rates were once much higher than they are now.
The highest marginal rate was nearly 70% when President
Ronald Reagan first took office in 1981. Today it’s below 40%.
Yet today, when threatened with the prospect of paying more
in taxes, many millionaires, billionaires, and Fortune 500
companies bemoan the purported injustice of the tax burdens
placed upon them, complaining that they’re being punished
for hard work and success. The Koch brothers’ Americans for
Prosperity political advocacy group laments our “punitive tax
structure.”104 Other plutocrats argue that too many Americans
pay no income taxes at all. The Wall Street Journal has mocked
these citizens, calling them “lucky duckies” despite their
impoverishment.105
Former presidential candidate Mitt Romney expressed this
Scrooge-like view at a 2012 fundraiser when he memorably
said, “There are 47% who…are dependent upon government,
who believe that they are victims, who believe the government
has a responsibility to care for them, who believe that they are
entitled to health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-it.”106
Rush Limbaugh has referred to these same people as “slovenly, lazy takers.”107 One-time leading House Republican Eric
Cantor offered his own we’re-the-victims appeal, explaining,
“We also know that over 45% of the people in this country
don’t pay income taxes at all, and we have to question whether
that’s fair.”108 He went on to argue that by getting low-income
workers to pay more taxes, rates can be lowered for everyone—
including, of course, the fabulously wealthy.
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But all these claims of injustice intentionally ignore basic
facts. First, the low-wage workers described as “freeloaders” by
the 1% are still subject to payroll, state, and local taxes, even
when their earnings fall below the federal income tax threshold. Second, defenders of extreme inequality fail to acknowledge that for decades most of the benefits from increasing
worker productivity have gone into the pockets of the country’s CEOs and their well-connected friends. And third, despite
complaints about over-taxation from top executives and company spokespersons, corporate profits as a percentage of the
gross national product have reached their highest levels in
almost a century. By comparison, employee compensation is at
a multi-decade low, which is no coincidence.109
Moreover, major corporations and the super-rich exploit
esoteric loopholes, overseas tax havens, and lax oversight to
drastically reduce their tax burden.110 In recent years, companies like General Electric, Boeing, and Verizon, among others,
have received tax refunds from the IRS despite tens of billions
of dollars in profits.111 When Bernie Sanders criticized these
corporations during his presidential campaign in 2016, GE’s
chairman dismissively responded, “We’ve never been a big hit
with socialists.”112 Verizon’s CEO followed up, accusing the
Vermont senator of looking for “convenient villains for the economic distress felt by many of our citizens.”113 President Trump
has also been part of the billionaires’ we’re-the-victims chorus,
insisting, “We’re the highest taxed nation in the world. Our
businesses pay more taxes than any businesses in the world.”114
Going a step further, some large U.S. companies strategically re-incorporate outside of the country—with no meaningful transfer of equipment or employees—for the sole purpose
of reducing their taxes.115 All the while, these firms continue
to take advantage of the benefits the United States provides
in terms of protecting their businesses and facilitating their
growth and profits. The 1% argue that these tax loopholes are
entirely legal. They neglect to mention the armies of high-
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powered lobbyists and attorneys they’ve hired to shape the
relevant laws.
On a different front, today’s plutocrats adopt the We’re
the Victims mind game when they portray the estate tax as
a towering injustice. Republican leaders in Washington have
long been especially fond of this ploy. Over a decade ago,
before he retired to become a high-paid lobbyist, Republican
Senator Jon Kyl of Arizona had this to say in a speech on
the Senate floor: “It is an unfair, inefficient, economically
unsound and, frankly, immoral tax.”116 In 2015, Republican
Senator John Thune of South Dakota labeled the estate tax
an “injustice” and a “nightmare,”117 and Paul Ryan, then chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, described the
tax as “unfair and in conflict with the American Dream.”118
As Trump’s chief economic adviser, former Goldman Sachs
president Gary Cohn has joined in as well: “No one wants to
see their children have to sell the family business to pay an
unfair tax.”119
Rhetorical flourishes like these from political leaders are
designed to give us the wrong impression: that a considerable
number of Americans are burdened by the estate tax. The truth
is very different. Putting aside the suspect claim that a tax on
accumulated wealth is somehow intrinsically unjust (without the tax, which in part supports various social programs,
inequality would be even higher than it is already), currently
only two out of every 1,000 people owe any federal estate taxes
at all when they die.120 And hardly any of them are the muchtouted “family farmers” whom the plutocrats paint as victims
when disguising their save-the-rich agenda.
Regrettably, however, the 1% have been very effective in misleading the public in order to garner opposition to the estate
tax. Indeed, polling shows that a majority of Americans favor
the repeal of the estate tax, and that they consider it the least
fair of all federal taxes.121 That’s why the plutocrat-defending
Heritage Foundation promotes the view that “Americans of
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all walks of life sense the deep injustice of federal death taxes.”122 But a recent experiment by a group of economists provides some encouragement. They found that people became
much more supportive of the estate tax when they were provided with accurate information documenting both the extent
of economic inequality today and the fact that only the very
wealthiest Americans pay these taxes upon their death.123 Of
course, the public won’t be receiving that information from the
predatory class anytime soon. Indeed, in October 2017 Senate
Republicans moved forward on a “Robin Hood in reverse”
budget plan that would repeal the estate tax and provide multitrillion-dollar tax breaks for the 1%.124

Defending the Indefensible: Prisoner Abuse
The same We’re the Victims mind game is familiar fare in the
context of war, where claims of victimhood are promoted by
perpetrators who’ve misused their extraordinary power. Among
the memorable examples are the aggrieved pronouncements
from top Bush administration officials—and their high-profile
supporters—in response to evidence that prisoners in U.S. custody were abused and tortured during the “war on terror” and
the invasion and occupation of Iraq.
At this point, it’s well-documented that prisoner abuse was
a regular occurrence at the detention center at Guantánamo
Bay in Cuba and the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, as well as
numerous CIA “black sites.” Detainees at Guantánamo—most
of whom were not al-Qaeda fighters125—were subjected to a
wide range of brutal techniques, including physical beatings;
painful stress positions; solitary confinement; sleep deprivation; exposure to extreme temperatures; harassment; and sexual, religious, and cultural humiliation.126 The unauthorized
release of horrific photos from Abu Ghraib in 2004 showed
prisoners who were hooded, wired with electrodes, wearing a
dog leash, threatened by growling dogs, forced to engage in sex
acts, and piled naked on top of each other.127
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Nevertheless, then-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
frequently portrayed criticisms and allegations of U.S. wrongdoing as unwarranted and unfair. When early reports first
appeared in January 2002 suggesting that prisoners at
Guantánamo were being mistreated, Rumsfeld took umbrage
during a news briefing: “I haven’t found a single scrap of any
kind of information that suggests that anyone has been treated
anything other than humanely—notwithstanding everything
we have read and heard over the past three days.”128 His outrage was similarly on display in May 2004 during testimony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee after the Abu
Ghraib photos became public. On that occasion he angrily
complained, “People are running around with digital cameras
and taking these unbelievable photographs and then passing
them off, against the law, to the media, to our surprise, when
they had not even arrived in the Pentagon!”129
The following year, speaking at Johns Hopkins University
in December 2005, Rumsfeld again turned to we’re-the-victims appeals in condemning criticism he deemed unfair: “The
worst about America and our military seems to so quickly be
taken as truth by the press, and reported and spread around
the world, often with little context and little scrutiny, let alone
correction or accountability after the fact.” And to applause
from those assembled at the annual American Legion national
convention in 2006, he lamented:
Amnesty International refers to the military facility at
Guantánamo Bay—which holds terrorists who have vowed
to kill Americans and which is arguably the best run and
most scrutinized detention facility in the history of warfare—as “the gulag of our times.” It’s inexcusable…America
is not what’s wrong with the world.130

Rumsfeld wasn’t alone in attempting to misdirect the public’s
perceptions of injustice. For instance, during the hearing on
the Abu Ghraib photos, Republican Senator James Inhofe
aimed his outrage at two targets: “humanitarian do-gooders
right now crawling all over these prisons looking for human
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rights violations while our troops, our heroes, are fighting and
dying,” and “the press and the politicians and the political agendas that are being served by this.”131 When Democratic Senator
Dick Durbin of Illinois compared the abusive interrogations of
Guantánamo detainees to Nazi horrors and Soviet gulags,132
he was condemned by the White House (“reprehensible” and
“beyond belief ”133), by Senate colleagues (“deplorable”134), and
by right-wing bloggers (“treacherous”135).
But despite repeated denials and we’re-the-victims appeals,
torture allegations leveled against the Bush administration
were true. George W. Bush, Cheney, and others were not the
victims of unjust and false accusations. Rumsfeld himself was
personally responsible for the authorization of cruel, inhuman,
and degrading interrogation techniques. Indeed, in 2008 a
bipartisan Senate Armed Services Committee report concluded that decisions by Rumsfeld and other senior officials
“conveyed the message that physical pressures and degradation were appropriate treatment for detainees in U.S. military
custody.”136
SUMMING UP: THE PLUTOCRATS’ I NJUSTICE
MIND GAMES
In this chapter we’ve explored four mind games used by the
1% to confuse the public about what’s fair and what’s not.
Before turning to our third core concern, distrust, let’s review
each of them.
With the We’re Fighting Injustice mind game, today’s plutocrats argue that their initiatives are a necessary corrective to
the unjust actions of others. This ploy is designed to misappropriate and misdirect the outrage that injustice arouses—and
it’s nothing new. Over 2,400 years ago, Plato observed, “The
highest reach of injustice is: to be deemed just when you are
not.”137 That wolf-in-sheep’s-clothing disguise is pretty much
exactly what contemporary defenders of extreme inequality wear as they ply us with tall tales about their justiceseeking exploits.
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At other times, the 1% turn to deceptive no-injustice-here
appeals. When they do so, they deny the existence of real injustices, portraying them instead as instances of mere misfortune
or as the natural consequence of the victims’ own poor decisions. The predatory class hopes that the public will be fooled
into accepting these alternative explanations for the country’s
unconscionable disparities in wealth, power, and life prospects.
When this strategy succeeds, it discourages collective action by
defusing the passion that’s associated with the pursuit of justice and the righting of wrongs.
With the Change Is Unjust mind game, today’s plutocrats
adopt a somewhat different tack, warning that even greater
injustices will befall us if we support the grievances of those
who are struggling. But here too, their goal is essentially the
same: to give us pause by raising concerns as to whether efforts
to help the disadvantaged might create conditions that are
worse rather than better. Planting these seeds of doubt can be
enough to frighten or perplex us into passivity, which serves to
obstruct the formation of coalitions committed to challenging
the 1%’s agenda.
Finally, when they use their we’re-the-victims appeals, the
1% brazenly complain of being mistreated themselves. With
these claims, they aim to encourage uncertainty and disagreement among the public over issues of right and wrong and
victim and perpetrator. This is, of course, a manipulative diversion from a basic reality: Extreme inequality persists thanks
to injustices that work to the advantage of “haves” over “havenots.” Indeed, we’ve reached the point where life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, in their fullest forms, are becoming
the private reserve of today’s greed-driven plutocrats.
As with vulnerability earlier, we can now see just how often
our injustice concerns are targeted and manipulated in order
to advance the interests of a privileged few. In the next chapter,
we’ll find the same predatory artifices prevail in a third psychological domain: distrust.

4
D I ST RU ST
M IN D GA M ES
MISDIRECTING OUR DOUBTS
AND SUSPICIONS

“We have to distrust each other.
It’s our only defense against betrayal.”
— TENNESSEE WILLIAMS 1

For better or worse, we tend to divide the world into those we
believe we can trust and those we can’t. Exactly where that line
is drawn creates either bridges or barriers to working with others toward mutually beneficial goals. At times, our suspicions
may be warranted. But these doubts can also be manipulated
or based on misinformation or biases that lead us to overlook
our common interests or shared fate.
As we’ll see, the various distrust mind games that today’s
plutocrats use primarily involve two overarching strategies.
First, they seek to create distance between those who are
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most disadvantaged by their policies and the broader public
whose support is needed to produce real change. The goal is
to fray any positive connection—whether it’s sympathy, compassion, outrage, or a sense of solidarity. This tactic is evident,
for example, in attempts to raise doubts about the character of
those who are poor or unemployed.
Second, plutocrats try to disrupt the formation of coalitions
among those who, because they suffer from similarly adverse
circumstances, might logically work together in the pursuit
of change. For instance, defenders of extreme inequality sow
distrust as a wedge between racial, ethnic, or religious groups.
In combination, these two strategies keep the moat around
the 1%’s castle both wide and deep. Here are the four distrust
mind games we’ll examine in this chapter: They’re Devious
and Dishonest, They’re Different from Us, They’re Misguided
and Misinformed, and Trust Us.
THEY’RE DEVIOUS AND DISHONEST
In 1964, J. Edgar Hoover called a press conference and told the
American people that Martin Luther King Jr. was the “most
notorious liar in the country.” In doing so, the FBI director was
employing a distrust appeal that’s common fare for the 1%.
Plutocrats routinely assert that those who oppose their goals are
dishonest and lack integrity. In this way, they aim to undercut
the public’s concern for people who are struggling by arguing
that their claims of adversity are exaggerations or fabrications.
We’re told that these people are treacherous, that they spread
lies for personal gain, that they have ulterior motives, and that
only the most gullible among us would fall for their deceptions.
When this discrediting propaganda works, the public turns
away from—or even worse, turns against—the actual victims
of the predatory class’s self-aggrandizing policies.
When representatives of the 1% warn us that there are sinister deceivers and tricksters in our midst, they’re tapping into
our lifelong sensitivity to issues of trust and betrayal. These
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psychological concerns begin during infancy, when we’re
entirely dependent on others for our protection and for the
satisfaction of our most basic needs. They continue into early
childhood. Parents are familiar with “stranger anxiety,” the
temporary distress that young children experience when first
encountering a new face. As we grow older, our fears change
and we become more discerning, but we can still err in trusting
too readily or not trusting enough.
Psychologists have long studied the factors that go into
determining how we size up and feel about another person.
What they’ve found is that it’s our perceptions of the other’s
“warmth”—including their trustworthiness—that carry the
most weight.2 From an evolutionary perspective, this makes a
lot of sense. After all, our welfare—indeed, our survival—can
depend upon quick and accurate judgments about whether
someone is friend or foe. Perhaps these same self-protective
inclinations are why negative impressions are harder to change
than positive ones—and why a bad reputation seems easy to
acquire and hard to lose, while the opposite applies to a good
reputation. For many of us, it’s also the case that feelings of distrust can be stubborn and difficult to overcome, whereas trust
may prove to be surprisingly fragile.
We can add another relevant research finding to this mix:
a phenomenon called “negativity dominance.”3 Across a wide
range of issues, “bad” things carry more psychological heft
than “good” things. Financial losses usually cause more distress than the pleasure we derive from comparable-sized gains.
Successful relationships typically depend upon a much higher
proportion of pleasant compared to unpleasant interactions.
Negative emotions often overwhelm positive ones. Greater
weight is given to negative characteristics than positive ones
when forming impressions of people. Regarding this last point,
researchers have found that it takes multiple favorable adjectives to cancel out the impact of a single unfavorable adjective
when we’re given a description of another person. Putting all
these psychological tendencies together, it’s not surprising that
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being told someone is devious and dishonest can have a powerful and lasting influence on us—and the 1% use this to their
advantage.
In taking a closer look at the They’re Devious and Dishonest
mind game, we’ll first examine the role played by this appeal in
President Donald Trump’s “fake news” rants. Then we’ll look
at plutocratic efforts to turn the public against racial justice
advocates and low-wage workers, and to gain support for military aggression.

Donald Trump’s “Fake News”
At his first news conference as president of the United States,
Trump lashed out at the purported untrustworthiness of
the press:
The press has become so dishonest that if we don’t talk
about, we are doing a tremendous disservice to the
American people. Tremendous disservice. We have to talk
to find out what’s going on, because the press honestly is
out of control. The level of dishonesty is out of control.4

Incensed by critical coverage during the election campaign
and by negative appraisals of his early days in office, Trump’s
nationally televised attack was really just a single shot in what’s
been an ongoing barrage. Throughout, he’s used the They’re
Devious and Dishonest mind game as a weapon designed
to turn Americans—and especially his devout supporters—
against the major news outlets. Aside from predictable exceptions like the fawning Fox News network, the president has
belligerently sought to discredit reporting and reporters from
the mainstream media. He’s portrayed their stories as “fake
news” intended to impede his own tireless efforts to “Make
America Great Again.”
Trump has been prolific on Twitter with his they’re-devious-and-dishonest appeals. Here are several examples from
just his first six months in the White House:
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Just leaving Florida. Big crowds of enthusiastic supporters lining the road that the FAKE NEWS media refuses to
mention. Very dishonest!5
The FAKE NEWS media (failing @nytimes, @NBCNews,
@ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my enemy, it is the enemy
of the American People!6
FAKE NEWS media knowingly doesn’t tell the truth. A
great danger to our country. The failing @nytimes has
become a joke. Likewise @CNN. Sad!7
The Fake News Media works hard at disparaging &
demeaning my use of social media because they don’t want
America to hear the real story!8
The Fake News Media has never been so wrong or so dirty.
Purposely incorrect stories and phony sources to meet
their agenda of hate. Sad!9
With all of its phony unnamed sources & highly slanted &
even fraudulent reporting, #Fake News is DISTORTING
DEMOCRACY in our country!10

The president’s allegations about pervasive media dishonesty
have proven to be both overwrought and false. Where actual
evidence has been brought to bear in evaluating his claims,
Trump and his surrogates have consistently been on the
wrong side of the truth.11 Such instances are far too many to
fully recount, but they’ve included the size of the crowd at his
inauguration, the claim that millions of undocumented immigrants voted unlawfully in the November election (and thereby
cost him the popular vote), concerns raised about qualifications and conflicts of interest involving senior staff and cabinet
appointees, and his taking credit for various accomplishments
of the Obama administration.
On one occasion, adviser Kellyanne Conway even went so
far as to argue that the president’s shaky position was based
on a set of “alternative facts.” That’s obviously an absurd
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defense for his fabrications, yet the White House’s they’re-devious-and-dishonest ploys have succeeded in promoting public skepticism about accurate and reliable media reports. One
measure of their effectiveness comes from a national poll conducted 100 days into Trump’s term. Respondents were asked,
“What do you think is a bigger problem—mainstream news
organizations producing false stories or the Trump administration making false claims?” Fully 80% of Trump voters identified the media as the bigger problem, while only 3% held the
opposite view. In the sample overall, the breakdown was 40%
and 43%, respectively.12 While the media are not without fault,
the president’s campaign to demonize them as untrustworthy
has regrettably borne fruit.
One additional lesson here is that we shouldn’t expect
Trump’s ardent supporters to abandon him simply because he
pursues policies that hurt rather than help them. Especially if
they’re surrounded by like-minded devotees who fall for this
distrust mind game, many will instead embrace his “alternative facts” and his false claims about “fake news.” In part, this
is because, psychologically, the desire for consistency in our
beliefs and actions leads us to interpret the world in whatever
ways most readily reduce any dissonance we feel. That’s why
misplaced political loyalties can persist without the adherents
even recognizing how far they’ve gone astray.

The Real Race Hustlers
Some one-percenters have adopted the same They’re Devious
and Dishonest mind game to disparage those who draw attention to ongoing racial injustices in the United States. Here are
some of the facts these defenders of extreme inequality hope to
hide from the public.13 African Americans suffer from poverty
at rates almost three times that of their white counterparts,14
and the median wealth of white households is twenty times
greater.15 In our criminal justice system, African Americans
are far more likely to be the targets of “stop-and-frisk”
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operations,16 are disproportionately arrested and prosecuted
for minor offenses,17 and are given longer prison sentences
for comparable crimes.18 In comparison to predominantly
white schools, “minority majority” schools are underfunded
and overcrowded, and levels of segregation in education today
are little different from what they were prior to the Supreme
Court’s landmark Brown v. Board of Education ruling that
overturned “separate but equal” in 1954.19
In short, the ugly and not-so-distant history of slavery, of
post-emancipation Jim Crow laws and lynchings, and of legalized discrimination and segregation still casts a long shadow.20
But such overwhelming evidence is of little concern to the likes
of Bill O’Reilly and his former colleagues at Fox News. They’ve
frequently used they’re-devious-and-dishonest appeals to
denounce outspoken change advocates as untrustworthy “race
hustlers.”
In early 2014, for example, Wisconsin congressman Paul
Ryan—now Speaker of the House—offered the tired but
ever-popular claim of the predatory class that poverty reflects
an inner city “culture problem.”21 California congresswoman
Barbara Lee, a Democrat who was also the lone vote against
the open-ended use of military force following the 9/11 attacks,
condemned Ryan’s statement as a thinly veiled racial attack.
“Instead of demonizing ‘culture,’ and blaming Black men for
their poverty, Mr. Ryan should step up and produce some legitimate proposals on how to tackle poverty and racial discrimination in America,” she said.22 In response, O’Reilly impugned
the integrity of Lee and her fellow reformers: “They don’t want
to solve the problem. These race hustlers make a big living, and
they get voted into office, by portraying their constituents as
victims.”23 A few days later he added to his attack: “Not only is
she a pinhead, a race hustler, she’s a liar.”24
Similar efforts to smear racial justice activists as dishonest have been prominent in other plutocratic circles following nationwide protests over the killing of unarmed African
American individuals by police officers—in Ferguson,
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Missouri; New York City; Cleveland, Ohio; North Charleston,
South Carolina; Balch Springs, Texas; and far beyond.
Conservative author and pundit Dinesh D’Souza, for example,
described the outrage as spurred on by those who’ve “perfected
the art of manufacturing racial resentment even when there
really shouldn’t be any.”25 In much the same way, the Heritage
Foundation’s Hans von Spakovsky lamented, “We should
be more concerned about the violence, looting and arson in
Ferguson, as well as the false narrative being pushed across the
country that black Americans are routinely treated unfairly
in the criminal justice system.”26 False narratives are indeed a
very serious problem—and here again we see that one-percenters are masters at creating them.

Deceitful Corporate Giants
The hardships faced by workers with neither a decent paycheck nor job security are certainly no mirage either. The links
between declining real wages, shrinking labor unions, a fragile
and dwindling middle class, and worsening income inequality
are clear.27 Consider that the average hourly wages of employees at giant retail and fast-food chains place these workers
under or perilously close to the official poverty line. In fact,
while their CEOs take home millions annually in salaries and
bonuses, companies like Walmart and McDonald’s pay many
of their workers so little that U.S. taxpayers are left to fund
billions of dollars in food stamps and other public assistance
for their employees.28
Nevertheless, huge and highly profitable corporations use
the They’re Devious and Dishonest mind game to discredit
workers who are seeking better pay, benefits, or job security.
In recent years, for example, Walmart workers organized
nationwide protests about poverty wages on Black Friday—the
busy shopping day after Thanksgiving. Walmart management
has responded with statements characterizing their claims as
mere smoke and mirrors, insisting that most of the company’s
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employees have high levels of job satisfaction. Of course, the
fact that Walmart has reportedly fired or disciplined dozens of
workers who participated in one-day strikes around the country makes it hard to take the company’s argument seriously.29
Corporate low-wage giants don’t rely solely on their own
public relations offices to encourage the public’s distrust
of protesting workers. They also pay front groups to lend a
hand. Worker Center Watch, for instance, has described its
own efforts as “dedicated to exposing the often disingenuous
and potentially nefarious actions of labor activist worker centers.” Along with spinning tales of “professional protestors”
and “shakedowns of non-union businesses,” this big-business
defender portrays labor activism as a plot to “replace the capitalist system that built this country with a socialist system
that penalizes risk takers.”30 That’s quite an absurd accusation
against workers who are merely organizing to earn a living
wage and respect at work.

Truth, the First Casualty of War
Building support for aggressive military action is another
venue in which representatives of the plutocracy call upon
the They’re Devious and Dishonest mind game. Recall how
the White House promoted the March 2003 invasion of Iraq
as a necessary response to the treachery of one of our “axis of
evil” enemies. Iraqi president Saddam Hussein was certainly
a brutal dictator, but he had nothing to do with the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001. Nevertheless, the Bush administration used those horrific attacks as an opportunity to push
for long-desired regime change. They obscured their own subterfuge by focusing the public’s attention on the duplicity of
Hussein instead.
In August 2002, at a meeting of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars in Nashville, Vice President Dick Cheney told the audience, “Saddam has perfected the game of shoot and retreat,
and is very skilled in the art of denial and deception.”31 Several
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weeks later, speaking in the Rose Garden less than six months
before the invasion, President George W. Bush also warned
about Hussein's duplicity: “They buy time with hollow promises. They move incriminating evidence to stay ahead of
inspectors. They concede just enough…to escape punishment,
and then violate every pledge when the attention of the world
is turned away.”32 He continued with the same distrust ploy in
his January 2003 State of the Union address: “The dictator of
Iraq is not disarming. To the contrary, he is deceiving.”33
After the invasion, similar suspicion-raising appeals
warned Americans that we shouldn’t be tricked into modifying
or abandoning the war effort. During an October 2006 press
conference, for instance, Bush urged us not to be taken in by
others’ efforts to manipulate and deceive: “We must not fall
prey to the sophisticated propaganda by the enemy, who is trying to undermine our confidence and make us believe that our
presence in Iraq is the cause of all its problems.”34
Yet throughout, the Bush administration—in various ways
and through multiple spokespersons—based its arguments for
war on disingenuous claims. That campaign included numerous misrepresentations of fact, most notably assertions that
Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction and that he
was collaborating with al-Qaeda.35 Ultimately, the Iraq War
cost the lives of several thousand U.S. soldiers and hundreds
of thousands of Iraqi civilians. But it was a boon to certain
members of the 1%, including U.S. defense contractors and
oil companies.
Similar they’re-devious-and-dishonest appeals were
employed in efforts to advance the broader “global war on terror,” in which Iraq was presented as a key battlefield. Consider
the false statements made by the White House in defending
its treatment of prisoners at the Guantánamo Bay detention
center. In the earliest days, Cheney appeared on Fox News and
described the detainees as “the worst of a very bad lot. They
are very dangerous. They are devoted to killing millions of
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Americans.”36 Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld argued that
they were “among the most dangerous, best trained, vicious
killers on the face of the earth.”37 Several years later—and
despite growing evidence of detainee abuse38—Rumsfeld was
still pushing this distrust ploy in a speech to the Council on
Foreign Relations: “They’re trained to lie. They’re trained to
allege that they’ve been tortured. They’re trained to put out
misinformation, and they’re very good at it.”39
But as noted earlier, reports from government and independent agencies have established that prisoners held at
Guantánamo Bay, CIA “black sites,” and other facilities were
indeed tortured and treated inhumanely by U.S. personnel.40
Moreover, most of those subjected to indefinite detention—a
violation of international law—had no meaningful connection to the 9/11 attacks or to any terrorist activities.41 Indeed,
according to Lawrence Wilkerson, former Secretary of State
Colin Powell’s chief of staff, the “vast majority” were innocent,
there was no evidence against them, but they were held nonetheless because of the political fallout and embarrassment that
would result if they were released.42
THEY’RE DIFFERENT FROM US
With this second distrust mind game, defenders of extreme
inequality promote a simple, manipulative message: Those
who oppose the 1%’s policies are very different from the
American public at large. When this ploy works, heightened
suspicions of these “other people” make us less likely to support their hard-fought and deserving efforts. In choosing to
stand aside, our passivity instead serves the selfish ambitions
of the rich and powerful.
The psychological dynamics of the They’re Different from
Us mind game are clear. When we’re persuaded that someone
isn’t part of our group, it adversely affects how we judge and
behave toward them. In their research, social psychologists
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have found that individuals perceived as fellow ingroup members have several advantages over those who are viewed as
belonging to an outgroup: We think of ingroup members as
more trustworthy, we hold them in higher regard, and we’re
more willing to share scarce resources with them.43
But what accounts for our positive stance toward people we
consider part of our ingroup? In large measure, this positive
bias results from our belief that these individuals have a lot
in common with us. Even if we’ve never met them, we tend
to think that their values, attitudes, and life experiences are
probably similar to our own. This applies to a wide range of
groups, including those based on race, ethnicity, religion, or
nationality.
Favoritism of this sort is pervasive. Indeed, it’s easy to
manufacture artificially in the psychology lab—even among
people who don’t share much in common at all. In what are
called minimal group experiments, research participants are
assigned to one of two groups, either randomly or based on
some trivial consideration, such as a preference for the paintings of one artist over another. Despite the weak basis for these
bonds, members of each arbitrary group soon start treating
one another better than they do members of the other group.44
The bottom line is that there’s a lot riding on whether or not
we view other people as members of our ingroup. If we don’t
see them that way, there’s a greater chance that we’ll consider
them potential adversaries rather than allies. Not surprisingly,
such divisiveness within the 99% is exactly what the predatory
class wants.
In exploring they’re-different-from-us appeals, let’s now
take a closer look at how the 1% advance their agenda by
preying on prejudices and by sowing division among their
opponents.
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Preying on Prejudice
The They’re Different from Us mind game is a favorite tool of
plutocrats because they can use it to stifle broad-based opposition by exploiting the public’s misguided prejudices. Solidarity
with and among disadvantaged groups is jeopardized whenever differences based on irrelevant characteristics like race
are emphasized and exaggerated. That’s why the 1% highlight
these differences and simultaneously downplay important
similarities in circumstances and aspirations. It’s an effective
way to generate distrust and to fragment groups that might
otherwise form a united resistance to their agenda. When
opposition coalitions fail to materialize, defenders of extreme
wealth and power are the undeserving beneficiaries.
To be clear, these tactics don’t require that all plutocrats hold
explicitly racist views about African Americans, Hispanics,
Muslims, or other groups. But even when they don’t, they can
still take advantage of the fact that racism—and other forms
of bigotry—continues to divide individuals and groups whose
collective futures could be brighter if unwarranted suspicions
gave way to constructive engagement. Law professor Ian Haney
López has described this approach as strategic racism: “purposeful efforts to use racial animus as leverage to gain material wealth, political power, or heightened social standing.”45
Journalist Naomi Klein has similarly noted, “White supremacy, misogyny, homophobia, and transphobia have been the
elite’s most potent defenses against genuine democracy.”46
As one example, consider how distrustful racial biases
among the public indirectly add to the revenue stream for
companies—telemarketing, food supply, agriculture—that
rely on the availability of cheap and abundant prison labor.47
As research by psychologists Rebecca Hetey and Jennifer
Eberhardt shows, white Americans are stronger supporters of mass incarceration—including lengthy sentences for
minor nonviolent offenses—when they believe that African
Americans are the ones disproportionately affected by these
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draconian policies.48 In this way, racist attitudes reduce the
public’s opposition to mass incarceration. That’s good news for
businesses eager to find workers they can pay much less than
the minimum wage.
So too, anti-immigrant sentiment is a boon to private
prison corporations and their executives. They rake in fortunes because many of us accept misrepresentations claiming
that men, women, and even children caught at the border are
dangerous and must therefore be held indefinitely in detention facilities.49 Feeding this distorted view are comments
from high-profile one-percenters like Trump, who had this to
say of Mexican immigrants when he announced his 2016 presidential run: “They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime.
They’re rapists.”50
In a similar way, defense and homeland security contractors land enormous paydays because enough Americans have
been persuaded to adopt a suspicious, “they’re different” view
in which all Muslims are seen as potential terrorists. For his
part, at various times Trump has expressed support for the
profiling of Muslims—including identification cards and a
national database of Muslims in the United States51—as well
as a “total and complete shutdown” of Muslims immigrating to
or visiting the United States.52
When the 1% encourage prejudice or merely fail to use their
influence to reduce it, they’re prioritizing the preservation of
their tremendous material advantages over the creation of a
more decent society. Even more, their strategic efforts to cultivate distrust can spur disadvantaged groups to start blaming
each other for their plight, rather than directing their sights at
the real source of their travails: the plutocrats themselves.

Divide and Conquer: Union-Busting
Representatives of the predatory class also rely on the They’re
Different from Us mind game to foster unwarranted competition—and a false sense of incompatible goals—among natural
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allies who are ultimately destined to sink or swim together.
In their effort to halt opposition coalitions before they even
form, the 1% promote a zero-sum, dog-eat-dog worldview. Any
potential gains for one struggling group are portrayed as the
inevitable source of worsening conditions for another group. If
seeds of distrust are successfully planted, two groups are much
less likely to join forces.
The anti-labor actions of Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker,
a Republican, and his wealthy allies are an illustrative case.
Shortly after he was elected in 2010, Walker set out to turn the
public against the state’s unionized government employees. As
a start, in a speech to the Milwaukee Press Club, he touched on
issues of inequality with this divisive message: “We can no longer live in a society where the public employees are ‘the haves’
and taxpayers who foot the bills are ‘the have-nots.’”53
With support from the Koch brothers, the American
Legislative Exchange Council, and other union-busting devotees, Walker made his next move the following year. In a
private conversation with a prospective billionaire donor, the
governor explained, “The first step is we’re going to deal with
collective bargaining for all public employee unions, because
you use divide and conquer.”54 Sure enough, Walker’s “budget
repair bill” left private sector unions untouched but hammered
public sector unions, sharply curtailing bargaining rights over
wage increases, working conditions, and benefits for most state
employees, including teachers and nurses.
Although they represent public employees too, the firefighter and police unions—traditionally more supportive of
Republican candidates—were exempted from the new regulations, further fraying labor’s unity. Then in 2015, having significantly weakened public sector unions, the governor took
aim at private sector unions too, signing into law a so-called
right-to-work bill that undercut their ability to collect dues
from members.
What’s been the net result of this duplicitous campaign?
Wisconsin’s public and private sector unions alike have fallen
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on hard times, foiled in part by the divide-and-conquer strategy of Walker and his super-rich backers. All the while, the
governor’s union-busting had little effect on reducing the
state’s budget shortfalls, which arose from tax breaks and other
concessions to the 1%. Other Republican governors now consider Walker’s they’re-different-from-us ploys as a model for
their own anti-labor crusades.

Creating False Divisions: Teachers and Protesters
Here’s another way that the 1% use they’re-different-from-us
appeals: They paint their opponents as having values and priorities that diverge sharply from those of most Americans.
This strategy shows up in a wide range of areas. Consider how
corporate “school reformers”—eager to line their own pockets—try to persuade parents that public school teachers can’t
be trusted. They argue that the teachers’ motives and agenda
don’t align with what’s best for their students. According to
greed-driven proponents of privatization, many teachers have
little commitment to educating our children because all they
really care about are personal matters like salary, benefits, and
job security.
Representatives of the plutocracy never offer serious evidence to support these broad claims. But they know their
manipulative campaign can bear fruit nonetheless, simply by
raising doubts. When it succeeds, parents and the public no
longer see teachers as community members who share our
goals for children. Instead, they’re viewed as outgroup members and adversaries who should be treated with suspicion.
This divide is counterproductive, of course—and it’s demoralizing to the people who’ve devoted themselves to a teaching
career, a career that already fails to bestow upon them the
respect and appreciation they deserve.55
In a similar manner, defenders of extreme inequality
were quick to describe the thousands of Occupy Wall Street
participants—who called for an end to corporate control of
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our democracy—as dangerously out of sync with the rest of
the country. Right-wing talk show hosts were overwrought
and vicious in their condemnations. Glenn Beck warned, “If
you’re wealthy, they will kill you for what you have.”56 Rush
Limbaugh referred to the protesters as a “parade of human
debris.”57 While campaigning to be president, multimillionaire Mitt Romney likened the Occupy movement to class warfare. An anti-Occupy film directed by Steve Bannon, briefly
Trump’s chief strategist in the White House, premiered at the
2012 Republican National Convention. It argued that the goal
of Occupy Wall Street was to spread anarchy and destroy the
American government.58
These and other gross distortions cast the movement as
a fringe group with priorities far different from those of the
average American. In reality, however, the values of most
Occupy supporters reflected the economic frustrations that
characterize the American people more broadly, as well as the
widely shared belief that protecting the common good is more
important than expanding the wealth and power of the fortunate few. One need only watch videos of Wall Street executives
drinking champagne from a balcony above the demonstrators
to recognize who’s truly different and out of touch.59
THEY’RE MISGUIDED AND MISINFORMED
When the 1% worry that attacking their adversaries as deceivers or deviants might backfire, they turn to a third distrust
mind game in their quiver. With the They’re Misguided and
Misinformed mind game, plutocrats instead depict their opponents as naively wrongheaded—arguing that they lack an adequate education, or suffer from unrecognized biases, or are the
victims of others’ intentional misinformation.
Much as a savvy trial attorney works cautiously to undermine an otherwise sympathetic witness in the eyes of the jury,
this appeal is used when the public holds a positive view of
those who face adverse circumstances. So, we’re told that the
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misguided don’t understand the real causes of the problems
they seek to fix, and that their proposed remedies will only
make matters worse for everyone. When these negative characterizations by the predatory class stick, the public becomes
less likely to mobilize for greater equality because we doubt the
credibility of those who are calling for change.
Not surprisingly, appearing credible is a highly prized
commodity for anyone who hopes to have influence. Indeed,
psychological research has long demonstrated that greater
credibility leads to greater attitude change in a target audience.
Psychologists and other scholars have also figured out which
personal characteristics tend to make a speaker more or less
believable. The two most important factors? Perceived expertise and perceived trustworthiness.60
Expertise is often conveyed through in-depth knowledge,
which may come from either extensive study or firsthand experience. Imagine, for instance, a presentation on the dangerous
impairments associated with driving while drunk. A distinguished scientist who’s devoted their career to this area of study
is likely to be very persuasive. But there’s a good chance that
we’ll also be influenced by an alcoholic who describes the fatal
accident they caused while behind the wheel. Some researchers
have focused on courtroom settings in their studies of expertise, sometimes relying on mock juries for this purpose. Among
their findings, experts from more prestigious universities were
considered more persuasive than those from less well-known
schools—even when their testimony was identical.61
Turning from expertise to trustworthiness, our perceptions
are typically linked to judgments about a speaker’s honesty,
integrity, character, and likeability. If we think someone has
these characteristics, then we’re more likely to be persuaded
by what they tell us. In part, that’s because we have confidence that such an individual’s message isn’t self-serving. In
courtroom studies, for example, highly paid “hired guns” were
deemed less believable by jurors than experts who were paid
less, due to concerns over possible bias. Of course, we don’t
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always have enough information to make correct judgments;
it’s always possible for us to mistakenly bestow expert or trustworthy status on those who don’t deserve it. Likewise, we may
fail to give a person the credit they deserve. Unfortunately,
undermining the credibility of their adversaries is a strategy
that today’s plutocrats carry out with considerable proficiency.
In discussing the They’re Misguided and Misinformed
mind game, we’ll examine the role played by this appeal in
a few specific contexts, including the 1%’s efforts to discredit
Occupy Wall Street, to marginalize dissent against overreaching government policies, and to defend for-profit prisons.

Discrediting Occupy Wall Street
The They’re Misguided and Misinformed mind game was a
key part of the campaign used by the 1% to delegitimize the
Occupy Wall Street movement. At first, defenders of extreme
wealth and power ignored the predominantly youthful protesters at Zuccotti Park in New York City and other sites that
sprung up around the country. But when the movement’s “We
Are the 99%” message condemning corporate greed and the
focus on profits over people began to resonate with more and
more Americans, representatives of the predatory class took
notice and moved quickly to disparage them.
Before he eventually shut down the encampment, New
York’s billionaire mayor Michael Bloomberg claimed that it was
a mistake for the demonstrators to protest against Wall Street
workers “struggling to make ends meet,” and that to hold the
banks responsible for the worldwide recession was to “blame
the wrong people.”62 Trump appeared on the TV show Fox &
Friends and said, “Nobody knows why they’re protesting but
they’re having a good time…A lot of them are down there for
dating purposes.”63 And spokespersons for think tanks funded
by plutocrats were quick to join the chorus. The Heritage
Foundation’s Rory Cooper argued that the Occupy movement
suffered from an “emptiness of ideas and solutions,”64 while
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the Cato Institute’s Roger Pilon characterized their efforts as a
“mindless” approach to public affairs.65
But despite such dismissive and self-serving appraisals
from the 1%, Occupy protestors succeeded in revealing the
gaping economic divide in the United States, and they inspired
a critical national conversation about extreme inequality that’s
ongoing today. Just as importantly, these protesters were right
in directing outrage toward the country’s huge financial institutions. Banks’ avaricious leaders and their corrupt practices
cost millions of people their livelihoods, their homes, and their
life savings. All the while, these “too big to fail” banks and their
directors have escaped the financial devastation that befell so
many others, and they’ve largely eluded criminal prosecution
as well.

Marginalizing Dissent against Government Policies
Those with political power—who are so often beholden to the
1%—also use they’re-misguided-and-misinformed appeals in
their efforts to marginalize those who disagree with controversial government policies and actions. Here too the goal is to
encourage the public to view critics as unreliable and therefore
not worth taking seriously. We see this ploy from Republicans
and Democrats alike.
Consider some of the tactics used by the Bush administration to discredit those opposed to the Patriot Act and the
dismantling of Americans’ civil rights in the name of fighting terrorism. Shortly after the 9/11 attacks, at a time when
doubts were being raised about new Justice Department initiatives, then-Attorney General John Ashcroft told the Senate
Judiciary Committee, “To those who scare peace-loving people
with phantoms of lost liberty, my message is this: Your tactics
only aid terrorists for they erode our national unity and diminish our resolve. They give ammunition to America’s enemies.”66
It may have been effective rhetoric, but history shows that
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those who were worried about abuses of government power—
including invasions of privacy and discriminatory profiling of
Muslims—were neither misguided nor mistaken.
In a similar fashion, Bush White House political adviser
Karl Rove characterized anti-war critics as naïve and unreliable. In June 2005, with U.S. forces bogged down in Iraq and
that country in shambles, he mockingly told the Conservative
Party of New York State, “Conservatives saw the savagery of
9/11 in the attacks and prepared for war; liberals saw the savagery of the 9/11 attacks and wanted to prepare indictments
and offer therapy and understanding for our attackers.”67 A
year later, in remarks to New Hampshire Republican Party officials, Rove had this to say about Democrats: “They are ready
to give the green light to go to war, but when it gets tough,
and when it gets difficult, they fall back on that party’s old pattern of cutting and running.”68 Despite Rove’s dismissiveness,
it’s apparent that concerns about military aggression in Iraq
and Afghanistan were well justified, even if the public failed to
heed those warnings.
But this ploy doesn’t belong to one political party alone. At
times, President Barack Obama also resorted to characterizing
serious critics as misinformed, irresponsible, and not worthy
of the public’s trust. For example, the leaks from whistleblower
Edward Snowden revealed that the National Security Agency
engaged in surveillance activities on a massive and previously
unrecognized scale. These operations have collected the call
information, emails, text messages, and contact lists of millions
of regular Americans; they’ve also involved extensive spying
on citizens, embassies, and world leaders overseas, including
some of our closest allies.69
Nevertheless, Obama defended these programs and encouraged the public’s skepticism of the disturbing revelations. In
June 2013 remarks, he condemned the release of information
“willy-nilly without regard to risks”; he ridiculed any notion
of an Orwellian Big Brother program “run amok”; and he
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misleadingly assured everyone that “nobody is listening to your
phone calls.”70 Two months later, at a White House press conference, Obama warned that the unfolding debate was “very
passionate but not always fully informed”; he discounted “the
impression that somehow we’re out there willy-nilly just sucking in information on everybody and doing what we please
with it”; and, despite its irrelevance, he insisted that those who
work for the intelligence community “love this country and
believe in our values. They’re patriots.”71
Overall, Obama’s efforts to characterize NSA critics as
misinformed misrepresented the underlying reality.72 It’s also
worth noting that the Obama administration was extraordinarily secretive and consistently withheld information about
national security policies, including by using feeble “state
secrets” claims in legal proceedings. At the same time, spying is
very big business. In recent years, major telecommunications
companies like AT&T have received hundreds of millions of
dollars for their partnership in the NSA’s clandestine operations.73 These words from Google CEO Eric Schmidt about his
company's practices, back in 2009, are worrisome too: “If you
have something that you don’t want anyone to know, maybe
you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place.”74

Defending For-Profit Prisons
Representatives of the 1% regularly resort to the They’re
Misguided and Misinformed mind game when defending specific industries or companies, especially those that raise public
policy concerns. One example is the flourishing private prison
industry, dominated by CoreCivic (the artful 2016 rebranding
of Corrections Corporation of America) and the GEO Group.
Banks including Wells Fargo, Bank of America, and JP Morgan
Chase have provided the debt financing essential for these
companies’ rapid growth.75
It’s easy to understand the strong arguments against
a system of for-profit incarceration. Such arrangements
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create perverse financial incentives that encourage—rather
than counter—mass incarceration. These companies are
most successful for their shareholders when prisons are full,
when sentences are long, and when probation and parole are
unlikely. They can further increase their profits by relying on
inexperienced and inadequately trained staff; reducing other
expenses, such as costs associated with security, rehabilitation
programming, and prisoner healthcare; and aggressively promoting new business opportunities, such as detention facilities
for undocumented immigrants that grow in size and number
as immigration reform efforts are blocked.76
But without offering any convincing evidence, proponents
of private prisons like to assert that they save money for governments at the local, state, and federal levels, while also
providing significant economic benefits to the surrounding
communities. At the same time, these companies have gone
to federal court in efforts to withhold information from the
public about their government contracts.77 When placed on
the defensive about their suspect assurances, their spokespersons have argued that opposing analysts shouldn’t be trusted
because they’re the ones who are misinformed and blinded by
ideological biases.
For instance, in response to a critical report from the
ACLU,78 a CoreCivic public affairs director told NPR, “This
stale report does not enter the realm of credible discussion.
It’s an exceedingly thin old mix of dated news, willful bias and
unfounded opinion. It’s being advanced by a familiar cast of
industry critics and is blind to our industry’s many benefits.”79
Similarly, GEO executive Pablo Paez said of allegations regarding the company’s immigrant detention centers, “These allegations reflect a misunderstanding of our company’s services and
are based on inaccurate or incomplete reports.”80
But a 2016 Department of Justice report indicated otherwise. It found that for-profit prisons were more likely to
improperly place prisoners in isolation, and that they tended
to have higher rates of safety and security incidents.81 Despite
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these troubling realities, at a town hall meeting in March 2016,
Trump made this evidence-free assertion: “I do think we can
do a lot of privatizations and private prisons. It seems to work
a lot better.”82 Not surprisingly, the day after his election these
stocks soared on Wall Street.83
TRUST US
The three distrust mind games described thus far all involve
strategies the 1% use to undermine the credibility of their
opponents. But defenders of extreme inequality also advance
their agenda by promoting themselves as especially deserving of the public’s trust. That’s where the Trust Us mind game
comes in. With this appeal, they paint a contrast between
their own purported trustworthiness on the one hand and the
supposedly questionable character, motives, and competence
of their adversaries on the other. In this effort, today’s plutocrats benefit from their favorable circumstances and resources.
Our society bestows tremendous stature upon those who’ve
achieved wealth and power. Helping to further establish their
narrative, the 1% control much of what we read about them in
the mainstream media.
Despite the plutocrats’ assurances, however, psychological
research raises serious doubts about their claims of heightened
honesty and integrity. In a series of illuminating studies, social
psychologist Paul Piff and his colleagues compared the actions
of people they categorized as either “upper class” or “lower
class” in a variety of different situations.84 In general, these
researchers found that the former were more likely to behave
in a dishonest and unethical manner than the latter.
For example, using the age, model, and appearance of cars
as a proxy for drivers’ wealth and social status, one study found
that those driving more expensive vehicles were more likely to
cut off pedestrians and other cars in the crosswalk at a busy
intersection. In another study, the researchers first encouraged
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the participants to view themselves as either high or low in
social rank. Later, those with the instilled elite mindset took
more candy from a jar they were told had treats intended for
children in a lab nearby. A third study involved a hypothetical
salary negotiation in which the participants played the role of
a prospective employer. Those who rated themselves higher on
social class were more likely to deceptively withhold important information from the job applicant. And in a fourth study
based on the computerized rolling of dice, the participants
who identified themselves as members of the elite cheated
more often in order to receive a modest cash prize.
In seeking an explanation for this pattern, these researchers concluded that a sense of entitlement and more favorable
attitudes toward greed—an apt description of the 1%—played
key roles. Many Americans probably wouldn’t be surprised by
their findings. In a national poll, 55% of the respondents said
that “rich people” are more likely to be greedy than the average
person, and only 9% said that the opposite was true. Similarly,
34% said that the rich are less likely to be honest than the
average person, while only 12% considered them more likely to
be honest.85
In examining the Trust Us mind game, we’ll take a close
look at how the 1% use this appeal to promote false yet seductive images of family and reciprocity, while behind the scenes
corporate honchos are still placing profits above all else.

We Are Family
At a shareholders’ meeting in Fayetteville, Arkansas, Walmart’s
then-president Mike Duke offered this to the boisterous crowd:
“We aren’t just associates and customers in our stores. We’re
people who grew up together, worship together, and live on
the same streets. We’re friends and neighbors. At Walmart, we
are family and community.”86 Upon reflection, that’s a rather
peculiar family portrait—one that includes the poverty-wage
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cashier and multimillionaire CEO side by side. But the feelgood rhetoric of “we are family” is a tactic that large corporations use to burnish their trustworthiness bona fides.
Despite the jarring inequalities among “family members,”
when skillfully executed this trust-us ploy creates a deceptive
yet psychologically comforting sense of ingroup closeness,
similarity, and shared commitment—which management can
then exploit to its own advantage. Usually at the very top of
that wish list is saving money on wages by restraining workers’
efforts to unionize. The message from above goes something
like this: “We’re on your side; we understand what matters to
you; you can trust us to do the right thing; we’ll take care of you
and yours.” If the employees believe it, then unionization can
seem unnecessary, disruptive, and risky. After all, as the boss
explains it, why bring unwelcome outsiders into a happy home,
where all they’ll do is create conflict and destroy the peace?
However, the corporate family envisioned by Walmart and
other high-profit, low-wage giants fits the “strict father model”
described by cognitive scientist George Lakoff.87 This particular notion of family means a workplace dominated by harsh
paternalism. Those in charge call all the shots and mete out
rewards and punishment as they deem appropriate. Employees
who complain or step out of line are subject to quick discipline
and “tough love.” It’s also notable that these employers aren’t
telling their workers—their “children”—things like “You can
have the keys to the car,” or “I’m writing you into my will,” or “If
you get sick, I’ll care for you for as long as it takes.” In matters
like these, the much-celebrated family suddenly dissolves. It’s
replaced by the stark, lopsided, dollars-and-cents relationship
between wealthy employer and impoverished employee.

Trust Us Because We Trust You
Here’s another variation of the Trust Us mind game. Plutocrats
insist that since they trust us, it’s only right that we return the
favor and demonstrate our faith in them. With this ploy, the
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1% rely on the psychological power of two phenomena: flattery
and reciprocity.
First, it feels good to think that we’re respected and appreciated by those who possess tremendous wealth and power. So,
politicians pushing the predatory class’s low-tax agenda will
argue that the government should keep its hands out of our
pockets because “we the people” know best how to spend our
hard-earned money. Similarly, industries pushing for deregulation to bolster profits will argue that American consumers are smart enough to make their own judgments when it
comes to product safety or the relative merits of environmental
conservation versus cheaper store prices. In short, we tend to
develop a favorable impression of those who say nice things
about us—even when they have ulterior motives.
Second, because reciprocity is a natural component of most
relationships, we’re inclined to trust those who have expressed
trust in us. This is true for spouses, for worker and boss, for
customer and salesperson, and in many other situations.
Today’s plutocrats get this, so they’re eager to suggest that their
agenda actually reflects their confidence in the American people. In turn, they argue that we should be comfortable placing
our trust in their leadership and vision for the country. All too
frequently that’s exactly what we do.
One might imagine that retaining the public’s trust would
require some evidence that the 1% are promoting the common
good. In other words, fool me once, shame on you; fool me
again and again and again, certainly shame on me. Yet plutocrats are a resourceful bunch. Their skillful use of the mind
games described in this book are a large part of the reason
we’re slow to recognize their duplicity.

Flawed Ethics and Corporate Corruption
Let’s consider the extent of that duplicity a bit further. “If our
clients believe that we don’t deserve their trust, we cannot survive.”88 So said Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein—who’s
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described himself as a “big fat cat, plutocrat kind of guy”89—
during a 2010 Senate hearing. In that hearing, he and his colleagues defiantly denied any wrongdoing by the investment
banking giant during the financial crisis.90 But Blankfein’s
awkward homage to trustworthiness rang hollow for many.
After all, just before the housing collapse a few years earlier,
Goldman had recommended and sold to its clients billions
of dollars of deceptively valued securities tied to risky home
mortgages. Goldman never told the buyers that it was working
to unload those toxic assets from its own accounts or that the
firm was simultaneously making huge bets that these securities would soon plummet in value, as in fact they did.91
Even when confronted with damning evidence, a spokesperson still argued that the company “had no obligation to
disclose how it was managing its risk.”92 It took six years for
Goldman Sachs to join the likes of JP Morgan Chase, Citibank,
Bank of America, and Morgan Stanley in reaching a multibillion-dollar settlement with the government. That kind of penalty sounds impressive, until one realizes that it’s dwarfed by
Goldman’s annual profits. At the same time, continuing the
norm of impunity for members of the plutocracy, no individual
executives were held responsible for defrauding investors.93
The entire financial meltdown might have been avoided if a
1%-friendly Congress hadn’t been so quick to accept other disingenuous claims of trustworthiness from the big banks. Let’s
not forget that prior to the market’s collapse, wealthy industry representatives and their political allies in both parties
had successfully argued that government oversight and regulation were no longer needed—because keeping their operations free from corruption was supposedly in the banks’ own
self-interest.94
This particular example of misplaced trust in corporate
executives is only the tip of the iceberg. A more comprehensive list would be far too long to review here. But that hall of
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shame—and shamelessness—includes the fraud perpetrated by
Enron officials who artificially propped up the company’s stock
price; shortly thereafter thousands of unsuspecting employees
lost their retirement savings when Enron collapsed. General
Motors turned a blind eye to manufacturing defects and then,
despite the heightened risk of driver injury and death, engaged
in a years-long cover-up until the magnitude of the problems
became too great to hide.95 R. J. Reynolds and other tobacco
companies spent decades withholding scientific evidence and
misleading the public about the harmful effects of smoking.96
Some of today’s largest for-profit colleges and training institutes lure students into expensive programs with deceptive
advertising, offer false assurances of future employment, and
then saddle them with lifetimes of debt.97 And the hard-sell
tactics used to promote Trump University—such as founder
Donald Trump’s assurance “I can turn anyone into a successful
real estate investor, including you”—deserve mention as well.98
Cases like these—and many others, including those where
corruption still remains hidden today—all point to the same
reality. Far too often, the deceitful protection of personal
wealth and corporate profits is prioritized over our collective
welfare.99 Quite simply, behind the Trust Us mind game, the
extensive track record of egregious violations of the public
trust by corporate titans puts the lie to any claim that members of the predatory class are exemplars of trustworthiness or
integrity.
SUMMING UP: THE PLUTOCRATS’ DISTRUST
MIND GAMES
In this chapter, we’ve explored four distrust mind games that
today’s plutocrats routinely rely on to advance their inequality-boosting agenda. Before turning to our fourth core psychological concern, superiority, let’s review each of them.
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The 1%’s They’re Devious and Dishonest mind game is used
to paint opponents as treacherous, devious, and evil in their
intent. Through this message, the public is encouraged to be
suspicious and unsympathetic toward those who are facing difficult or insurmountable hardships. If we’re persuaded by this
discrediting propaganda, we’re more likely to turn our backs
on the actual victims of the self-aggrandizing policies promoted by the predatory class.
If today’s plutocrats believe the public will view such
extreme accusations with skepticism, they turn to they’re-different-from-us appeals instead. Their adversaries are portrayed as people who are deviant and out of step with what
most Americans want—and therefore unworthy of our trust.
This strategy can lead potential allies to see each other as enemies instead. When that happens, coalitions that might otherwise develop between individuals and groups opposed to the
1% are squelched or destroyed.
At other times, defenders of extreme wealth and power
opt for the They’re Misguided and Misinformed mind game.
Here they spur us to distrust their critics by arguing that
they’re sadly misinformed and unreliable, and that their poor
judgment makes their contrary views unworthy of serious
consideration. When this ploy is successful, the public tends
to disregard important voices of dissent because they’re seen
as not credible. As a result, crucial opportunities for tackling
inequality and advancing the common good are lost.
Finally, members of the predatory class use trust-us appeals
to promote themselves as paragons of integrity. They know
that their efforts and policies will be much harder for others to
counter if most Americans view them as trustworthy in word
and deed. The weight of evidence doesn’t support that image,
but the reality doesn’t matter if we fail to recognize the 1%’s
devious misrepresentations, hollow promises, and corrupt
enterprises.
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These mind games are all strategies of manipulation by
which today’s plutocrats turn our concerns about distrust to
their advantage. They do much the same with our psychological concerns about superiority, as the next chapter will show.

5
SUPERIORITY
M IN D GA M ES
ENTICING US WITH PRAISE
AND PRETENSIONS

“They smashed up things and creatures and then
retreated back into their money or their vast carelessness
or whatever it was that kept them together,
and let other people clean up the mess they had made.”
— F. S COT T FITZGERALD 1

The positive and negative judgments we form about ourselves
are often based on comparisons with others. That’s part of how
we make sense of the world around us, and how we understand our place in it. When we make these judgments, we hope
to find that we measure up well. The yardstick can be nearly
anything: for example, our intelligence, professional success,
community stature, or the quality of our relationships. These
comparisons can also revolve around more abstract notions
like moral values, “chosenness,” and future destiny.2
To reinforce our positive self-appraisals, we sometimes
intentionally focus attention on the worst characteristics of
other people or other groups. After all, if they’re inferior, then
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we’re definitely superior. This perspective is especially pernicious when taken to extremes. Others may be viewed as less
than human, as undeserving of even meager expressions of
respect and decency. History has taught us the awful repercussions that such levels of contempt can bring.
Our uncertain self-evaluations—driven by the desire to be
“better” or at least “good enough”—are going on all the time,
consciously and unconsciously. As a result, they’re prime targets for the manipulative appeals of today’s plutocrats, who
seize the opportunity to turn our hopes and doubts to their
advantage. In this chapter, we’ll take a close look at four of their
favorite superiority mind games: They’re Losers, We’ve Earned
It, Pursuing a Higher Purpose, and They’re Un-American.
THEY’RE LOSERS
The 1% frequently cast those who are struggling with hardship as simply inferior to everyone else. When viewed in this
way, extreme inequality becomes a natural and inevitable outgrowth of differences among people in their dispositions and
talents. The purported inferiority of the downtrodden takes a
variety of forms: weak character, low intelligence, lack of willpower, or some other deficit. The predatory class promotes the
view that those left behind are casualties of their own shortcomings, rather than victims of a deeply flawed system that
institutionalizes preordained “winners” and “losers.”
In part, the They’re Losers mind game takes advantage
of our misguided inclination to explain other people’s behavior on the basis of their presumed character traits instead of
the situation in which they find themselves. Psychologists
call this the “fundamental attribution error.”3 For example, in
an instant we decide that a driver who cuts us off in traffic is
an obnoxious jerk—and not that his visibility may have been
obscured. We’re more likely to see a teen with behavioral problems in school as having a poor attitude, rather than thinking
they have a disruptive home environment that interferes with
focus and preparation. And we may be inclined to imagine
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that someone who’s unemployed is lazy or unmotivated, rather
than that they’ve applied for dozens of jobs without success.
These everyday biases are easy targets for the 1%.
Numerous psychology experiments have also demonstrated
just how hard it can be for us to break this habit of thought, one
that favors dispositional over situational explanations for others’ behavior. In one set of studies, research participants were
told that they’d be listening to someone who’d been instructed
to read a speech that either supported or opposed a particular policy. It was made clear to them that the speech did not
reflect the speaker’s personal views—rather, reading it aloud
was a requirement imposed by the researcher. Nevertheless,
study participants tended to conclude that the speaker actually
subscribed to the position they advocated. In other words, even
when we’re told otherwise, we still mistakenly discount the situation when it comes to assessing another person’s behavior.4
It’s important to note that the fundamental attribution
error typically operates only when we’re critically evaluating
someone else’s actions—not our own shortcomings. Indeed, we
usually give ourselves the benefit of the doubt. When we do
something good, we see it as evidence of who we truly are; and
when we do something bad, we blame it on our circumstances
instead. We deem a rude stranger to be someone of poor character, but we attribute our own less-than-courteous behavior
to being under stress at work, having just received some worrisome news, or some similar situational justification.
In exploring the They’re Losers mind game further, let’s
now examine the role played by this appeal in specific contexts,
including how today’s plutocrats promote illusions of upward
mobility and encourage us to feel contempt and disgust toward
those who are disadvantaged.

Illusions of Upward Mobility
Research shows that close to half of the children (43%) who
grow up in families in the lowest fifth of the income ladder in
the United States remain at that very bottom rung as adults.
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Moreover, fully 70% never make it to the middle rung, and
only 6% move into the top fifth over the course of their entire
lives.5 That’s why Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph
Stiglitz has described equal opportunity as a national myth:
“The life prospects of an American are more dependent on the
income and education of his parents than in almost any other
advanced country for which there is data.”6 The nonpartisan
Congressional Research Service has reached a similar conclusion: “The United States is a comparatively immobile society,
that is, where one starts in the income distribution influences
where one ends up to a greater degree than in several advanced
economies.”7
Despite the evidence, however, a familiar version of the
They’re Losers mind game is the predatory class’s beguiling
claim that the United States is a land of remarkable opportunity for everyone. If we believe this is true, then it naturally follows that people get what they deserve, and where we
stand on the ladder of economic success is up to each of us.
With sufficient talent or effort, we’re supposedly free to climb
as high as we want, so those who spend a lifetime at the bottom are responsible for their own unfortunate circumstances.
In a Wall Street Journal op-ed, a senior fellow at the rightwing Heartland Institute offered a typical articulation of this
bogus argument: “Most Americans will move up and down
the income ladder over the course of their lives, reflecting little to none of the class stratification and inheritance concerns
warned about by inequality mavens.”8
In a similar vein, today’s plutocrats love to promote rags-toriches stories to convince us that the ravages of poverty, unemployment, and homelessness are almost exclusively the plight
of those unwilling to work hard. By their account, failing to
obtain a college education is the student’s fault, being laid off
from a job is the worker’s fault, and suffering a debilitating illness that forces a family into bankruptcy may even be the fault
of the sick parent. These arguments that blame the victim are
nothing new for the 1%. Depending on the situation, only their
specific targets change.9
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Yet even the fictional protagonists in Horatio Alger’s popular tales from over a century ago—usually young boys who
escaped poverty to become upstanding members of the middle
class—were often as dependent on good luck as persistence.
The same is certainly true today. But if the They’re Losers mind
game persuades us that success is a choice, then it becomes less
heartless to condemn and even criminalize aspects of poverty
and all who fall into its clutches.10
Consider, for instance, the nearly 600,000 men, women,
and children in this country—including many military veterans—who are homeless on a typical winter night. Increasingly,
they’re treated as criminals for sleeping in public, deserving of
scorn rather than succor. In some cities, you can be arrested
for sharing food with someone who’s homeless.11 In much the
same way, those who are poor are arrested at staggering rates
for minor infractions like unpaid parking tickets—and then
they’re incarcerated because they don’t have the money to pay
the fines levied against them. There’s also the double standard
by which those of limited means are singled out for paternalistic and demeaning oversight when it comes to government
programs. This includes drug testing before receiving welfare
payments and tight restrictions on what can be purchased with
food stamps.12
It’s important to recognize that victim-blaming appeals
sometimes take more subtle forms. They don’t always directly
call out and denigrate those who are deemed to be falling
short. Indeed, even messages designed to uplift and motivate
can simultaneously communicate something very different.
During a Hillary for America rally in the last week of the 2016
election campaign, President Barack Obama said this: “If you
are willing to contribute, if you are willing to work hard, if
you do the right thing, you can put your shoulder to the wheel
of history. You can make a difference. You can live out your
dreams.”13 This kind of statement—highlighting personal
responsibility and ignoring the country’s extreme inequality
and the 1%’s concerted efforts to preserve it—indirectly casts
blame at the feet of those who fail to flourish.
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Who Stole the Ladder?
In their indictment of the less fortunate, defenders of extreme
inequality rarely acknowledge the central role that they themselves play in blocking upward mobility and pushing so many
into dire straits.14 For example, despite substantial increases
in worker productivity over the past few decades, income
growth has been concentrated at the very top of the economic
ladder.15 Over this period, the income share of the top 1% has
nearly doubled, while the income share of the bottom 90% has
declined.16 In short, the rewards of economic growth have gone
into the pockets of CEOs and corporate shareholders, rather
than into paychecks for workers.
The predatory class also works against improving the standard of living for average Americans. Union-busting certainly
fits that bill. But there are also various international trade
agreements, written in secret with strong corporate representation all along the way. These treaties prioritize profits for
huge companies over domestic wages, international human
rights, and environmental protections. Meanwhile, if the federal minimum wage had merely kept pace with inflation, that
wage today would be over $20 per hour, rather than the current $7.25.17
But such statistics don’t fully capture the ruthlessness displayed by the 1% when they run roughshod over those working
to achieve the American Dream. The case of the “Hyatt 100”
is emblematic. In the summer of 2009, three Boston-area
hotels in the international chain instructed their housekeepers
to train some “temps” to ensure adequate coverage whenever
they took vacations. What the long-time employees weren’t
told, however, was that they were actually training their own
permanent, less expensive replacements.
As soon as the training was finished, the current staff
members were all laid off in a “cost-cutting” move. The new
trainees—from an outsourcing agency in Georgia—were then
hired, at minimum wage and with no benefits. The total savings from discarding 100 hardworking employees was roughly
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$1.5 million annually. To put that figure in context, it’s just
one-fifth of the annual salary of Hyatt’s CEO. Five years later,
in an agreement to end an ongoing boycott call by the labor
union UNITE HERE , Hyatt paid a settlement that averaged a
modest $10,000 to each of the laid-off housekeepers.

Encouraging Contempt and Disgust
The ultimate goal of the They’re Losers mind game is to undercut the public’s concern by encouraging us to view the disadvantaged with contempt and disgust. Negative reactions of
that sort lead to avoidance rather than engagement, which is
just what today’s plutocrats are hoping for. That’s why they so
often use demeaning and dehumanizing language in describing those who are struggling to get by.
Stuart Varney of the Fox Business Network, for instance,
offered these mean-spirited comments about those who are
poor: “Many of them have things. What they lack is the richness of spirit.”18 When describing low-wage workers, conservative radio host Neal Boortz once told his listeners, “I want
you to think for a moment…of how incompetent, how ignorant, how worthless is an adult that can’t earn more than the
minimum wage.”19 Similarly, when discussing the bankruptcy
of the city of Detroit, Dan Mitchell, formerly at the libertarian Cato Institute, conjured up images of pigs feeding: “When
you have a very bad ratio of people who produce compared
to all the people who have their snouts in the public trough,
then you wind up with a financial disaster.”20 Steve Bannon,
formerly of Breitbart News Network and for several months a
senior adviser in the Trump White House, called the Occupy
Wall Street protestors “the greasiest, dirtiest people you will
ever see,”21 and former Republican Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich told them they should “go get a job right after you
take a bath.”22 Gingrich also said to an audience at Harvard
University that poor children should work after-hours as janitors at their schools.23
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Sometimes these verbal assaults are simultaneously
couched as life lessons for the rest of us. That was Bill O’Reilly’s
approach in his admonition to his Fox News audience after
Hurricane Katrina back in 2005:
So every American kid should be required to watch videotape of the poor in New Orleans and see how they suffered because they couldn’t get out of town. And then every
teacher should tell the students, if you refuse to learn, if
you refuse to work hard, if you become addicted, if you live
a “gangsta” life, you will be poor and powerless just like
many of those in New Orleans.

Such “educational” commentary from the 1% combines false
gestures of compassion with the callous condemnation of those
who deserve a better fate. In O’Reilly’s case, it’s remarkable to
think that poverty can somehow be considered a legitimate
basis for failing to rescue New Orleans’s most at-risk residents.
WE’VE EARNED IT
With the We’ve Earned It mind game, today’s plutocrats try
to legitimize their stature by claiming that their extraordinary
wealth and power reflect the magnitude of the contributions
they’ve made to society. By the 1%’s telling, unique talents,
remarkable insights, and tireless work—all confirmed by the
infallible operations of our “free markets”—have proven them
to be the most deserving among us by far. They assert they’re
entitled to privileged lives beyond society’s norms and rules.
All of the standard conventions, including consequences for
one’s actions, seemingly apply only to others.
In certain ways, this attitude is reminiscent of Garrison
Keillor’s long-running public radio show, A Prairie Home
Companion. He ended each segment by describing his fictional
hometown of Lake Wobegon as a place “where all the women
are strong, all the men are good looking, and all the children
are above average.” It’s a reminder that plutocrats aren’t unique
in overvaluing themselves. Indeed, psychologists have found
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that this phenomenon is quite prevalent in the United States
and other countries where individualism is highly prized. In
these places, most people tend to think they’re better than others are—in matters such as virtue, intelligence, competence,
popularity, and compassion—even though statistically we just
can’t all be above average.24
In psychology, such misjudgments are called the “illusory
superiority effect,” and most of the time they’re harmless. In
fact, inflated positive self-appraisals can sometimes play a
healthy role in nurturing our self-esteem and protecting us
from depression. But as some members of the 1% demonstrate
with regularity, an exaggerated sense of self-importance and
privilege can instead reflect something much darker: a seemingly unquenchable thirst to win and dominate. This latter
profile fits what psychologist Jim Sidanius and his colleagues
describe as a “social dominance orientation.”
These researchers have identified consistent differences in
the extent to which individuals share the predatory class’s view
that inequality is a good thing and that social policies should be
designed to enhance, rather than constrain, hierarchies among
groups.25 Across a variety of situations, they found that people
who score high on surveys measuring social dominance orientation tend to be much more comfortable employing cutthroat
or Machiavellian strategies for getting ahead—to the point of
oppressing those they see as weak and inferior. Even when not
overtly hostile, these individuals tend to support the preservation of status differences between groups and they oppose
initiatives aimed at reducing inequalities, such as the expansion of civil rights, gay rights, and affirmative action based on
race, ethnicity, or gender.26 Some, such as the “alt-right,” adopt
explicitly racist ideologies.27
In examining the We’ve Earned It mind game further, let’s
now take a detailed look at how the 1% use this appeal to argue
that they deserve praise rather than criticism, how they take
advantage of their elevated status, and what the data show
about their claims of extraordinary generosity.
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So Terribly Misunderstood?
As the We’ve Earned It mind game highlights, today’s plutocrats insist that their massive wealth and financial success
should garner adulation, not criticism or condemnation. They
see themselves as victims of exploitation, since in their eyes
everyone else mooches off their accomplishments. Indeed,
this is a central premise in the ideology of one of their heroes,
author Ayn Rand, who wrote:
The man at the top of the intellectual pyramid contributes
the most to all those below him, but gets nothing except
his material payment, receiving no intellectual bonus
from others to add to the value of his time. The man at the
bottom who, left to himself, would starve in his hopeless
ineptitude, contributes nothing to those above him, but
receives the bonus of all of their brains.28

When the public fails to embrace this worldview, the 1% react
with their own special brand of indignant outrage. Consider
hedge fund billionaire Stephen Schwarzman, the chairman of
the Blackstone Group. Back in 2010, when the Obama White
House considered a plan that would eliminate a tax loophole
favorable to him and his hedge fund cronies, Schwarzman
compared such a step to “when Hitler invaded Poland.”29 And
then there’s billionaire venture capitalist Tom Perkins, before
his death in 2016 the proud owner of the world’s largest private
yacht (“I just wanted the biggest boat”).30 In a January 2014
letter to the Wall Street Journal, Perkins wrote: “I would call
attention to the parallels of fascist Nazi Germany to its war on
its ‘one percent,’ namely its Jews, to the progressive war on the
American one percent, namely the ‘rich.’”31
Almost as brazen were the comments of fellow plutocrats
who came to Perkins’s defense. The Wall Street Journal editorial board was quick to support his thesis, if not his precise
parallels, arguing that criticisms of Perkins were a reflection
of liberal intolerance.32 Fellow billionaire Sam Zell told a
Bloomberg News interviewer that Perkins was right: “The 1%
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are being pummeled because it’s politically convenient to do
so. The problem is that the world and this country should not
talk about envy of the 1%. It should talk about emulating the
1%. The 1% work harder.”33 Billionaire private equity investor
Wilbur Ross, now Donald Trump’s Secretary of Commerce,
chimed in as well, saying, “I agree that the 1 percent is being
picked on for political reasons.”34
In a subsequent TV appearance, Perkins offered his own
unsurprising policy suggestion: “I think the solution is less
interference, lower taxes, let the rich do what the rich do.”35
His recommendation echoed the perspective of Goldman
Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein who, at the height of the Great
Recession, had responded this way to the question of whether
it’s possible to make too much money:
Is it possible to be too successful? I don’t want people in
this firm to think that they have accomplished as much for
themselves as they can and go on vacation. As the guardian
of the interests of the shareholders and, by the way, for the
purposes of society, I’d like them to continue to do what
they are doing. I don’t want to put a cap on their ambition.
It’s hard for me to argue for a cap on their compensation.36

Blankfein went on to explain that he and his fellow bankers were just “doing God’s work.” Around the same time, a
Goldman international adviser, participating in a panel discussion on the place of morality in the marketplace, told an
audience at London’s St. Paul’s Cathedral, “We have to tolerate the inequality as a way to achieve greater prosperity and
opportunity for all.”37
Sometimes the 1%’s astounding sense of superiority and
entitlement leaks through less intentionally. Public statements
made by executives of BP (formerly British Petroleum) after
the deadly Deepwater Horizon explosion and massive oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010 are a case in point. Eleven
workers died in the blast, and the environmental disaster
impacted thousands of residents and workers along the Gulf
Coast, as well as marine wildlife and flora.
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Yet when BP CEO Tony Hayward tried to offer a public
apology the following month, he couldn’t help turning the
focus to his own personal travails: “We’re sorry for the massive
disruption it’s caused to their lives…There’s no one who wants
this thing over more than I do. I’d like my life back.”38 Two
weeks later at the White House, BP Chairman Carl-Henric
Svanberg’s attempt to defend his company included this arrogant assurance: “I hear comments sometimes that large oil
companies are greedy companies or don’t care. But that is not
the case indeed. We care about the small people.”39

Taking Advantage of Their “Entitlement”
In contrast to all of the “small people,” today’s plutocrats are
accustomed to having things their way. At the same time, they
don’t feel particularly fortunate in this regard, because by their
account they deserve all the privileges they receive. Their special treatment is especially apparent when we consider the corrupting influence of wealth on “equal justice under law,” the
hallowed words engraved atop the Supreme Court Building in
Washington, D.C.
The Sentencing Project, a research and advocacy organization promoting reform of our justice system with a focus
on racial disparities, has described the problem this way:
“The United States in effect operates two distinct criminal
justice systems: one for wealthy people and another for poor
people and minorities.”40 That unequal treatment runs the
gamut from the likelihood of arrest and prosecution to the
leniency offered in sentencing. Attorney and author Glenn
Greenwald has provided a thorough analysis of the disturbing
phenomenon of 1% impunity in the criminal justice context,
including this:
Prosecutions, courtrooms, and prisons, it’s hinted—and
sometimes even explicitly stated—are for the rabble, like
the street-side drug peddlers we occasionally glimpse from
our car windows, not for the political and financial leaders
who manage our nation and fuel our prosperity.41
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Journalist Matt Taibbi has summarized several of the unwarranted allowances provided to Wall Street’s white-collar criminals this way:
Which defendant gets put in jail, and which one gets away
with a fine? Which offender ends up with a criminal record,
and which one gets to settle with the state without admitting wrongdoing? Which thief will pay restitution out of
his own pocket, and which one will be allowed to have the
company he works for pay the tab? Which neighborhoods
have thousands of police roaming the streets, and which
ones don’t have any at all?42

Typical of this reality, millionaire tax cheats have developed a
broad repertoire of arguments—based on the We’ve Earned It
mind game—for why they should receive a light sentence or no
sentence at all after being caught, prosecuted, and found guilty
(all rarities in their own right). The 1%’s farfetched leniency
appeals that some judges have found persuasive include the
following: They’ve already suffered sufficient public humiliation for their misdeeds; although they cheated, they’ve also
been generous in their charitable donations; the fines they
paid were sufficiently punitive; and their status as “job creators” made it unwise to remove them from the community
and put them behind bars.43

Not Quite So Remarkable After All
But are the 1% truly society’s indispensable saviors, as they’d
like us to believe? No, they’re not, and let’s review some of the
evidence. First, despite their recurrent claims—for example,
Trump’s presidential debate assurance that, with his proposed
tax cuts, “the wealthy are going to create tremendous jobs”44—
research shows that the plutocrats among us are not in fact
miracle-working job creators.45 That’s because trickle-down
economics doesn’t work. This is clear from years of data showing that, over the past several decades, the tax cuts bestowed
upon the wealthy simply have not led to the employment
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growth they’ve promised. But what’s more, there’s not even
simple logic behind this job-creator propaganda.
Indeed, public policy scholar and former Secretary of Labor
Robert Reich has called this tale one of the biggest rightwing lies about inequality.46 And wealthy entrepreneur Nick
Hanauer has pointed out, “When workers have more money,
businesses have more customers. Which makes middle-class
consumers—not rich businesspeople—the true job creators…A
thriving middle class is the source of growth and prosperity in
capitalist economies.”47 Hanauer also notes that the enormous
salaries of Wall Street executives and securities traders are not
an accurate reflection of either the true value of their work or
the importance of these positions to society. Rather, they’re the
result of bargaining power and status advantages that teachers, firefighters, homebuilders, and low-wage workers lack.
Second, the 1% aren’t more generous than the rest of us—
despite the occasional high-profile displays of benevolence
that grab media attention. The actual data on this front are
mixed, but some research suggests exactly the opposite pattern
may apply when it comes to proportional giving. For example,
a 2012 analysis of tax records by the Chronicle of Philanthropy
showed that middle-class Americans gave a much larger percentage (7.6%) of their discretionary income to charity than
did wealthier individuals (4.2%) (lower-income Americans
were not included in this particular analysis).48 And where the
rich were concentrated in high-wealth neighborhoods, their
generosity diminished even further.
According to the Chronicle, these disparities became even
starker in the years immediately after the Great Recession.
During this period, the wealthy cut back on their charitable
giving while those in lower income brackets stepped up their
percentage donations.49 In explaining this general pattern of
differential giving, psychologist Paul Piff has suggested that
wealth appears to have an insulating and desensitizing effect:
“Simply seeing someone in need at the grocery store—or looking down the street at a neighbor’s modest house—can serve as
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basic psychological reminders of the needs of other people.”50
For those in predatory class enclaves, it’s instead “out of sight,
out of mind.”
Third, considerable psychological research supports the
view that “upper-class” individuals fall short of their “lower-class” counterparts in certain basic skills necessary for
building positive connections with other people. A range of
studies have shown that members of the upper class tend to be
less compassionate in their approach toward others, reflecting
a troubling lack of empathy. In one experiment, lower-income
participants were substantially more willing to take on extra
work to help out a distressed research partner than were the
upper-income participants.51 In another study, lower-class
participants demonstrated a stronger compassion-related
physiological response than did their upper-class counterparts
after watching a video of children suffering from cancer. In a
third study, the lower-class participants in a stressful interview
process showed greater sensitivity and compassion toward
their competitors than did the upper-class interviewees.52 And
in an experiment with four-year-old children, those from less
wealthy homes behaved more altruistically than those from
wealthier homes, donating more of their prize tokens to children they were told were hospitalized.53
A related series of studies found that individuals from a
lower social class were significantly better than upper-class
research participants at judging the emotions being portrayed
when they were presented with photos of human faces.54 The
researchers suggested that this enhanced ability may reflect the
reality that those who are less well off must rely more on accurately reading their social environment, because they’re more
dependent on interpersonal relationships and collaborative
efforts in their daily lives. On the other hand, individuals with
extensive material resources—like the 1%—are more likely to
find close relationships, especially with people of lesser means,
quite unnecessary in their goal-oriented pursuits, and their
perspective-taking abilities may suffer as a result.
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When it comes to tackling today’s extreme inequality, the
relative lack of compassion and the poor “emotional intelligence” of plutocrats don’t bode well for the rest of us. As
Hanauer has described the problem, “Some capitalists actually don’t care about other people, their communities, or the
future…When Walmart or McDonald’s or any other guy like
me pays workers the minimum wage, that’s our way of saying,
‘I would pay you less, except then I’d go to prison.’”55
PURSUING A HIGHER PURPOSE
With this third superiority mind game, today’s plutocrats
present themselves and their own agenda as an affirmation of
what’s truly special about the United States. They argue that
their preferred policies reflect deep moral purpose and the
cherished principles that lift this country above all others. In
so doing, they aim to draw broad public support while simultaneously condemning their critics as unappreciative, unpatriotic, and out of touch with their fellow Americans. When
this effort succeeds, extreme social and economic inequality are discounted as the small imperfections that come with
the pursuit of collective greatness. The 1% use uplifting language—words like “opportunity” and “democracy”—to suggest
common purpose, when in fact the predatory class primarily
seeks to preserve its own enormous wealth and power.
Plutocrats using the Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind
game take advantage of a basic fact: We’re social animals. Our
core sense of who we are is tied up in the emotional bonds we
form with others. This is easy to understand with our immediate family; after all, they’re people with whom we’ve shared
experiences over the course of a lifetime. What’s more surprising is that we also feel such strong attachments toward
much larger groups—for example, our national, religious, or
ethnic group—even though we know only a very small percentage of its members personally and we may not really share
all that much in common with many of them.56 Nevertheless,
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what psychologists call “group identification” creates a deep
well from which the 1% draw to advance their own narrow
ambitions.
Research shows that there are multiple dimensions to our
personal identification with a group. These include feelings
that the group is important; that we should be committed
to its welfare; that it is superior to other groups; and that we
should respect the group’s norms, symbols, and leaders.57 It’s
this psychology of group identification that gives us a feeling
of personal pride when “our group”—or one of its members—
succeeds, despite the fact that we had nothing to do with the
accomplishment. That’s the case when we take pleasure in the
victory of our hometown sports team or an Olympic medalist,
or when we feel special because a famous movie star, author, or
politician went to the same high school we did.
In situations like these, we’re “basking in reflected glory”—
another common phenomenon psychologists have investigated.58 For instance, in one study Robert Cialdini and his
colleagues carefully observed college students on the days after
a big football game. They found that clothes with the school’s
colors and emblem were much more prevalent after victories than defeats. But they also discovered that students were
more likely to use the pronoun “we” after a win and the pronoun “they” after a loss when discussing the game. This suggests another psychological tendency—“cutting off reflected
failure”—that operates in the opposite direction. To protect
our self-esteem and reputation, we try to disassociate ourselves from a group or from individual group members who’ve
become a source of shame and embarrassment. These too are
inclinations that the 1% manipulate to serve their interests.
In discussing the Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind game,
we’ll examine how today’s plutocrats advance their narrow
agenda by promoting seductive ideas like “American exceptionalism,” “freedom,” and the “right to work.”
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American Exceptionalism
Our political leaders, whose priorities routinely reflect the
1%’s agenda, often use the Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind
game when discussing U.S. foreign policy. They argue that the
United States has a special destiny to fulfill as a uniquely moral
actor in the global sphere. This appeal to American exceptionalism isn’t solely the province of Republicans, conservatives,
and defense hawks. It spans party affiliation and ideology alike.
Consider these Democratic Party entries. President Obama’s
official National Security Strategy document, released in
February 2015, emphasized:
Strong and sustained American leadership is essential to a
rules-based international order that promotes global security and prosperity as well as the dignity and human rights
of all peoples. The question is never whether America
should lead, but how we lead.59

While running for president, Hillary Clinton offered much the
same message in a June 2016 campaign speech on national
security:
If America doesn’t lead, we leave a vacuum—and that will
either cause chaos, or other countries will rush in to fill the
void. Then they’ll be the ones making the decisions about
your lives and jobs and safety—and trust me, the choices
they make will not be to our benefit.60

At the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia in July
2016, retired Marine Corps general John Allen took to the stage
and—amid chants of “USA! USA!”—shouted to the assembled
delegates, “The free people of the world look to America as the
last best hope for peace and liberty for all humankind. For we
are…the greatest country on this planet!”61
In each of these instances, the patriotic sentiment is understandable and unsurprising. But the underlying arrogance
and sense of entitlement still pose serious obstacles when it
comes to supporting international norms, cooperation, and
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partnership. Former longtime Congressional staffer Mike
Lofgren has summarized mainstream Washington’s troubling
worldview this way: “Any foreign action perceived to conflict
with America’s grandiose conception of its destiny is automatically deemed hostile.”62 Recent history highlights the costs and
limitations associated with the unilateral use of our “shock and
awe” military power.
There are other reasons that global moral leadership can be
an ill-fitting mantle for the United States. If we take another
look at Obama’s National Security Strategy document, we see
that it also includes this assertion: “America’s growing economic strength is the foundation of our national security.”63
This stance is nothing new. But blurring the lines between
national security and economic dominance makes greeddriven plutocrats the primary drivers and beneficiaries of
key foreign policy decisions. By contrast, the vast majority of
Americans are relegated to absorbing the risks and burdens
of foolhardy, overreaching, or immoral choices that prioritize
corporate profits.
One arena where the Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind
game is sorely tested is our country’s standing as the largest international seller of major weapons in the world—with
ongoing efforts to promote even bigger markets for U.S. arms
companies.64 At the State Department it’s considered “economic statecraft.” As one representative explained the rationale, “When we deem that cooperating with an ally or partner
in the security sector will advance our national security, we
advocate tirelessly on behalf of U.S. companies abroad, and I
think I have the frequent flyer miles to prove it.”65 Yet much of
the tens of billions of dollars in arms sent overseas annually
go to the very same countries that the U.S. government legitimately criticizes for serious human rights abuses.66
As a case in point, corporate titans like Boeing and Lockheed
have increased their weapons sales to Saudi Arabia and other
Middle Eastern countries run by repressive autocrats.67
Indeed, in its January 2016 report, professional services giant
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Deloitte noted that heightened tensions and turmoil, including the growing threat posed by the Islamic State (ISIS), provide defense contractors with a fortuitous opportunity “to sell
more equipment and military weapons systems.”68 It’s worth
noting that some of those weapons have undoubtedly found
their way into ISIS’s hands.
Profiteering to the tune of American exceptionalism isn’t
limited to the defense industry. Pharmaceutical companies
take advantage of trade deals to protect their huge profits—
despite potentially dire public health consequences in developing countries.69 Over a decade ago, drug manufacturers,
supported by the U.S. government, filed an intellectual property lawsuit against the government of South Africa. Why? To
prevent Nelson Mandela’s government from obtaining more
affordable medicines for the country’s deadly HIV epidemic.70
International public outrage eventually led the drug companies
to drop that suit, but not much has really changed.71 As part
of the now-defunct Trans-Pacific Partnership deal, the United
States continued to push pricing agreements that would benefit Big Pharma—at the expense of worldwide public health—by
blocking easier access to less expensive generic drugs.72

Freedom, for the 1%
Representatives of the 1% also use the Pursuing a Higher
Purpose mind game when they turn to the rhetorical power of
“freedom” to advance their less-than-lofty agenda.73 Appeals
to freedom have special resonance in this country, as national
polls make clear. In a values survey, respondents cited “freedom of speech” and “freedom of religion” as the two “superior
values” that most distinguished the United States from other
countries. It should be noted, however, that four-fifths of the
participants in the survey felt that the executives at Wall Street
banks did not share their values—they viewed these bankers as
driven by greed and self-interest.74
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In another poll, over three-quarters of Americans rated
the United States as either “above average” or “best” in regard
to “individual freedoms” when compared to other modern,
industrialized countries.75 But at the same time, only about
one-third gave such positive assessments to our economic
and healthcare systems. The results from both of these polls
confirm two points: the centrality of freedom in the American
psyche and the extent to which the public has doubts about
whether defenders of extreme wealth and power truly share
their commitments.
But despite the public’s skepticism about their motivations,
today’s plutocrats sing the freedom refrain and take advantage
of the positive feelings it evokes whenever they can, applying it to issues ranging from taxes to education to healthcare.
Attorney and author Ian Millhiser has described their intensive marketing of “freedom” this way:
In today’s America, the Koch brothers pour millions into
organizations with names like “FreedomWorks.” The Club
For Growth touts its plan to privatize Social Security and
slash taxes on the rich as “economic freedom.” Sen. Ted
Cruz’s (R-TX) weekly audio program, where he touts his
plans to deny health care to millions of Americans, is
named “Freedom Minute.” Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI), with
his plans to voucherize Medicare and cut food stamps,
contrasts “freedom” with “the supervision and sanctimony
of the central planners.” Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) turns Dr.
King’s dream on its head, declaring that segregated neighborhoods and whites-only lunch counters are “the hard
part about believing in freedom.”76

What should be apparent is that plutocrats prefer to be free to
pursue their ambitions in ways that actually diminish opportunities and well-being for anyone who doesn’t receive their
blessing. Big-money interests tout the wonders of so-called
free markets, but they rarely even whisper about a troubling reality: The vast economic rewards they celebrate are
bestowed upon very few, while the crushing human costs that
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accompany unfettered markets are felt most directly by those
who are already struggling.
Of course, crucial markets aren’t truly “free” in the first
place. While many government regulations protect consumers, others directly benefit the predatory class through subsidies (for example, government-funded research used by drug
companies), monopoly arrangements (the casino industry),
and corporate tax loopholes (overseas tax havens).77 As Robert
Reich has noted:
Freedom has little meaning without reference to power.
Those who claim to be on the side of freedom while ignoring the growing imbalance of economic and political
power in America and other advanced economies are not
in fact on the side of freedom. They are on the side of those
with power.78

“Right to Work” (for Less)
One increasingly prominent arena for false freedom propaganda is the promotion of “right to work” laws. These statelevel legislative efforts are aimed at undermining labor unions
and the protections and benefits they provide workers. When
successful, big business gains even greater control over the
lives and livelihoods of average Americans. But that’s not the
way members of the predatory class tell it. They resort to the
Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind game, as though the Statue of
Liberty herself had become a spokesperson for union-busting.
With funding from the Koch brothers, the Walton family, and other billionaires, the National Right to Work Legal
Defense Foundation claims to defend “individual freedom”
and “the right of all Americans to be free of compulsory unionism abuses.”79 Similarly, in 2015, when Wisconsin Governor
Scott Walker signed into law the “Freedom to Work" legislation, he disingenuously argued that it “puts power back in
the hands of Wisconsin workers” by giving them the “freedom
to choose.”80 Meanwhile, think tanks like the conservative
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Heritage Foundation publish papers emphasizing how rightto-work laws “expand personal freedom” and prohibit “coercive schemes.”81 Yet all of this grand talk about freedom by
defenders of extreme wealth and power boils down to just one
thing: their cherished freedom to pay workers less.
In states where right-to-work legislation has not been
enacted, workers represented by a union can be required to
contribute a modest amount each month to help sustain the
union’s work negotiating on their behalf and pursuing workplace grievances when they arise. But where right-to-work
laws have been adopted, these fees are no longer mandatory, so
workers can garner the benefits of union representation without actually having to pay for them. That’s an arrangement with
the potential to cripple unions by denying them the financial
resources they need to defend workers’ rights, in which case all
workers ultimately suffer.
Indeed, in right-to-work states union and non-union workers alike receive, on average, lower wages and fewer benefits
than workers in states that have not adopted these laws.82 So
right-to-work “freedoms” are a very bad deal for workers. The
real beneficiaries are the 1%, who further increase their freedom to exploit everyone else. As for President Trump, he told
the South Carolina Radio Network, “My position on right to
work is 100 percent.”83 Following state-level Republican victories in the November 2016 election, this anti-worker push is
accelerating.84
THEY’RE UN-AMERICAN
With this final superiority appeal, the They’re Un-American
mind game, defenders of extreme inequality portray their
adversaries as disgruntled and unappreciative critics of the
United States and the values and traditions the country holds
dear. At the same time, they promote themselves and their
agenda as perfectly aligned with the interests and aspirations of the American people. In doing so, they take particular
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advantage of the public’s respect and deference toward long-established leaders and institutions, regardless of how corrupt
they may actually be.
The 1% benefit whenever members of the public give undue
or uncritical support to those in positions of power. “Rightwing authoritarianism” is a psychological mindset that leads
to just this kind of behavior. Overall, it’s characterized by
the tendency to condemn anyone who questions established
authority. Based on his research, psychologist Bob Altemeyer
has identified three specific markers.85 The first is “authoritarian submission,” which involves strict obedience toward
the designated leaders of a group. The second is “authoritarian aggression,” which takes the form of extreme hostility
toward those who appear to fall short of the group’s rigid standards. The third marker is “conventionalism,” which revolves
around dutifully honoring and observing the group’s traditions
and norms.
Right-wing authoritarians—like today’s neo-Nazi, white
supremacist “alt-right”—consider group boundaries to be sacrosanct. As a result, they value conformity and fear diversity.
To them, clear and firm borders protect those inside the circle
from those who are outside and don’t belong. Not surprisingly,
research links this psychological profile to ugly prejudices—for
example, against people of color, immigrants, those who are
unemployed, and people with physical disabilities. The specific
prejudices aren’t necessarily fixed. That’s because these individuals submissively look to their leaders to tell them which
groups to despise at any particular time. So, when the leadership targets a new group, right-wing authoritarians change
course and follow along.
A related psychological mindset is “blind patriotism.” This
ideology involves the rigid and staunch conviction that one’s
country is never wrong in its actions or policies, that allegiance
to the country must be unquestioning and absolute, and that
criticism of the country cannot be tolerated.86 As one might
expect, “blind patriots” tend to be right-wing authoritarians as
well. They’re also more likely to uncritically endorse military
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aggression (for example, the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003), in
part because they favor the harsh and punitive treatment of
adversaries. The 1% don’t have to be right-wing authoritarians
or blind patriots themselves to reap rewards by gaining support from the segment of the public who are.
In examining the They’re Un-American mind game, let’s
now take a look at how today’s plutocrats use this ploy to promote culture wars and to marginalize Blacks and Muslims in
the United States.

Weapons of Mass Distraction: The “Culture Wars”
The interests of the 1% are most readily advanced when the
public is distracted from the realities of extreme economic
inequality. So, time and again, they foment “culture wars” by
portraying their adversaries as disrespectful of our country’s
venerated traditions and accomplishments. With the They’re
Un-American mind game, plutocrats aim to place certain
views and lifestyles beyond acceptable mainstream boundaries, characterizing them as foreign, unpatriotic, or dangerous.
In one recurring version of this ploy, the predatory class
identifies those who pursue change as “liberal elitists” rather
than “regular Americans.” Consider a famous—or infamous—
political attack ad from the 2004 presidential campaign. With
former Vermont Governor Howard Dean gaining traction in
Iowa, the right-wing, anti-tax Club for Growth targeted him
with a TV spot in which a middle-aged couple respond to an
interviewer’s question this way: “Howard Dean should take his
tax-hiking, government-expanding, latte-drinking, sushi-eating, Volvo-driving, New York Times-reading, body-piercing,
Hollywood-loving left-wing freak show back to Vermont, where
it belongs.”87 The tax hikes that Dean was proposing would
actually have benefited almost all Iowans—but not the plutocrats. So defenders of extreme inequality buried him under an
avalanche of adjectives designed to cast him as a “freak” who
didn’t measure up as a real American.
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Journalist and historian Thomas Frank has argued that
these kinds of culture war divides serve as a vehicle for
Republican leaders, who are typically closely aligned with
the predatory class, to “speak on behalf of the forgotten man
without causing any problems for their core big-business constituency.” According to Frank, the propaganda of high-profile
conservatives presents:
A way of talking about life in which we are all victims of
a haughty overclass—“liberals”—that makes our movies,
publishes our newspapers, teaches our children, and hands
down judgments from the bench. These liberals generally
tell us how to go about our lives, without any consideration
for our values or traditions.88

In a similar vein, writer Paul Waldman has described the superiority narrative that representatives of the plutocracy use to
discredit liberals this way:
After an era of decadence and weakness, strong and righteous Americans stood up for right against wrong. Despite
the impediment of liberal apologists and appeasers, they
defeated totalitarian communism, then turned their attention to releasing Americans from the shackles of big government and restoring respect for the family. Empowering
entrepreneurs and liberating citizens, they cut onerous
taxes and regulations, enabling Americans to live freer
lives. But at every turn they are hindered by powerful liberal elitists who want to take Americans’ money, waste it
on programs for the lazy and the sinful, banish God from
the nation and tell us all how to live our lives.89

We witnessed an even more virulent form of this authoritarian intolerance and aggression in the bluster of Trump on the
campaign trail. To enthusiastic cheers, he offered vague policy prescriptions that ignored civil liberties and humanitarian
protections for anyone he deemed outside his narrow vision
for the country. His promises to “make America great again”—
by “bombing the hell out of ISIS,” strengthening the military
so “no one will mess with us,” building a wall “that Mexico
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will pay for,” and shutting out “Muslims entering the United
States”—were reminiscent of dangerous demagogues from earlier eras. Consistent with this mindset, Trump described those
who disagreed with him as “disgusting,” as “losers,” and as “idiots.” After a year in the White House, he hadn’t really changed
his tune.

Fox News: Defending Plutocrats and “Real
Americans”
Plutocratic defenders also use the They’re Un-American mind
game to argue that people who don’t fit the “right” profile are
extremists who fail to appreciate this country’s greatness.
Such propaganda is standard fare on Fox News, one jewel in
billionaire Rupert Murdoch’s right-wing media empire (the
Wall Street Journal is another). Despite its long-time, now
discarded “fair and balanced” motto, the network serves as a
megaphone for the GOP and the 1%. Hosts often act as bullies, turning their followers’ wrath on those they characterize
as undesirables. Two prominent examples are the assaults on
the Black Lives Matter movement and Muslim Americans.
What is Black Lives Matter? Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors,
and Opal Tometi, the three women who launched the movement after the killing of teenager Trayvon Martin by George
Zimmerman back in 2012, describe it as:
An ideological and political intervention in a world where
Black lives are systematically and intentionally targeted
for demise. It is an affirmation of Black folks’ contributions
to this society, our humanity, and our resilience in the face
of deadly oppression.90

According to a national poll conducted in early 2016, twice
as many Americans support the movement as the number
who oppose it. Not surprisingly, however, white Republicans
(the predominant viewers of Fox News) are the group that
expressed the strongest opposition.91
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Every movement for social change frightens those who benefit most from the status quo. That’s why, on multiple occasions, Fox’s Bill O’Reilly demonized the supporters of Black
Lives Matter, telling his TV audience that they’re “the radical
left, the real fringe nuts that run around the country saying
crazy things”;92 that the activists themselves use “Gestapo tactics,” want to “tear down the country,” and are interested only in
“condemning white society”;93 that they’re “a hate group” that
he’s personally “going to put…out of business”;94 that the group
is “killing Americans”;95 and that they’re “essentially a hate
America group.”96 During an appearance on O’Reilly’s former
show while campaigning for the Republican Party nomination,
Trump said, “I think they’re trouble. I think they’re looking for
trouble…And I think it’s a disgrace that they’re getting away
with it.”97
Others on the network have relied on similar talking points.
Sean Hannity, for example, compared Black Lives Matter to
the Ku Klux Klan.98 A regular guest on Fox and Friends denied
that police brutality exists and described the movement as
“subversive” and “garbage.”99 Another described it as “a terrorist group.”100 Former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani
appeared on the network to argue that the movement is “inherently racist” and “puts a target on the back of police.”101
In mid-2016, a coalition of groups linked to the Black Lives
Matter movement released a multifaceted, comprehensive
platform of specific demands and policy recommendations.102
Highlights include criminal justice reforms, including an end
to the death penalty; decriminalization of drug offenses; the
demilitarization of local police forces and community oversight in cases of police misconduct; greater investments in
education, jobs, and health services; and a federal commission to study reparations for past and continuing harms suffered by descendants of slaves. Are measures like these really
“un-American”?
At other times, Fox News has used the They’re Un-American
mind game to target American Muslims, painting them as
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extremists who don’t respect the country’s laws and traditions. These claims diverge sharply from reality. Muslim and
non-Muslim Americans share much in common. Over half of
the respondents in a survey of Muslim Americans said that
most Muslims who move to the United States want to “adopt
American customs and ways of life.”103 Nearly half did report
that they think of themselves as Muslims first, rather than
Americans—but this prioritizing of religious identity is much
higher for another group of Americans: white evangelical
Christians. And in terms of religious observance, American
Muslims’ devoutness is comparable to that of their Christian
counterparts. Finally, a report about the same survey’s findings noted, “Opposition to violence is broadly shared by all segments of the Muslim American population.”104
But Islamophobia sells well at Fox News, so it’s seemingly
always on the menu. For example, a decade ago Minnesota’s
Keith Ellison became the first Muslim ever elected to the U.S.
Congress. Consistent with his faith, Ellison planned to use the
Quran—rather than the Christian Bible—for his swearing-in
ceremony (as it turns out, he used a Quran that had belonged
to none other than Thomas Jefferson). This choice spurred
outrage from familiar right-wing “culture warriors” like Fox’s
Hannity, who raised the specter that Ellison would “embolden
Islamic extremists and make new ones.” Hannity even asked a
guest whether it should be acceptable for someone “to choose…
Hitler’s Mein Kampf, which is the Nazi bible.”105
Other Fox News personalities have regularly pushed an
Islamophobia narrative as well, including promoting concerns that most or all American Muslims practice sharia law,
and that the country is at risk of having its entire legal system
replaced if Muslims gain power. Stuart Varney defended 2016
Republican presidential candidate Ben Carson’s statement—
that he “absolutely would not agree with a Muslim being
elected president of the United States”—by falsely claiming,
“Under Islam, church and state are combined. They are one.
There is no separation.”106
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Similarly, Glenn Beck welcomed a guest who warned that
sharia law is “the biggest threat to our constitutional rights
over the next 25 years.”107 And Brian Kilmeade insisted, “Not
all Muslims are terrorists, but all terrorists are Muslims.” He
also suggested that Americans have a right “to look at moderate Muslims and say, ‘Show me you’re not one of them.’”108
Unfortunately, these and other outrageous claims resonate
with the Fox News audience. A survey found that “trust in Fox
News” was correlated with negative attitudes about Muslims
and a heightened concern over a Muslim extremist agenda.109
SUMMING UP: THE PLUTOCRATS’
SUPERIORITY MIND GAMES
Although these four superiority mind games of today’s plutocrats are deeply flawed, resisting them can be daunting nonetheless. Let’s review each in turn.
With the They’re Losers mind game, the 1% try to win our
allegiance by casting the most disadvantaged in America as
inferior to the rest of us. Commending us for qualities that others supposedly lack, they encourage the public’s psychological
distance from decent people who deserve our concern and solidarity. By boosting our own sense of self-worth, they likewise
aim to discourage us from recognizing that today’s massive
concentrations of wealth and power reflect ruthless exploitation and unconscionable disregard of the needy. If we make the
mistake of aligning ourselves with the plutocrats rather than
those facing hardship, we become unwitting shields and disposable pawns in preserving a destructive status quo.
When they turn to we’ve-earned-it appeals, the 1% fraudulently argue that they’ve earned all of their extraordinary wealth
and power through grit, determination, and fair play—and
that they deserve praise rather than criticism for their actions
and choices. In making these claims, it hardly matters whether
individual members of the predatory class are witting pretenders or are truly blind to their considerable shortcomings and
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undeserved advantages. Either way, these assertions of superiority go hand in hand with the pursuit of ever more dominant
positions. As long as we let their distorted, self-glorifying narratives go uncontested, extreme inequality will remain a disturbing fixture of American society.
With their Pursuing a Higher Purpose mind game, today’s
plutocrats insist that their efforts embrace and protect the
values cherished by most Americans. But by prioritizing bigmoney interests over all else, the 1% subvert the transcendent
vision of the United States as a nation of equal opportunity,
where people from all walks of life join together in pursuing
the greater good. Despite this glaring contradiction, the appeal
retains its persuasive power if we fail to question its legitimacy. Unfortunately, that’s a mistake especially easy to make
when the predatory class packages its greed-driven agenda in
ways designed to tap into our sense of pride over our country’s
accomplishments and influence in the world.
Finally, the 1%’s they’re-un-American appeals stoke intolerance by presenting critics as inauthentic and unpatriotic Americans whose views and preferences undermine the
country’s greatness. Here too, this propaganda is self-serving.
Today’s plutocrats recognize that their unparalleled dominance
will be jeopardized if unwelcome change-seekers draw sufficient support from the broad public. So they condemn those
individuals and groups that refuse to silently accept hardship
and mistreatment, characterizing them as ungrateful outsiders
who fail to appreciate all that’s good about the United States.
It should be clear that our concerns about superiority
are soft targets for mind games aimed at defending extreme
inequality for the benefit of the 1%. There’s one more core psychological concern that governs our lives—helplessness—and
that’s where we’ll turn next.

6
H E L P L ESS N ESS
M IN D GA M ES
MANIPULATING
OUR PERCEPTIONS
OF WHAT’S POSSIBLE

“For, while the tale of how we suffer, and how we are delighted,
and how we may triumph is never new, it always must be
heard. There isn’t any other tale to tell; it’s the only light we’ve
got in all this darkness.”
— JA M E S B A L D W I N 1

Control over what happens in our lives is tremendously
important to us, and we strive to resist feelings of helplessness. But if we come to believe that our actions are futile, that
to persevere is a waste of time and energy, sooner or later we
stop trying. This sense of resignation can overwhelm the commitment and motivation necessary to achieve our goals. Even
more, once feelings of helplessness settle in, they can be very
hard to dislodge.
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This isn’t only true for individuals. Groups too can feel
powerless to improve their circumstances, either because their
members think they lack certain capabilities and resources
or because they see the larger system as rigged against them.
Either way, a shared perception of helplessness represents a
significant hurdle because effective political mobilization
depends upon believing there’s some reasonable likelihood of
success. Those who participate must think that their efforts are
capable of righting the wrongs they see.
In short, perceived helplessness undermines individual and
collective action alike. We can experience, witness, or learn
about the most glaring injustices, but if we think there’s nothing we can do about them, we turn our energies elsewhere.2
These tendencies are well recognized by today’s plutocrats,
who craft psychological appeals that use our perceptions about
helplessness to their own advantage.
In this chapter, we’ll take a close look at four of the helplessness mind games they use: Change Is Impossible, We’ll All Be
Helpless, Don’t Blame Us, and Resistance Is Futile.
CHANGE IS IMPOSSIBLE
With the Change Is Impossible mind game, the 1% claim that
nothing can be done to fix extreme inequality, even if we’d
like to do so. Such assertions about inexorable forces beyond
everyone’s control benefit the wealthy and powerful who wish
to maintain the status quo. We just have to accept that certain
problems can’t be solved, they argue. This is an old refrain that
never goes out of style. In 1991, economist Albert Hirschman
criticized the “futility thesis.” This argument is used to obstruct
progressive change by warning that “attempts at social transformation will be unavailing” and that they “will simply fail
to ‘make a dent.’”3 Of course acceptance of current conditions
comes much easier for plutocrats with fat bank accounts and
luxurious mansions.
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This first helplessness mind game is related to a broader
area of longstanding interest to psychologists: how people
explain the causes for their successes and failures. One important distinction in this context is the difference between internal versus external attributions.4 With an internal attribution,
we hold ourselves responsible for whether things go well or
go poorly—a work assignment, or a difficult conversation, or
an athletic competition, or a fundraising appeal. If we instead
make an external attribution in these situations, we believe
the factors determining whether the outcome is favorable or
not are beyond our control. Our judgments aren’t necessarily
correct. We can have control without realizing it, and we can
think we have control when we don’t. Still, regardless of their
accuracy, these attributions affect how we approach future
challenges.
Psychologists also make a second distinction, between stable and unstable attributions. One example of a stable internal
attribution for success or failure is a person’s ability. We often
think of intelligence or skill as something that’s relatively stable
and doesn’t change much over time. So, for instance, if someone consistently beats me at chess, I may reasonably conclude
that they’re better at the game than I am. In contrast, effort is
an internal attribution that’s considered unstable. When you
attribute an outcome—like a lost chess match—to how hard
you tried, you’re still taking responsibility for the defeat, but
you’re also predicting that a different result is possible if you
try harder the next time around.
The same stability distinction can be made in reference to
external attributions as well. Here, a common stable external
attribution is the inherent difficulty of a particular challenge
or assignment. For instance, certain surgical procedures or
athletic feats are demanding and formidable regardless of how
many times a skilled doctor or athlete has attempted them.
On the other hand, a very different kind of external attribution—an unstable one—is luck. When we believe we’ve won or
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lost because we were lucky or unlucky, we’re thinking that the
outcome could be different the next time around even if we
approach the situation exactly the same way again. Overall,
the combination of internal versus external and stable versus
unstable attributions goes a long way in determining how we
respond to setbacks and whether we believe our future can be
brighter. Today’s plutocrats use this knowledge in pursuing
their goals.
In examining the Change Is Impossible mind game further,
let’s now explore the role played by this appeal in a few specific
contexts, including the defense of globalization and escalating
healthcare costs.

Unfettered Globalization
Members of the plutocracy use the strategic opportunities
presented by globalization to ruthlessly squeeze more profits out of the developing world’s impoverished workforce. At
the same time, they block efforts to improve job security for
American workers, using threats of overseas outsourcing as a
cudgel to limit wages, benefits, and bargaining power. If they
were worried about anyone below their executive suites, they’d
take meaningful steps to prevent or minimize globalization’s
damage. But they’re not.5 Instead they rely on the Change Is
Impossible mind game to preserve the status quo.
Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz is among the economists
who’ve publicly rejected the plutocrats’ tales about helplessness in the face of globalization. Here’s his description of how
they advance their own narrow interests:
The rules of economic globalization are likewise designed
to benefit the rich: they encourage competition among
countries for business, which drives down taxes on corporations, weakens health and environmental protections,
and undermines what used to be viewed as the “core”
labor rights, which include the right to collective bargaining. Imagine what the world might look like if the rules
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were designed instead to encourage competition among
countries for workers. Governments would compete in
providing economic security, low taxes on ordinary wage
earners, good education, and a clean environment—things
workers care about. But the top 1 percent don’t need
to care.6

Back in 1999, the United Nations Human Development
Programme warned of the inequality-boosting downside of
globalization dominated by corporate interests:
The new rules of globalization—and the players writing
them—focus on integrating global markets, neglecting the
needs of people that markets cannot meet. The process
is concentrating power and marginalizing the poor, both
countries and people.7

But that same year, defenders of the plutocratic order, like
Thomas Friedman of the New York Times, preferred to ridicule the thousands of demonstrators who gathered in
Seattle to oppose the big business agenda of the World Trade
Organization. Friedman mocked them for thinking that the
globalization wave could be turned back, contained, or redirected, describing the protestors as “a Noah’s ark of flat-earth
advocates, protectionist trade unions and yuppies looking for
their 1960s fix.”8 He then went even further, assuring his readers that globalization should be celebrated and anecdotally
noting that working conditions were so good in a Victoria’s
Secret garment factory in Sri Lanka that he’d let his daughters
work there. Fast-forward a decade. Was Friedman surprised
by a Bloomberg News investigative report revealing that cotton
used in that Sri Lankan factory came from forced child labor in
Burkina Faso in Africa?9
With the Change Is Impossible mind game, defenders
of concentrated wealth and power claim that, like it or not,
economic globalization is an unstoppable force that makes
extreme inequality inevitable. By their account, we’re all helpless to alter its course and we must learn to accept that there
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will always be winners and losers. But what the 1% don’t bother
to tell us is that for decades they’ve made themselves the winners—by shaping globalization for their own greed-driven purposes regardless of the devastation it causes.10
The bottom line is that, despite their protestations, today’s
plutocrats are far from helpless when it comes to which priorities they choose to adopt. We see this as well in the trade pacts
the United States hammers out with the direct guidance and
engagement of our business elites. As economist Josh Bivens
has observed, “When trade agreements prohibit a country
from copying the technology it buys, that’s good business. But
if agreements required that each country protect the most basic
rights afforded to its workers, that would be protectionism.”11

Unhealthy Healthcare Costs
The Change Is Impossible mind game is also used by the predatory class to defend escalating healthcare costs. The hospital,
pharmaceutical, and insurance industries make record profits, yet many of their wealthiest executives—who collectively
take home hundreds of millions of dollars in annual salaries—claim that there’s nothing to be done about the situation.
Former industry executive Wendell Potter refers to this ploy
as the “self-portrait of powerlessness in controlling medical
costs.”12 By the account of industry executives, expensive drugs
and treatments, the increasing number of elderly Americans,
and cutbacks in Medicare reimbursement from the government make rising premiums and other costs for patients
inescapable.13
But the exorbitant expense of hospitalization, a common
source of family bankruptcies, is often about boosting the revenues of for-profit hospitals. Public health scholars Ge Bai and
Gerard Anderson found that 49 of the 50 U.S. hospitals with
the largest markups for items and services were for-profit hospitals, and almost all of them were owned by larger for-profit
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health systems.14 On average these facilities charged more than
ten times the Medicare-allowable costs. They do this because
they can get away with it—even though almost everyone is
adversely affected by skyrocketing healthcare costs, especially
the uninsured and the underinsured. According to Potter, very
few states restrict such increases, and handsomely paid lobbyists work hard to make sure that doesn’t change.15
These false claims of seemingly unalterable forces also
apply to drug pricing or, perhaps more accurately, price gouging. Pharmaceutical companies make huge profits—in the tens
of billions of dollars annually for the largest companies—on
their patented medications. Typically, they argue that the
high prices reflect underappreciated costs associated with the
research behind the drug development and the need to advertise and educate the public. Yet comparable or identical medications are available elsewhere—in some cases, as close as the
Canadian border—at much lower prices.
Why the discrepancy? Because drug prices remain unregulated in the United States, and keeping them that way is a
top priority for the pharmaceutical industry.16 According to
public policy scholar and former Secretary of Labor Robert
Reich, pharmaceutical giants have several strategies to keep
this golden goose laying. They lobby for legislation that prohibits the government from negotiating lower wholesale prices
through Medicare and Medicaid. They pay off generic drug
manufacturers to delay the introduction of equivalent drugs.
They aggressively advertise their more expensive brand-name
drugs even after generic versions become available, in an effort
to mislead the public about their options. And they reformulate medications in minor ways, such as extended-release versions, in order to extend patent protections.17
Two specific examples help to drive home these points.
Consider first the case of Mylan and its CEO Heather Bresch
(the daughter of Joe Manchin, a Democratic U.S. Senator
from West Virginia). The company’s biggest-selling product,
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the EpiPen, is a device that delivers a potentially life-saving
injection of epinephrine to children and adults experiencing
severe allergic reactions. In 2008, before Mylan began instituting substantial annual price hikes, consumers could buy a pair
of EpiPens for just over $100. In 2016, the price tag jumped
to over $600, precipitating widespread outrage that became
front-page news.18
Mylan’s immediate response to this public relations nightmare was twofold. On the one hand, consumers were promised various belated cost-saving measures.19 On the other
hand, Bresch—who received $19 million in compensation
the preceding year—took to CNBC to argue that Mylan was
essentially helpless because a “broken system” was the real culprit.20 Over the course of her TV interview, she made a range
of claims, including “No one's more frustrated than me,” “We
fight every day to get affordable medicine out there,” and “This
isn't an EpiPen issue. This isn't a Mylan issue. This is a healthcare issue.”
The heartless profiteering is even more transparent in a
second case: the marketing of Daraprim, a drug that’s been
around for over a half-century and treats HIV and life-threatening parasitic infections. In 2015, Turing Pharmaceuticals—
whose then-CEO Martin Shkreli was also a 32-year-old hedge
fund manager—bought Daraprim and immediately jacked up
the price from $13.50 to $750 for a single pill. Just before the
purchase, internal company emails reveal that Shkreli wrote,
“$1 bn [billion] here we come” and “Should be a very handsome investment for all of us.” And just after the purchase,
another Turing director reacted via email to a single Daraprim
order this way: “Another 7.2 million. Pow!”21
Facing no regulation or immediate competitors for this
generic drug, Turing executives could place hand-over-fist
moneymaking above all other considerations, including patient
welfare. Like Mylan, in this instance public outrage and political pushback led the company to reconsider the magnitude
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of its price hike.22 Separately, Shkreli was subsequently
arrested on unrelated securities fraud charges and resigned as
Turing’s CEO.
As all of these examples illustrate, there’s little truth to plutocratic tales of helplessness, in which we’re told, with feigned
regret, that healthcare costs are beyond everyone’s control.
Moreover, there’s rarely any mention that keeping Americans
healthy—and caring for them when they’re sick—shouldn’t be
a profit-driven enterprise in the first place.

Blame It on “Human Nature”
Defenders of extreme wealth and power often claim that something immutable about “human nature” itself makes reducing
inequality impossible. In this way, they chalk up the sharp
divide between “haves” and “have-nots” to a purportedly unalterable reality: Human beings are driven by self-interest; dogeat-dog competition is inevitable; and, in the long run, there
must always be the victors and the vanquished. To any doubters they say: Sooner or later, you’ll regret your naïve optimism.
This point of view isn’t only self-serving for the 1%, it also
runs contrary to much of what we know to be true about what
makes people tick. The idea that people are motivated solely,
or even primarily, by self-interest overlooks the intrinsically
social nature of human beings. Who isn’t familiar with feelings
of compassion, empathy, or outrage over the mistreatment
of others? Admittedly, we don’t experience these sentiments
toward everyone; there are some whose struggles arouse little
concern in us and others for whom we may even welcome misfortune. Nonetheless, it’s clear that most of us care about more
than just our individual welfare. And it’s equally clear that
we’re not hard-wired to value rampant consumerism and the
blind pursuit of money. At the same time, we’re certainly challenged to “expand the circle” of others who we consider part
of our moral universe and deserving of our care and respect.23
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We also know—from psychological research and firsthand
experience alike—that the circumstances in which we find ourselves, not inflexible “human nature,” usually determine our
behavior. Writ large, this means that our societal institutions,
laws, and norms influence how we live our lives. The growing field of behavioral economics reveals how small “nudges”
can alter the choices we make every day.24 For instance, organ
donations increase when becoming a donor is presented as the
default option; school children select healthier foods when
these options are displayed more prominently in the cafeteria; people are more likely to enroll in a beneficial retirement
plan if participation is automatic unless the employee chooses
to opt out; and guests reuse their towels more when they’re
invited to join the many other patrons supporting the hotel’s
conservation efforts.25 Nudges like these remind us that people
aren’t irredeemably set in their ways. For better or worse, our
“natural” tendencies are quite responsive to a range of external
interventions.
Nevertheless, today’s plutocrats stick to their change-is-impossible arguments through thick and thin. When initiatives
they oppose show signs of bearing fruit, they insist that the
gains are temporary, matters will soon revert to how they
were, and precious resources will have been foolishly wasted.
According to their propaganda, you can swim upstream—
against human nature—for only so long before the current
brings you back to where you started. The purported inevitability of backsliding is attributed to supposedly fundamental
inadequacies—in morals, character, or capabilities—of those
seeking better lives. Behind this ugly strategy, the 1% hope
and expect that public support for the disadvantaged will soon
enough evaporate.
WE’LL ALL BE HELPLESS
With this second helplessness appeal, the predatory class
claims that the transformations sought by their opponents
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will leave us all helpless to protect ourselves and the things we
value. We’re advised that if we don’t embrace the status quo—
even with its extreme concentrations of wealth and power—
we’ll soon be much worse off, and without the capacity to undo
the damage. Such prospects are often frightening enough that
even deeply flawed arguments and policy recommendations
can appear persuasive to the general public.
In part, it can be hard to resist the We’ll All Be Helpless
mind game because we’re not very good at judging whether
or not our own skepticism is broadly shared by others. Years
ago, psychologists Deborah Prentice and Dale Miller examined this problem in an ingenious study aimed at better understanding the worrisome culture of binge drinking at Princeton
University.26 In a private survey, they asked students two questions: how they personally felt about the popularity of alcohol consumption and how they thought other students felt
about it.
The researchers discovered that most students actually disliked the pervasive binge drinking norm—but these students
mistakenly believed that theirs was the minority view. As a
result, they tended to accept the situation without expressing
any public concern, and sometimes they even participated in
the drinking themselves so as not to be seen as different by
their friends. Psychologists call this unrecognized divergence
between private attitudes and social norms “pluralistic ignorance.” It tends to preserve the status quo, which usually serves
the interests of the 1%.
Subsequent research studies focused on issues other than
drinking on campus have confirmed these basic findings.
The bottom line is that, more often than we realize, we’re off
base in our estimates of how the majority truly feels about a
matter of general interest. Consider this familiar situation.
During a classroom lecture, the teacher asks whether anyone
doesn’t understand what they’ve just explained. You personally
don’t understand, but you look around and not a single hand
has been raised, so you decide not to raise your own. In this
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scenario, it’s possible that nobody understood the lesson, but
by the show of hands, each student might conclude that they
are the only one. Meanwhile, the instructor can reasonably
assume everyone understood—until the final exam reveals
otherwise.
Pluralistic ignorance is driven by our fear of embarrassment or reprisal for views we mistakenly think are likely to be
a source of disapproval. The stubborn problem we face is that
the preferences people express in public—and the choices they
make—can diverge sharply from “private truths” that they’re
hesitant to communicate to others.27 If people knew how many
others shared their views, it would be more obvious when policies or social norms are out of line with what the public really
wants. But instead, collective silence can help plutocrats preserve the status quo indefinitely—especially when political
leaders beholden to the 1% disparage the alternatives.
In examining the We’ll All Be Helpless mind game, we’ll
take a careful look at how the 1% use this appeal to block gun
reform efforts, lock up undocumented immigrants, and defend
poverty wages.

Dire Warnings about Gun Reform
The huge firearms industry relies on this mind game when it
promotes the spurious claim that gun reform initiatives will
make everyone helpless. We shouldn’t be surprised by this
campaign, since easy access to deadly weapons—for whoever
wants them—means ever-growing profits for today’s gun manufacturers and dealers.28 As a result, percentage-wise, far more
Americans die from gun violence—homicides and suicides—
than do the citizens of any other wealthy country. The total
number in 2018 in the United States is likely to again exceed
30,000—a figure comparable to the number of Americans
killed in automobile accidents.29 Indeed, the far-too-frequent mass killings—including school children in Newtown,
Connecticut; churchgoers in Charleston, South Carolina;
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co-workers in San Bernadino, California; nightclub attendees in Orlando, Florida; and concert attendees in Las Vegas,
Nevada—account for only a small fraction of the bloodshed.
One of the leading purveyors of the We’ll All Be Helpless
mind game is the National Rifle Association. In an op-ed
shortly after President Barack Obama’s re-election in 2012,
its CEO, Wayne LaPierre, warned, “No wonder Americans are
buying guns in record numbers right now, while they still can
and before their choice about which firearm is right for their
family is taken away forever.” In the same piece, he described
the NRA as “the indispensable shield against the destruction of
our nation’s Second Amendment rights” and “the only chance
gun owners have to withstand the coming siege.”30 At a press
conference a week after the Sandy Hook Elementary School
tragedy, LaPierre called for armed security guards in every U.S.
school, arguing “the only thing that stops a bad guy with a gun
is a good guy with a gun.”31
There’s more. In a 2014 speech at the Conservative Political
Action Conference, LaPierre listed “home invaders, drug cartels, carjackers, knockout gamers, and rapers, and haters, and
campus killers, airport killers, shopping mall killers” among
the threats that assault-style rifles and other guns were needed
to stop.32 It’s also worth noting that, although the NRA likes
to tout its grassroots membership, it’s not without substantial
corporate funding. A case in point is the $600,000 check the
group received in 2014 from Smith & Wesson. At the time, that
gunmaker’s CEO remarked, “The existence of the NRA is crucial to the preservation of the shooting sports and to the entire
firearms industry.”33
Riding shotgun with LaPierre are the likes of John Lott, promoter of the now-discredited thesis that more guns mean less
crime. In the mainstream press, he’s argued that gun reform
“will leave individuals more vulnerable and helpless” and that
“instead of making places safer, disarming law-abiding citizens
leaves them as sitting ducks.”34 The NRA and gun lobby aggressively push this message because it sells guns. Indeed, there’s
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clear evidence that stoking fears about gun restrictions in the
aftermath of massacres leads to quick and sharp increases in
handgun purchases.35 But Lott’s premise has collapsed under
scholarly scrutiny.36 The National Research Council dismissed
his findings and methodology, and researchers at Stanford and
Harvard have shown that higher rates of household gun ownership are in fact associated with higher, not lower, homicide
rates, both nationally and in state-by-state comparisons.37
Unfortunately, gun reform has been thwarted thanks to the
influence the gun lobby holds over numerous dutiful members
of Congress and local politicians.38 But the NRA’s we’ll-all-behelpless propaganda is winning over the public as well, even
though almost everyone supports modest measures such as
universal background checks. National polls in recent years
show that—for the first time in decades—there’s now greater
support for “gun rights” than for “gun control.” This support is
especially strong among those white Americans who, mistakenly, believe crime rates are rising. And whereas people used
to report that hunting was their primary reason for owning a
gun, now they say it’s for personal safety—in other words, as
an antidote to helplessness.39 As NRA-booster Donald Trump
argued during the presidential campaign, “You take the guns
away from the good people, and the bad ones are going to have
target practice.”40

Putting Undocumented Immigrants behind Bars,
Corporate-Style
Members of the 1% rely on this same We’ll All Be Helpless
mind game when they block immigration reform. In particular, the private prison industry reaps very handsome profits
from locking up as many undocumented immigrants as it can.
Companies like CoreCivic (the recently rebranded Corrections
Corporation of America) and the GEO Group are well served
by a climate of fear and panic about porous borders, which is
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further propelled by nativists’ racist rants and their claims of
Hispanic conspiracies aimed at reconquering the Southwest.
With taxpayer funding, CoreCivic and GEO now operate
roughly half of all U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) beds in detention facilities for those awaiting immigration court hearings. These companies make billions of
dollars, and in their investor reports they caution that immigration reform poses a direct threat to this lucrative business
model. How so? Well, profits are likely to decline if immigration enforcement efforts are relaxed; or if fewer people are
arrested, convicted, and imprisoned; or if minimum sentences
are reduced or early release opportunities for good behavior
are increased.41
To fend off such possibilities, for-profit prisons spend millions in lobbying and in campaign contributions to sympathetic elected representatives—like Texas congressman John
Culberson, a Republican and member of the powerful House
Committee on Appropriations. Culberson has done his part to
promote the false narrative that undocumented immigrants
are dangerous criminals and that if they’re not stopped now,
they’ll soon be beyond our control.42 During hearings in 2015,
he emphasized that “law enforcement lies at the heart of all
our liberties” and that “we in Texas feel the brunt of this with
the number of illegal criminals coming across the border—the
drug runners, the killers and the sex-traffickers. It’s appalling
and outrageous.”43 Culberson has also insisted that the government take more aggressive steps to meet the requirement that
34,000 detention beds be filled at all times.44 Lamenting the
existence of empty beds, on one occasion he scolded the ICE
director, telling her, “I feel very confident you could find an
extra 9,000 criminal aliens that needed to be detained to fill
those beds in a heartbeat.”45
Private prison profiteers also benefit from propaganda
that condemns the policies of “sanctuary cities,” arguing that
they make law enforcement officials helpless. These local
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communities prohibit notification of ICE agents following the
arrest of undocumented immigrants for nonviolent offenses
such as a broken taillight or driving without a license. Instead,
after routine processing, these individuals are released without incarceration and without a review of their immigration
status, thereby freeing them from the risk of immediate deportation. Although President Trump has claimed that sanctuary
cities “abet criminal behavior,”46 and his attorney general, Jeff
Sessions, has argued that sanctuary policies make “cities and
states less safe,”47 recent research shows that crime rates are
actually lower in sanctuary counties than in non-sanctuary
counties.48 At the same time, sanctuary policies reflect more
than just a humanitarian awareness of the already fraught
circumstances of immigrant families living in the shadows.49
They also reflect the pragmatic recognition that fostering
greater trust of the police in immigrant communities makes
solving serious crimes and apprehending wrongdoers easier.
But that logic matters little to high-placed, fearmongering
friends of for-profit prisons. They rarely miss an opportunity
to raise the specter of future helplessness. For example, former
North Carolina Governor Pat McCrory, a Republican, insisted
that “public safety officials must have the flexibility and tools
to investigate crimes and sanctuary city policies deprive law
enforcement of those tools.”50 Similarly, on his presidential
campaign website, Senator Marco Rubio of Florida warned,
“Illegal immigrants who commit crimes can often be released,
free to endanger their communities again, without federal
authorities ever having the chance to remove them from
the country.” And Mark Krikorian, executive director of the
anti-immigration Center for Immigration Studies, has argued
that failure to remove “illegals” enables them to “embed themselves in our society”; he’s called for making their lives so miserable that they’ll “self-deport.”51
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The Necessity of Poverty Wages?
As Robert Reich has noted, for decades business leaders have
made a habit of predicting that uncontrollable economic disaster will follow any improvements in the lives of low-wage workers. Over a century ago, they warned that laws ending the worst
of child labor abuses would force cost-cutting layoffs. They
were likewise confident that safety regulations instituted after
the deadly Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire would drive businesses out of New York City.52 And when President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt established the first federal minimum wage
with the signing of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the National
Publishers Association cautioned that “Rome, 2,000 years
ago, fell because the government began fixing the prices of
services and commodities,” and the National Association of
Manufacturers asserted that the act “constitutes a step in the
direction of communism, bolshevism, fascism, and Nazism.”53
That tradition continues today as defenders of extreme
inequality turn to the We’ll All Be Helpless mind game in
opposing increases in the minimum wage. They counter initiatives like the “Fight for $15” movement of fast-food and other
low-wage workers—efforts that have already led some states
and communities to adopt regulations with the potential to
lift many employees out of poverty—by insisting that higher
wages will cause us all inescapable and uncontrollable harm.
Among the 1%’s most active propaganda shops in this arena is
the Employment Policies Institute, run by long-time big business and anti-union lobbyist Rick Berman.
Consider some of the false claims that Michael Saltsman,
the research director of Berman’s institute, has made. Contrary
to the findings of numerous reputable scholars, he’s argued
that wage hikes inevitably lead to significant job losses and
that anyone who thinks otherwise is “fighting the laws of economics.”54 Saltsman has similarly insisted that the automation
of functions once held by entry-level workers will be unavoidable if labor costs rise because consumers inflexibly demand
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low prices. To support this stance, one of Berman’s anti-labor
websites presents anecdotes of businesses that purportedly
couldn’t survive mandatory wage hikes. Helplessness-focused
descriptions include the “death knell” for a restaurant forced
to close its doors, a chiropractor who’s moving his business
because he “cannot make it anymore,” a truckstop with reduced
hours because the owner was “forced to cut shifts,” and another
shuttered restaurant where “skyrocketing costs” were “the nail
in its coffin.”55
Forecasts of doom from defenders of concentrated wealth
and power have consistently proved inaccurate, and yet they
persist. But Reich has also highlighted a different benchmark
that shouldn’t be overlooked. As a country, at various points in
our history we’ve recognized that “certain kinds of jobs—jobs
that were done by children, or were unsafe, or required people
to work too many hours, or below poverty wages—offend our
sense of decency.”56 That moral judgment stands even taller
than Wall Street’s skyscrapers. Today, decency demands that
a person working full time should not be trapped in poverty.
DON’T BLAME US
The 1% are quick to boast of their accomplishments, and even
faster to cover their tracks when anything with their fingerprints on it blows up—literally or figuratively. In these situations, they turn to the Don’t Blame Us mind game, claiming
there was nothing they could have done. According to their
spin, the blame belongs elsewhere, or the bad outcomes
couldn’t possibly have been anticipated, or the resulting harm
could never have been prevented anyway. The evidence rarely
supports such protestations of innocence, but plutocrats still
try to frame setbacks or disasters in ways that minimize widespread recognition of their own culpability—while continuing
to advance their interests.57
When representatives of the predatory class make poor
decisions—about economic policies, about national priorities,
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about going to war—they jeopardize the well-being of millions.
Few of us will ever make choices with such profoundly bad
consequences. But when these same plutocrats then refuse to
admit their mistakes, that kind of behavior is probably familiar
to most of us. After all, in our personal lives we can perhaps
recall a time or two when we denied responsibility for wrongdoing, whether it was running a red light or hurting someone
by being unkind.
Psychologists Carol Tavris and Elliot Aronson have offered
a detailed analysis of this inclination to justify and excuse our
own behavior.58 They explain that we seek to relieve cognitive
dissonance, the psychological discomfort we feel when two
of our beliefs, attitudes, or behaviors are in conflict. Given
our desire for consistency, we feel pressure to modify one or
the other—and usually we make the easier, less demanding
change. So, for instance, the smoker who’s told their habit
could be deadly will ideally quit smoking—but instead they
may just convince themselves that the scientific research is
flawed. Likewise, doomsday cult members have two options if
the Earth isn’t destroyed by higher powers on the date they’ve
designated. They can abandon their deeply held convictions or
instead conclude that it was their own devotion that miraculously saved the planet.59 In short, uncomfortable dissonance
is reduced through choices that enable us to escape admitting—or perhaps even recognizing—our errors.
Our tendency toward self-justification rather than selfblame doesn’t mean that others won’t consider us culpable
when something goes wrong. Research shows that judgments
about blameworthiness depend on a few key variables,
including perceptions of controllability, intentionality, and
foreseeability.60 In general, we’re more likely to hold people
responsible for causing harm when we believe they had control
over the outcome, when we think their action or inaction was
intentional rather than accidental, and when we judge the situation as one where they should have expected the negative consequences and taken preventive steps. Not surprisingly then,
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even when the outcomes are disastrous, one way to avoid criticism and disapproval is to persuasively argue that any damage
couldn’t realistically have been anticipated or avoided—just as
plutocrats, regardless of political party, frequently try to do.
In discussing the Don’t Blame Us mind game, we’ll examine the role played by this appeal in specific contexts, including
the 1%’s denial of responsibility for natural disasters, for military and intelligence blunders, and for the Great Recession.

When Disaster Strikes
Don’t-blame-us appeals are a familiar refrain from the predatory class whenever environmental disasters strike. They were
certainly prominent in President Trump’s feeble attempts to
defend his administration’s slow and inadequate response to
Hurricane Maria in late September of 2017. The much-anticipated storm turned Puerto Rico into a humanitarian nightmare as millions of U.S. citizens faced weeks and weeks without
electricity, basic medical supplies, or drinking water.
As the islanders’ plight worsened, Trump denied that anything was amiss in his administration’s relief efforts. On one
occasion he insisted, “We have done a great job with the almost
impossible situation,”61 and on another he lamely explained,
“This is an island surrounded by water, big water, ocean
water.”62 Amid mounting criticism, he then turned to blaming others. When San Juan’s mayor, Carmen Yulín Cruz, publicly pleaded for greater urgency from the federal government,
Trump responded with a series of tweets from his private golf
club in New Jersey, including this one: “Such poor leadership
by the Mayor of San Juan, and others in Puerto Rico, who are
not able to get their workers to help. They want everything to
be done for them when it should be a community effort.”63 The
next day he followed up by lambasting his critics as “politically
motivated ingrates.”64
Trump’s excuses echoed the don’t-blame-us ploys of an
earlier White House when Hurricane Katrina breached the
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levees protecting New Orleans and caused massive losses of
life and property in 2005. In the days immediately before
Katrina made landfall, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and other independent expert analysts had warned
government officials about the prospect of precisely this catastrophic scenario. Yet three days after the hurricane hit,
President George W. Bush falsely told a television audience, “I
don’t think anybody anticipated the breach of the levees. They
did anticipate a serious storm.”65 Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff was equally disingenuous in his own claims,
calling the disaster “breathtaking in its surprise” and arguing
that the “combination of catastrophes exceeded the foresight
of the planners, and maybe anybody’s foresight.”66
Hurricanes are far from the only mass tragedies that turn
master-of-the-universe one-percenters into helpless innocents. For example, the death and ecological devastation
wrought by the 2010 explosion of the Deepwater Horizon
in the Gulf of Mexico was the occasion for similar protestations, this time from BP’s corporate executives. One company
spokesman described the oil rig blowout as “clearly unprecedented.”67 Another explained, “I don’t think anybody foresaw the circumstance that we’re faced with now.”68 CEO Tony
Hayward reportedly bemoaned BP’s plight in a meeting with
fellow executives in London, asking them, “What the hell did
we do to deserve this?”69 That’s a question easily answered.
Internal BP documents reveal a long history in which the
company failed to follow even its own safety policies, relied
on antiquated equipment, performed inadequate inspections,
and silenced concerned employees.70 The BP disaster should
have been far from inconceivable regardless, given that dozens
of similar blowouts have occurred in the Gulf.71
We also shouldn’t overlook the many environmental
catastrophes that unfold in slow motion—and away from
the spotlight—where those with the power to intervene
instead focus on denying responsibility and passing the buck.
That describes the public health disaster that’s befallen the
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impoverished city of Flint, Michigan. It began several years ago
with Governor Rick Snyder, the state’s Republican legislature,
and the state’s so-called emergency managers implementing
the predatory class’s familiar draconian austerity agenda for
the masses.72 One cost-cutting move involved switching Flint’s
water supply from Lake Huron to the polluted Flint River.
Visible signs of contamination began to appear almost
immediately, but state authorities reassured worried residents
that “anyone who is concerned about lead in the drinking
water in Flint can relax.”73 Not everyone was fooled, however.
General Motors, for example, recognized the corrosive effects
of the river water on the auto parts it was manufacturing—and
quickly paid to get its water supply from the lake instead.74 But
the families of Flint didn’t have that option, and their pleas
were dismissed or ignored. As a result, over many months
thousands of young children drank tap water poisoned with
lead. Today, all of them are at risk of permanent neurological damage, along with learning disabilities and other behavioral problems.75 And Flint has moved further up the list of
majority Black cities where evidence of environmental racism
looms large.76

Intelligence and Military Blunders
The same Don’t Blame Us mind game is also how political
leaders often try to justify costly intelligence and military failures. Consider the litany of excuses offered by representatives
of the Bush administration following the 9/11 terrorist attacks
and the misguided invasion of Iraq.77 At a press briefing in May
2002, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice memorably claimed, “I don’t think anybody could have predicted that
these people would take an airplane and slam it into the World
Trade Center, take another one and slam it into the Pentagon;
that they would try to use an airplane as a missile.”78 But
her defensive objections were contradicted by evidence that
the White House received numerous alerts in the weeks and
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months leading up to the attacks, including a specific warning
that hijacked planes might be used as weapons.79
The primary rationale for invading Iraq—the threat posed
by Saddam Hussein’s purported weapons of mass destruction—was another highly consequential misrepresentation for
which the White House later claimed no responsibility. When
no WMDs were found, one official after another—President
Bush, Vice President Cheney, Rice, and others—insisted that
“everyone” had believed the weapons were there, and that they
shouldn’t be blamed for believing that too. For instance, White
House political operative Karl Rove asserted, “Everybody in
the West, every major intelligence agency in the world, thought
that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction.”80 But
this self-protective claim of unanimity is simply untrue. U.S.
intelligence agencies had not even reached their own consensus
view before the invasion, and the independent International
Atomic Energy Agency had reported, “We have to date found
no evidence that Iraq has revived its nuclear weapon program
since the elimination of the program in the 1990s.”81
Similarly, after the initial days of “shock and awe,” the invasion of Iraq bogged down and became far more difficult and
costly than the assurances the Bush administration had given
the American public. At that point, key officials resorted to
a variety of helplessness ploys to defend their deeply flawed
choices. In a December 2004 town hall meeting with troops
stationed in Kuwait, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
offered a no-other-option-available explanation—“You go to
war with the Army you have, not the Army you might want
or wish to have at a later time”—as if the war had been forced
upon us. At that same event, he responded to concerns raised
by a soldier about insufficient armor on their vehicles this way:
“You can have all the armor in the world on a tank and a tank
can be blown up.”82 Two years later, as an Iraqi insurgency
raged and the death toll increased, and despite the many warnings that had preceded it, Vice President Cheney told those
gathered at a National Press Club luncheon, “I don’t think
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anybody anticipated the level of violence that we’ve encountered”83—which again was far from the truth.

Wall Street and the Great Recession
Hollow cries of helplessness and don’t-blame-us appeals also
reverberated following the financial collapse that inaugurated
the Great Recession of the 2000s. Plutocrats were quick to
point fingers at others they insisted were responsible for the
suffering of millions of Americans who lost jobs, homes, and
life savings. New York City’s former mayor, billionaire Michael
Bloomberg, for example, singled out Congress for blame when
discussing concerns raised by Occupy Wall Street back in 2011:
I hear your complaints. Some of them are totally
unfounded. It was not the banks that created the mortgage
crisis. It was, plain and simple, Congress who forced everybody to go and give mortgages to people who were on the
cusp…And now we want to go vilify the banks because it’s
one target, it’s easy to blame them and Congress certainly
isn’t going to blame themselves.84

Bloomberg’s narrow account ignores much of what we know to
be true. It was Wall Street—with Republican and Democratic
support—that lobbied for extensive deregulation and then
rushed to take advantage of the home-buying frenzy. It was
the banks that created exotic and poorly understood mortgage-based products to which credit rating agencies like
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s gave inflated endorsements.
Once these fee-generating instruments were in place, the risk
of loan defaults was transferred to third-party investors—
including the banks’ unsuspecting customers. Mortgage companies meanwhile relaxed lending standards so they could
offer many more prospective homebuyers expensive sub-prime
loans. When the housing bubble burst, the value of the massive
investments tied to real estate prices plummeted. The whole
system collapsed. Taxpayer money became the rescue line for
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the reckless, greed-driven banks that were deemed “too big
to fail.”85
During this period, the 1% also used the Don’t Blame Us
mind game to denounce the financially strapped and destitute homeowners themselves. Business channel CNBC repeatedly cast those who couldn’t make their mortgage payments
as “losers” undeserving of sympathy. In one segment, after an
interviewee noted that some people had been preyed upon by
unscrupulous lenders, one TV host disparagingly responded,
“The phrase ‘predatory lending’ always kills me because how
do you trick someone into—how do you force someone to
borrow money? Don’t borrow it if you can’t afford it!” A colleague then chimed in, “It takes two to tango. You can’t cheat
an honest man.”86 Of course the notion that homebuyers
were more blameworthy than huge mortgage companies like
Countrywide Financial is absurd. There’s overwhelming documentation proving mortgage lenders took unwarranted shortcuts, misled homebuyers about what they’d owe, filed false
legal papers with phony signatures, and pushed people into
costlier subprime loans even when they qualified for standard
mortgages.87
And then there are the fabulously wealthy Wall Street executives who’ve insisted that they too were helpless to anticipate or prevent the devastation that unfolded. Consider
Robert Rubin, whose resume includes stints as co-chairman
of Goldman Sachs, Treasury Secretary under Bill Clinton, and
board member of Citigroup for a decade thereafter—and a personal bank account of over $100 million. Rubin was among
the influential figures who aggressively pushed for deregulation of the banks before the financial crisis. When later asked
whether he should be faulted for contributing to the damage
that ensued, Rubin offered that “everyone” should have done
more, but he still resorted to the familiar plea of helplessness:
“I’ve thought about this a lot. …I don’t know what I could have
done without operating responsibilities.”88 Meanwhile, former
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Goldman Sachs partner Steven Mnuchin, Trump’s distressing
choice for Treasury Secretary, is among those who made a fortune during the crisis, by buying a distressed bank and then
foreclosing on tens of thousands of homeowners.89
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
When they find the status quo favorable to their interests,
today’s plutocrats erect innumerable obstacles to progressive
reforms. They do so with a presumption of impunity that’s the
mirror image of the helplessness they hope to instill in everyone else. With the Resistance Is Futile mind game, the 1% send
a clear warning to the rest of us: They’re in charge and that’s
not going to change. Sometimes they drive this point home
through verbal threats; at other times they rely upon intimidating demonstrations of power.
Those who want to hold onto wealth and power have the
upper hand whenever the daunting reality of extreme inequality generates widespread hopelessness and passivity. These
reactions are understandable, and they’ve led some psychologists to emphasize the importance of “small wins” when
it comes to confronting social problems and organizing for
change.90 Even though it’s likely to take many small victories to
make a meaningful dent, evidence suggests that this approach
is a very effective strategy for chipping away at large obstacles.
Small wins are valuable whenever change is especially tough,
because even committed individuals will eventually abandon
a cause if there are no signs of progress toward a long-term
goal. So small victories offer a unique advantage: They’re easier to achieve and harder for adversaries to obstruct. Moreover,
celebrating these modest successes helps to remind everyone
that progress is indeed possible. In turn, these favorable experiences serve not only to keep people motivated, but they also
encourage others who have witnessed the victories to join the
effort, thereby increasing the human and material resources
available to expand the fight.
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The powerful positive feelings that flow from a sense of
progress—even progress on a small scale—have been documented in a variety of areas, including research into job satisfaction. In one study, employees assigned to complex and
creative projects were asked to keep daily diaries in which they
tracked their best and worst workdays over a period of several
months. When the researchers examined the data, they found
noteworthy fluctuations in the workers’ mood and motivation
at the end of each day. The days that the employees deemed
best were those during which meaningful progress had been
made, and those rated as worst involved project setbacks.91
Such results highlight the fact that neither huge breakthroughs
nor massive failures are necessary to significantly affect how
we feel about our efforts.
In exploring the Resistance Is Futile mind game, let’s now
take a detailed look at how the 1% use this appeal to perpetuate
racial inequities, exploit low-wage workers, and exert financial
control over our electoral politics.

Trapped by Racial Injustice
None of the predatory class’s efforts to render the disadvantaged helpless is more troubling than the entrenched, racially
biased system that controls, oppresses, and blocks communities of color from equal justice and equal opportunity. It’s been
more than a half-century since Democratic Governor George
Wallace of Alabama—“segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever”92—defiantly blocked the doors at the
University of Alabama to prevent Vivian Malone and James
Hood from entering. Such overt racist acts of intimidation by
high-profile politicians are perhaps less common today, but
the Resistance Is Futile mind game is alive and well. Moreover,
institutional norms and policies continue to trap victims
in a web of adversity from which they are often powerless
to escape.93
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Civil rights attorney and scholar Michelle Alexander has
described how young Black men are shoehorned into dilapidated schools, unable to find jobs that pay a living wage,
arrested in disproportionate numbers for nonviolent crimes
in impoverished neighborhoods, and then incarcerated at
astounding and again disproportionate rates. As she writes,
“Mass incarceration depends for its legitimacy on the widespread belief that all those who appear trapped at the bottom
actually chose their fate.”94 Borrowing the birdcage metaphor
of political theorist Iris Marion Young, Alexander also notes
that the realities of this externally imposed helplessness are
obscured from the public, who fail to see the full picture:
If one thinks about racism by examining only one wire
of the cage, or one form of disadvantage, it is difficult to
understand how and why the bird is trapped. Only a large
number of wires arranged in a specific way, and connected
to one another, serve to enclose the bird and to ensure that
it cannot escape.

After release from prison, future prospects and participation
in mainstream society are even more severely constrained. For
instance, more than 10% of Black men of voting age were ineligible to vote in the 2014 election because they were classified
as felons, many for nonviolent offenses.95 Drug convictions can
make social supports like food stamps, welfare, and federal
housing assistance off limits as well.96 These restrictions compound the difficulties of re-entry to society after a prison term,
already a daunting undertaking given the obstacles to finding
a decent-paying job.
Beyond the disturbing realities of mass incarceration and
its aftermath alone, the Black community is targeted in other
ways that can promote helplessness and despair. For example,
racial profiling—and its associated negative stereotypes about
criminality—subject African Americans to seemingly inescapable surveillance, harassment, and other intrusions in their
daily lives.97 Earlier, we looked at reprehensible voter suppression efforts. Related strategies further minimize the political
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voice of communities of color. The gerrymandering of voting
districts often diminishes or eliminates the influence of nonwhite voters. It also affects which candidates win local and
national elections by creating easier paths to office for non-minority politicians who are friendly to the plutocratic agenda.98

Workers Pushed to the Brink
Most workers in the United States are “at-will” employees.
Working without a contract or union representation, they can
be fired at any time for almost any reason. In terms of job security, this represents a profound level of helplessness imposed
upon tens of millions of Americans. Even the handful of legal
restrictions that limit employers from having total control—for
instance, you can’t be fired due to discrimination or for reporting health or safety violations—place the burden of proving
wrongful termination on employees.99 Most people who lose a
job have little time to pursue such complaints anyway; they’re
too busy trying to find new work to support themselves and
their families. Meanwhile, the mere threat of dismissal is often
enough to dissuade workers from exercising their rights.
For large U.S. employers, this imposition of powerlessness
extends far beyond the cavalier firing of individual employees. Companies routinely prioritize profit-boosting cost-cutting above all else. Low-wage workers are limited to part-time
hours to make sure they don’t qualify for healthcare benefits.100
Universities hire large numbers of adjunct faculty because
they’re cheaper than salaried professors.101 Management
demands significant concessions whenever union contracts
come up for renewal.102 And domestic factories are shuttered
with production moved overseas to wherever workers can be
exploited even more effectively.103
Corporate behemoths also exert their coercive power over
small-business owners who simply can’t compete with their
merciless price-cutting. In this context, Amazon quickly
comes to mind. Having moved beyond books alone to selling
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everything to everyone, the online retailer’s dominance has
steadily grown. How does the company lure cost-conscious
customers away from local retail outlets of all kinds through
unbeatable prices? By taking advantage of low-wage workers,
by avoiding the added expense of sales taxes wherever it can,
and by encouraging a growing trend whereby shoppers first
explore their options on Main Street and then go home and
buy the products they’ve selected through Amazon instead.104
At the same time, the retailing giant garners tax breaks and
other accommodations from local governments in exchange for
building its huge warehouses—“fulfillment centers”—in particular places. Yet despite the hype, evidence suggests that these
operations ultimately provide worse jobs and for fewer workers, while adversely affecting the town’s local suppliers and
infrastructure.105 As for the ruthlessness underlying Amazon’s
success, billionaire CEO Jeff Bezos reportedly once described
his approach to negotiating discounts from publishers as similar to “the way a cheetah would pursue a sickly gazelle.”106

Money in Politics
Today’s plutocrats have also enfeebled the public in another
way: by taking ever-firmer control over the funding of our
elections. Recent polling shows that a remarkable 85% of
Americans believe fundamental changes or a complete overhaul are needed in how our political campaigns are funded.107
But that kind of mandate is likely to fall on deaf ears in Congress
because so many of those who hold elected office secure their
positions with hefty campaign backing from the 1%. For these
politicians, citizen helplessness can protect rather than undermine their selfish interests.
The corrupting role of money in politics—and its disempowerment of average Americans—is certainly nothing new.108
But this dangerous trend accelerated with the Supreme Court’s
2010 verdict in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission.
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In that case, the 5-4 majority ruled that corporations—and
unions—can spend unrestricted amounts on political activities that aren’t directly tied to a specific candidate or party.
This opened the floodgates for political spending sprees by the
super-rich.109 Today, an individual can give only up to $2,700
to a candidate running for federal office. But wealthy donors
can give millions of dollars to “Super PACs” and other so-called
independent groups. That’s exactly what they’re doing, sometimes without their identities ever being disclosed.110
The most glaring problem with this system is that the legal
requirement of independence from candidates isn’t taken seriously. The rules that are supposed to prevent coordination
between these groups and campaign staff have proven ineffective because they’re essentially disregarded.111 Many Super
PACs promote a single candidate—and at times are even run
by that politician’s former advisers—without any repercussions. This makes a mockery of the Court’s assurance that
independent expenditures “do not give rise to corruption or the
appearance of corruption.”112
Access to wealthy donors and their networks of influence
affects more than who wins our elections. Perhaps even more
problematically, it determines who can even afford to run for
office. We already have far too many candidates whose views
and priorities reflect the desires of their 1% donors. Worthy
opponents with different commitments—including thirdparty candidates—find themselves virtually powerless when it
comes to funding a credible campaign under the current rules.
People of color are now well over a third of all Americans, but
they’re only 10% of those elected to national office.113 The entire
process works to further mute the voice of regular Americans,
adding to the helplessness so many feel about politics today.
This suits the predatory class just fine.
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SUMMING UP: THE PLUTOCRATS’
HELPLESSNESS MIND GAMES
In this chapter, we’ve examined four helplessness mind games
exploited by today’s plutocrats to protect their tremendous
wealth and power. Let’s review each of them.
With the Change Is Impossible mind game, the 1% insist
that the world is shaped by complex forces far too powerful
to be altered by human intervention. Closer analysis, however,
reveals that defenders of extreme inequality don’t lack the
capacity to exert influence over these forces. Rather, they simply lack the motivation to do so. Indeed, even when they’re not
the direct cause of others’ misery, too often they’re comfortable
as bystanders, unwilling to use their enormous resources to
benefit the common good.
In other contexts, plutocrats turn to we’ll-all-be-helpless
appeals. They warn us that change will lead to harmful repercussions that we’ll all be powerless to combat. Here they aim
to frighten us into accepting a status quo that serves their own
interests but causes widespread damage to the public good.
The 1% know that if they get us to focus on some trumped-up
downside of change, we’re likely to turn our backs on those
who suffer the most under the current regime.
Today’s plutocrats are also quick to use the Don’t Blame Us
mind game in claiming there was nothing they could do when
circumstances take a turn for the worse. Given their inordinate wealth and power, these cries of helplessness and blamelessness should be subjected to careful scrutiny. Although they
strut the stage boasting about their purported talents and
accomplishments, members of the 1% head for the shadows
when it’s time to accept responsibility for their policy failures.
Instead of admitting culpability and making efforts at redress,
the predatory class serenades us with disingenuous denials
that anything different could have been done.
Finally, representatives of the predatory class use resistance-is-futile appeals to convince the rest of us that we’re
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helpless to wrest our lives and our country from their control.
They work to demoralize, sideline, and ostracize those who
seek greater equality and opportunity. This ploy frequently
works. If we’re convinced that we can’t succeed, our change
efforts soon grind to a halt or never get off the ground. But
we should remember that the 1% are susceptible to the disempowering effects of perceived helplessness too—if we can
convincingly demonstrate that they can’t defend the status quo
any longer.
With these four mind games, we’ve now covered the five
core concerns upon which today’s plutocrats so readily prey:
vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority, and helplessness.
It’s time to put together what we’ve learned and, in the final
chapter, examine how to best tackle the challenges these ploys
pose for our collective well-being.

7
CO U N T E R I N G
T H E M I N D GA M ES
BUILDING A
BETTER SOCIETY

“Ordinary people exercise power in American politics
mainly at those extraordinary moments when they rise up
in anger and hope, defy the rules that ordinarily govern
their daily lives, and, by doing so, disrupt the workings
of the institutions in which they are enmeshed.”
— F R A N C E S F OX P I V E N 1

As the preceding chapters have shown, today’s plutocrats use
an extensive repertoire of psychological mind games to target our core concerns about vulnerability, injustice, distrust,
superiority, and helplessness. In so doing, they aim to suppress
popular outrage over inequality and stifle calls for progressive change. Despite all the evidence that extreme inequality
is hurting ordinary Americans, these ploys have produced a
sad yet impressive track record. The 1%’s greed-driven agenda
seems to march forward with frustrating consistency, time and
time again defeating the common good.
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These mind games have proven so effective precisely
because they tap into real issues that are important in our daily
lives. Each of the five psychological domains we’ve explored is
a key lens through which we make sense of the world around
us. That’s why appeals that manipulate these concerns find
such fertile ground in our psyches. It’s also why it can be hard
to recognize that, contrary to their expressions of commitment
to the public interest, the true goals of the predatory class are
to secure their fortunes and outsized influence—at the expense
of everyone else.
But a more equal and more decent society isn’t out of reach.
Getting there, however, requires us to confront and defeat the
1%’s relentless campaign of lies and distortions. This book is
intended as a contribution to that urgent struggle. If we’re successful in countering their propaganda, the plutocrats’ hollow
tales will lose their allure, their selfish motives will be laid bare,
and the public will realize how the privileged few have fleeced
and betrayed the country—and the people—that made their
enormous wealth and power possible. In this final chapter,
we’ll turn our attention to how we can accomplish these goals.
THE PROGRESSIVE VISION—WHAT MOST
AMERICANS WANT
First, let’s briefly consider what the United States could look
like if the rule of the 1% crumbles. It isn’t hard to identify the
kinds of policies that might be implemented if we can break
the stranglehold of the predatory class. Indeed, among progressive leaders and organizations there’s considerable agreement on what the path ahead should include.
The priorities include tackling climate change and protecting the environment by curtailing fracking, offshore drilling,
and mountaintop removal; ending institutional racism, mass
incarceration, and police brutality; ensuring a living wage for
everyone, and building the workforce through investments in
“green” jobs and infrastructure repair; offering a Medicaretype, single-payer health insurance option to all Americans, and
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using Medicare’s bargaining leverage to bring down healthcare
costs; establishing humane immigration policies that include
a path to citizenship; reducing our bloated defense budget and
the hundreds of military bases we maintain overseas; raising
taxes on the wealthiest Americans and the hugely profitable
businesses many of them run; limiting the size of the largest
banks and preventing them from gambling with depositors’
money; helping homeowners with underwater mortgages;
making public college affordable for all, and reducing student
debt; removing barriers that make both registering and voting more difficult; requiring that corporations be accountable
to their employees, communities, and the environment rather
than to their shareholders alone; and getting “big money” out
of our politics and elections.
That’s not a complete list, but it obviously covers a lot of
ground. Despite the predictable objections from representatives of the plutocracy, these are not ideas from the political
fringe. Many of these policy recommendations are widely supported by the American people, as national polls over the past
few years show:2
• 61% feel that only those at the top have a chance to get
ahead in today’s economy.
• 66% think that money and wealth should be distributed
more evenly.
• 76% favor raising the minimum wage to $10.10 per
hour, and 59% favor raising it to $15 per hour.
• 66% prefer candidates who recognize global warming
and support increased reliance on renewable forms
of energy.
• 78% believe the government should limit the greenhouse
gas emissions of businesses.
• 59% would support a government healthcare plan similar to Medicare to compete with the private market.
• 85% support requiring paid sick leave for employees.
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• 79% think that post-high school education is too expensive to be affordable for everyone in the United States.
• 70% support the use of federal funds to provide
high-quality preschool education for every child.
• 74% think big corporations have too much political
influence.
• 84% believe money has too much influence in our
elections.
• 69% believe corporations don’t pay their fair share
of taxes.
• 68% favor raising taxes on people who earn over
$1 million annually.
• 61% approve of labor unions.
Polling numbers like these are encouraging. Still, it takes much
more to produce transformative social change because plutocrats are “all in” when it comes to defending their fortress. That
means they’re ever-ready and eager to use the psychologically
potent mind games in their quivers in order to sow doubt,
weaken resolve, fracture opposition, and ensure that the public’s avowed policy preferences never materialize.
INOCULATING OURSELVES AGAINST
THE 1%’S MIND GAMES
That’s why a key step in thwarting the 1% is to personally resist
the sway of their manipulative ploys. As Noam Chomsky wrote
back in 1989, “Citizens of the democratic societies should
undertake a course of intellectual self-defense to protect themselves from manipulation and control, and to lay the basis for
more meaningful democracy.”3 Such preventative strategies
have never been more crucial than they are today. Of course,
implementing them isn’t easy because, as we’ve seen, tapping
into our core concerns can give plutocratic appeals the solid
ring of truth even though they’re as flimsy as a con artist’s
promises.
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But here’s some good news. Years of research on the psychology of persuasion shows us how we can hold firm against
the propaganda of the predatory class. Of particular relevance
is what’s called “attitude inoculation.”4 The basic idea comes
from the familiar public health approach used to prevent contracting and spreading a dangerous virus. Consider the flu vaccine. When you get a flu shot, you’re receiving a modest dose of
the actual influenza virus. Your body responds by building up
antibodies, which will prove essential in fighting off the fullblown virus if it later attacks as you go about your daily life. A
flu shot doesn’t always work, but it improves your odds. That’s
why we’re encouraged to get one each year before the flu season begins.
The 1%’s mind games are like a virus, one that can “infect”
us with false and destructive beliefs. Here too, inoculation is
the best defense. Having been warned that this “plutocratic
virus” is prevalent and heading our way, we can become more
vigilant and prepare in advance for the onslaught. How can
we do that? By confronting and evaluating their appeals in a
less threatening and less stressful environment. In doing so,
we learn both to recognize them and to build and practice the
counterarguments—the “antibodies”—that we’ll need when
we’re later faced with an all-out plutocratic mind game assault.
As psychologists Anthony Pratkanis and Elliot Aronson have
explained, “We cannot resist propaganda by burying our heads
in the sand. The person who is easiest to persuade is the person
whose beliefs are based on slogans that have never been seriously challenged and examined.”5
Political Mind Games was written as just this kind of critical inoculation. In earlier chapters, we’ve seen exactly what the
1%’s mind games look like, how they’re used, why they work,
and the ways in which they’re flawed and misleading. At the
same time, we’ve also fortified ourselves with evidence, arguments, and rebuttals that limit the influence their appeals can
have over us. In short, we’re “immunized”—and that means
we’re now much better positioned to help others fend off these
manipulative ploys too.6
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COUNTERING THE MIND GAMES WITH
APPEALS OF OUR OWN
Still, convincing the public that the reign of the 1% is unhealthy
and illegitimate—and that it can be overturned—is a difficult
undertaking. After all, the plutocrats’ mind games are carefully designed to obstruct just this kind of broad awakening.
But what’s hard isn’t impossible, and we’ve already seen that
their ploys can be exposed and debunked as little more than
self-serving tales.
At the same time, while it’s morally wrong to manipulatively target the public’s core concerns to advance narrow
interests, our lives do indeed revolve around issues of vulnerability, injustice, distrust, superiority, and helplessness. This
means that progressives can and should appeal to these same
concerns—but in ways that encourage people to work together
for the common good.
In recent years that’s exactly what’s been happening on a
wide range of fronts. “Fight for $15” began as a campaign to
raise the minimum wage for fast-food workers, but it’s turned
into a much broader movement across the country.7 Spurred
on by efforts of the Water Protectors who gathered for months
near the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation in North Dakota,
activist groups have slowed the fossil fuel industry’s assault
on the environment,8 with successes in pushing local bans on
fracking and restrictions on offshore drilling.9 On the education front, the spin of the 1% promoting charter schools and
high-stakes testing has encountered stiff resistance, as teachers and parents in Seattle, Chicago, and other communities are
objecting to the fraud, waste, and harm associated with many
of the corporate reformers’ ventures.10 Trade deals that prioritize the interests and profits of multinational corporations are
facing fierce grassroots opposition.11 And activist efforts that
illuminate the moral blight of mass incarceration and discriminatory policing have gained public and political support
as well.12
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It’s true that many of these promising developments are
facing bitter headwinds from the Trump White House. But the
unexpected success of Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders’ campaign for the Democratic Party’s 2016 presidential nomination
and his continuing national popularity are among the encouraging measures of the current political climate. Sanders came
up short in his contest against the eventual primary winner,
former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. But his forceful message highlighting the corrupting influences of big money on
our elections and our way of life generated tremendous enthusiasm among millions of voters—especially youthful ones—
and dread among members of the predatory class who abhor
close scrutiny of their actions.13
Just as noteworthy are the huge waves of protests and
demonstrations that emerged in the weeks and months since
Donald Trump’s inauguration. The hundreds of thousands
of diverse participants in the January 2017 Women’s March
on Washington—not to mention the many offshoot marches
around the country—far outnumbered those who came to
the nation’s capital to witness the president’s swearing-in ceremony a day earlier.14 Likewise, broad grassroots opposition
to Trump’s early executive orders—including a travel ban on
Muslims seeking entry into the United States15—has been
intense and, at least for now, seemingly irrepressible.
Many of the contested areas we’ve explored in the preceding chapters are likely to become increasingly fierce battlegrounds in the 2018 midterm elections and well beyond. With
progressive values offering a direct challenge to the plutocrats’
psychological appeals, let’s take a closer look at how several of
these struggles are unfolding.

Minimum Wage Campaigns
Campaigns aimed at increasing the minimum wage present a
clear threat to the wishes and selfish interests of the predatory class. In their defense of poverty wages, representatives of
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the 1% rely on a variety of mind games. They use the Change
Is Dangerous and Change Is Unjust mind games to warn that
higher pay will imperil opportunities for low-wage workers and
unfairly toss many into unemployment lines. (Not true.) They
turn to the It’s a False Alarm mind game to argue that minimum wage workers are just teenagers doing temporary parttime work. (Also false.) They use we’ll-make-you-sorry ploys,
threatening to take their factories and warehouses elsewhere
if municipalities want to require a living wage. They trot out
the They’re Misguided and Misinformed mind game, insisting
that advocates for low-wage workers don’t really understand
the economic principles involved. (Again, untrue.) And the
most reprehensible among the elitist mouthpieces enlist the
No Injustice Here and They’re Losers mind games, assuring
the public that minimum wage earners are pathetic human
beings undeserving of our concern.
Today’s plutocrats, with their beholden “think tanks,” chambers of commerce, and allied business groups, are accustomed
to carrying the day with these messages. But they’ve encountered strong opposition, and the push for minimum wage
hikes has gained strength in many areas across the country.
New York and California, home to the two largest cities in the
United States, have already enacted laws that will gradually
lift their minimum wages to $15 per hour. Smaller municipalities, such as Seattle and Washington, D.C., have moved in the
same direction. These developments demonstrate the success
that campaigns like the fast-food “Fight for $15” can achieve
when they counter the 1%’s appeals.16 Despite the personal
risks involved, low-wage workers organized, engaged in rallies and strikes, drew media attention and then, once in the
spotlight, shared hopes and life stories that were very different
from how they were portrayed by the plutocrats’ manipulative
mind games.
There’s a compelling progressive narrative to be told here. It
too recognizes our core concerns, but in a manner antithetical
to the 1%’s self-serving appeals. It reminds us that vulnerability is indeed a pressing issue, because poverty wages subject
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workers and their families to daily lives fraught with insecurity and uncertainty over whether basic needs can be met and
unexpected emergencies can be overcome. It also illuminates
where injustice really lies: working long and hard and yet
still being unable to make ends meet is profoundly unfair, all
the more so when the fruits of one’s labors merely add to the
enormous wealth of a privileged few. It identifies the rightful
targets of our distrust as the CEOs of giant corporations and
their political allies who refuse to place the common good over
their self-aggrandizing pursuits, and who thereby betray our
fundamental social contract. Likewise, this account warns that
the greatness or superiority of our country is best measured by
the circumstances of those who are struggling to achieve the
American Dream—not by the number of greed-driven billionaires who call it home. And finally, it emphasizes that, despite
a rigged system designed to mire us in helplessness, a living
wage for all Americans isn’t out of reach if we organize effectively and refuse to settle for less.

Challenging the Fossil Fuel Industry
Climate change and environmental conservation are another
arena in which corporate honchos are facing increasingly stiff
resistance from the American public. Mind games from representatives of the fossil fuel industry form a constant drumbeat.
They offer it’s-a-false-alarm appeals, insisting that concerns
about global warming, or fracking, or pipeline leaks are overblown. They use they’re-devious-and-dishonest ploys in an
effort to discredit the overwhelming scientific consensus that
human activity lies at the root of the greenhouse gas problem.
They turn to the Change Is Unjust mind game, arguing that
many good jobs will be lost if we shift to clean and renewable
sources. And they rely on the Resistance Is Futile mind game
to persuade activists that opposition to ExxonMobil and other
energy behemoths is a fool’s errand that’s destined to fail. None
of these claims withstands careful scrutiny.
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Yet, even though oil and gas executives find comfort in the
Trump administration’s promotion of their denialism, opponents are gaining strength and chalking up victories over rich
and powerful profiteers. Defying the industry’s aura of invincibility, activists working locally across the country have slowed
and sometimes blocked the assault on the environment.
They’ve formed diverse coalitions—like the Standing Rock
Sioux and military veterans in opposing the Dakota Access
Pipeline—to delay the construction of massive pipelines with
protests and legal judgments; they’ve garnered bans on fracking in numerous municipalities; and they’ve pushed the scientific community to devote more attention to environmental
issues. At the same time, advocates have more broadly succeeded in awakening the public. National polls show that more
Americans than ever before are expressing great concern about
climate change, and skepticism toward the corporate deniers is
growing as well.17
Here too there’s a progressive narrative to communicate,
loudly and directly. Refusing to curtail the destructive consequences of climate change heightens our vulnerability, endangers our national security, and imperils future generations.
The fossil fuel industry’s persistence in degrading the environment for profit is an injustice with countless innocent victims,
especially the economically disadvantaged who are the ones
most immediately impacted by the adverse repercussions of
pollution, pipeline leaks, and global warming. Through their
decades of lies and lack of transparency, these same companies and their political allies have demonstrated that distrust
is the appropriate stance for the public as we search for solutions to the crisis. Any claim to superiority as a nation will be
repudiated if we ignore science and fail to commit ourselves to
respecting and protecting the natural world and its bountiful
wonders. Finally, we can—and must—overcome our feelings of
personal helplessness, by uniting together to upend the stubborn resolve of greed-driven interests.
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Accountability for “War on Terror” Torture
As a third example, I offer a more personal account. Since
2007, I’ve joined with a small group of colleagues in working to
oppose the use of torture in the U.S. “war on terror” and, more
specifically, to reset the moral compass of my own profession
of psychology.18
After the 9/11 attacks, whether drawn by the call of patriotism or lucrative paydays, psychologists became key players
in a brutal war machine that methodically broke the bodies
and minds of prisoners at Abu Ghraib, Guantánamo Bay, and
CIA “black sites.”19 Over time we came to learn—with a mixture of horror and dismay—that their roles were indispensable.
Government policies required that a psychologist be on hand
whenever a detainee was subjected to torturous techniques
like waterboarding. The Bush administration gave a perverse
rationale: The presence of health professionals supposedly
constituted clear evidence—in the form of expert guidance—
that there was no intent to cause severe pain or suffering.
Throughout this period, the leadership of the American
Psychological Association—the largest membership organization of psychologists in the world, with a $100 million annual
budget—failed to adequately defend psychology’s bedrock
do-no-harm principles.20 Instead, key APA leaders—eager to
expand the profession’s reach, curry favor with Department
of Defense bigwigs, and share in the government’s war-onterror largesse—endorsed the participation of psychologists
in national security detention and interrogation operations.
They did so despite growing allegations that prisoners were
being abused and tortured, insisting that psychologists helped
to ensure that these operations were “safe, legal, ethical,
and effective.”21
When we called upon the APA to right its ship, our advocacy efforts were met with denials, stonewalling, and personal attacks. Some status quo defenders turned to the It’s a
Dangerous World mind game, arguing that coercive actions,
even extreme ones, were necessary to protect the country from
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dire threats. Others turned to we’re-the-victims ploys, claiming
that the APA was being unfairly maligned with unsupported
allegations. For example, the association’s ethics director dismissed reports of detainee abuse as “long on hearsay and innuendo, short on facts.”22 APA leaders also relied on the They’re
Misguided and Misinformed mind game; one APA president
condemned us as “opportunistic commentators masquerading as scholars.”23 We saw our share of we’ll-make-you-sorry
appeals as well, with one high-profile military psychologist
boasting, “I confronted one of my critics and threatened to shut
his mouth for him if he didn’t do it himself.”24 All of these arguments disguised the facts and hid the truth from the public.
Our years-long anti-torture campaign, which required
that we debunk the APA’s mind games, had many steps and
relied on aid from a range of allies. First, we educated ourselves about what was happening at the detention sites, how
psychologists were involved, and the APA’s stance amid growing reports of abuses. Second, we confronted the APA’s leadership with disturbing reports and evidence, and we called for
greater transparency and justifications regarding the organization’s responses to allegations of torture. Third, we worked
to debunk the misrepresentations that followed from various
APA leaders. Fourth, as evidence of wrongdoing grew stronger,
we demanded that the APA acknowledge its misdeeds, pursue
accountability, and enact policy reforms to prevent similar
failures in the future. Throughout, we built support among
professional colleagues and the public, providing them with
detailed analyses of the ongoing controversy, with petitions
to sign and circulate, and with an understanding of how critical these issues were to the ethical foundations and future of
the profession.
Finally, in 2014, the APA leadership grudgingly authorized
a comprehensive independent review of its past actions. We
weren’t surprised when the “Hoffman Report” confirmed our
worst suspicions. The lengthy report concluded that the APA—
despite growing evidence of detainee mistreatment and the profound ethical conflicts this raised for health professionals—had
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secretly collaborated with Department of Defense officials in a
coordinated plan to promote policies that supported the government’s desire for psychologist participation in its detention
and interrogation operations. Soon after the report’s damning
findings were released, and almost 14 years after September
11, 2001, the APA took important steps to formally prohibit
its members from participating in national security interrogations. That enlightened policy remains in place today. But
opposition to it exists in certain quarters, so vigilance remains
a necessity.
For our coalition, the case against torture has always been
clear and compelling—and it too can be understood in terms
of the same five core concerns. Rather than making us safer,
these grotesque methods instead increase our country’s vulnerability by contributing to the radicalization of a new generation of impassioned adversaries. Equally important, torture
is a profound injustice, an assault on our basic commitment
to human decency and dignity. When, as a nation, we engage
in such abhorrent practices, we also engender distrust among
our own allies, who become uncertain of our guiding principles. In a similar fashion, the resort to cruelty undercuts our
aspirations to be a moral authority around the globe. Finally, if
we accept the view that torture is the only way to escape helplessness when it comes to keeping us safe, then we fall prey
to abandoning the laws and values necessary to preserve a
vibrant democracy.
ENGAGING AND UNITING
Many of the 1%’s mind games are direct attempts to discourage the building of a broad-based progressive movement.
These appeals warn that change efforts will imperil us, that
reforms will be unfair to many Americans, that the opposition are extremists who can’t be trusted and don’t value our
country’s traditions, and that climbing aboard isn’t worth our
time and energy because these efforts are destined to fail anyway. Such claims are self-serving, and it’s no surprise that the
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predatory class is eager to make opposition organizing as difficult as possible. But their ploys do usefully highlight some
of the key psychological considerations facing organizers and
movements alike.
One basic challenge is that it often takes time and reflection for a person to shift from the role of uncertain bystander
to engaged activist. In part, that’s because the transition
may require some reconsideration of one’s identity, as well
as adjustments to daily routines. Participation is also easier
when a course of action with a reasonable likelihood of success
has been identified. But sometimes that path toward political
progress can be very hard to find—especially since defenders
of extreme inequality do whatever they can to obscure it. Yet
another stumbling block is the risk of personal harm—frequently highlighted by the 1%—that’s associated with any
undertaking where powerful interests are aligned against
you. These dangers are diminished when large numbers unite
together, but they never entirely disappear.
On the other side of the ledger, however, history shows that
a relatively small base of organized and committed individuals
can win over and mobilize a disengaged public—if they resist
the plutocrats’ efforts to make them feel helpless. Mark and
Paul Engler, scholars of nonviolent civil resistance, explain
that a core group of activists is able to broaden a movement’s
influence by doing a few key things.25 First, they reliably show
up as visible and energized participants in whatever actions a
group undertakes.26 Second, when election season arrives, they
vote for the candidates that demonstrate the greatest support
for their particular cause. Third, they embrace opportunities
to share their views—with people they know and people they
don’t—in an effort to persuade them to reconsider their opinions. And fourth, even when such efforts are greeted with disdain within their social or professional networks, these active
supporters persist in working to change minds.
At the same time, a fledgling social movement can’t succeed if its most dedicated participants marginalize themselves
by failing to encourage or find rewarding ways for thousands
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or millions of less committed individuals to also contribute.
Grassroots organizer and author Jonathan Smucker warns
that organizers become increasingly isolated if they fail to nurture a broad continuum with multiple levels of involvement.
When that happens, they lose the necessary connections with
the broader society they hope to change. In the worst case,
even those who share the activists’ vision may opt not to join
“because they are not interested in assimilating into—or being
identified with—a self-marginalizing fringe subculture, or
because they see a lack of strategy.”27
As a further obstacle to movement building, today’s plutocrats welcome—and encourage with their mind games—divisions within the country over cultural, racial, religious, gender,
and class differences. These are barriers to collective action
that can be hard to overcome because they lead to counterproductive conflicts, misdirected blame, and scapegoating for
tenuous circumstances. When that happens, the 1%, despite
being vastly outnumbered, are able to preserve their wealth
and power without having to face organized and far-ranging
opposition.
This manipulative divide-and-conquer strategy recalls an
episode of The Twilight Zone, the classic 1960s television series
from anti-war and anti-racism activist Rod Serling.28 When
a mysterious roar and flash of light disturb a quiet summer
evening, a young boy warns that creatures from outer space
have arrived in human form. His notion seems farfetched until
lights, phones, and automobiles stop working up and down
Maple Street. At first neighbors unite in a search for answers.
But soon they’re accusing each other of plotting an extraterrestrial invasion. As mob violence erupts, one alien watching
from above explains to another, “All we need do is sit back and
watch…Their world is full of Maple Streets. And we’ll go from
one to the other and let them destroy themselves.” Narrator
Serling offers this warning to viewers at the end:
The tools of conquest do not necessarily come with bombs
and explosions and fallout. There are weapons that are
simply thoughts, attitudes, prejudices—to be found only in
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the minds of men. For the record, prejudices can kill and
suspicion can destroy and a thoughtless frightened search
for a scapegoat has a fallout all its own for the children and
the children yet unborn.

What’s clear is that to overturn and reverse the conquests of
the predatory class, we need to build resilient coalitions that
transcend our differences. A truly transformative social movement requires us to nurture a common group identity, one that
links all people who recognize that our country has arrived at
a very dark and disturbing place, and that we must now find
our way out together.29 In this context, one of the most effective unifying forces is shared outrage over extreme inequality.
It can join the disadvantaged and oppressed with those who
are fortunate enough to have greater security and resources.
When such outrage unites individuals and groups that
differ from each other, it creates a superordinate group and
breaks down familiar ingroup-outgroup boundaries.30 In this
way, outrage over inequality can merge the direct victims of
discrimination with those who find discrimination morally
repugnant even though they themselves haven’t experienced
it. Similarly, this outrage can bring together in common cause
people struggling to make ends meet and those who, while better off, are convinced that it’s simply wrong for anyone to go
without adequate food, shelter, or healthcare.
What also makes shared outrage especially potent is its collective action orientation. It pushes for sustained engagement
against the individuals, groups, and institutions that benefit
from extreme inequality and seek to perpetuate it. As a political force, shared outrage goes beyond the mere acknowledgement of regrettable circumstances in the world. It insists on
explanations for what’s wrong, seeks accountability for the
wrongdoing, and combats illegitimate attempts to blame victims for their plight. A chorus of voices rising up as one also
prevents any single group from becoming an isolated target
for condemnation or retribution from powerful entrenched
interests.
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Ideally, a superordinate group includes people from all
stations in life, including some who’ve obtained tremendous wealth and power. With social networks and material
resources that can amplify the message and carry it to other
audiences, these individuals can be valuable allies and participants. Even some proud, card-carrying members of the plutocracy may be susceptible to changing their views. Chuck Collins
of the Institute for Policy Studies refers to the choice they face
as “coming home.” As he describes it, “We need the wealthy to
opt back in to our communities, not from a charitable arm’slength distance but up close and personal. This is the pathway
toward a truly more egalitarian society.”31
The nonpartisan Moral Monday movement is among the
encouraging examples of encompassing coalitions driven
by outrage over injustice and inequality. Founded by North
Carolina NAACP president Reverend William Barber II, the
group has held regular demonstrations—including acts of civil
disobedience—to protest assaults on voter rights, workers'
rights, and civil rights.32 Barber has explained the organizing approach as one of building “fusion coalitions” aimed at
countering the 1%’s divide-and-conquer strategy: “If you have
a moral narrative, say economics are moral, budgets are moral,
education is moral…and then you talk about the impact on real
people…people see their common identity.”33
“THE FIERCE URGENCY OF NOW”
Replacing the greed-driven agenda of the 1% with a moral
agenda that benefits everyone is a daunting project, particularly in the current political climate. Beyond their extraordinary wealth, today’s plutocrats have a champion in the White
House, indebted politicians and high-paid lobbyists throughout Washington, and high-profile media outlets and spokespersons. As we’ve seen, all of these forces work to inundate
us with elaborate and expensive propaganda campaigns that
frame issues to the plutocrats’ liking, shape the public’s perceptions of right and wrong, and undermine prospects for
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solidarity among those working for change. But despite it all,
the vision of a more humane, more caring, and more equal
society still animates most Americans.
Yet this particular political moment isn’t unique after
all. Back when Trump was just promoting himself as a real
estate mogul and entertainer, other plutocracy-enabling
leaders—in both major parties—were already establishing
their snake-oil bona fides, using psychological mind games
to hustle an insufficiently skeptical public. In some ways,
then, Trump’s move to the nation’s capital simply reinvigorated and reinforced the well-entrenched predatory playbook that was already enriching the few at the expense of
the public interest. Senator Elizabeth Warren summarized
the situation well at a post-election Democratic Party retreat
in early 2017:
Our moment of crisis didn’t begin with the election of
Donald Trump…We were already in crisis because for years
and years and years, Washington has worked just great
for the rich and the powerful, but far too often, it hasn’t
worked for anyone else. We were already in a moment of
crisis because for years and years and years, the economy
has worked just great for those who have already made it,
but far too often, it hasn’t worked for anyone else. We were
already in a moment of crisis because for years and years
and years, we’ve been living in a nation where opportunity
is quietly disappearing. A country that is giving fewer and
fewer kids a real chance to succeed.34

At the same time, there’s no denying that Trump has brought
to the White House something worse than the typical one-percenter: a toxic brew of bigotry, belligerence, and brutality.
The significance of this is far-reaching. Those who are now
disadvantaged—especially people of color and other marginalized groups—face even tougher times as scapegoating has
intensified and misdirected hostility has become increasingly
commonplace. That’s why collective resistance efforts must
combine unwavering support for those most immediately at
risk with a clear recognition of what we all share: voices that
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have grown weaker, opportunities that have grown scarcer,
and children whose futures have grown dimmer.
Ultimately it isn’t hard to understand that extreme concentrations of wealth and power are incompatible with democracy
and the good society. But as I’ve argued here, what’s less well
understood is exactly how today’s plutocrats have leveraged
specific psychological appeals to achieve their aims. By ruthlessly exploiting our concerns about vulnerability, injustice,
distrust, superiority, and helplessness—concerns that should
serve as guideposts for improving the general welfare—they’ve
succeeded in advancing their own narrow interests while
blocking effective opposition to their rule. Exposing and countering these destructive mind games therefore becomes more
urgent every day.
In this crucial work, progressives must bring these same
concerns to the forefront—but in ways that illuminate and
advance the common good. This means showing how the real
vulnerabilities that Americans experience every day include
the perils of economic insecurity, inadequate healthcare, and
destruction of the environment. It means calling attention
to daily injustices, whether that’s working hard for less than
a living wage or facing discrimination in housing, education,
or law enforcement. It means making the case that a distrustful posture can help protect us from outside threats, but not if
it leads to unprincipled militarism and the abandonment of
international alliances—and that distrust of concentrated and
unfettered power at home is equally indispensable.
So too, it means taking pride in this country’s accomplishments and democratic aspirations, not as a pedestal for
self-righteousness but as the inspiration to put our national
strength to good purpose, whether the goal is eradicating
hunger or protecting human rights. Finally, it means empowering the American people—including the many suffering
from helplessness, hopelessness, or apathy—by enlisting their
efforts in creating a reinvigorated progressive movement, one
that gives all of us a meaningful voice in the political process.
The challenge awaits us.
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